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Abstract
The Smart Grid utilizes the communication infrastructure and the ability to have two-
way communication between entities in the power grid, in order to improve the control
in the power grid. The Smart Grid involves several different technical disciplines which
must interact with each other in order to fulfill the vision of the Smart Grid. Targets of
applications of the Smart Grid include to stabilize the frequency, ensure voltage qual-
ity, and balance the power consumption/production by utilizing information gathered
from entities in the power grid. Many of these applications utilize information that is
not locally available, and it is thus important to consider the impact of communication
networks and data access procedures on such an application.
The thesis investigates three different Smart Grid applications, which are optimized
for data access scheduling based on communication networks. The three scenarios are
chosen as they cover different time horizons in terms of control loop duration, from less
than a second to minutes. The first scenario is a wind farm scenario, where a central
controller regulates geographically distributed wind turbines. The second scenario con-
cerns demand management of supermarket temperature controlled entities. Finally the
thesis considers the interplay between several Smart Grid controllers in order to provide
insights on how these controllers would jointly affect the Smart Grid and how the latter
is impacted by the different performance metrics of the remote information access.
In order to evaluate the impact of communication networks on controller performance a
co-simulation framework has been created. This framework allows simulation of control
and communication networks together in the same simulation. The thesis starts by
showing how communication network and information access delay can cause decreases
in performance of the controllers in both scenarios. Once the impact of communication
networks on control simulations has been analyzed, information access and scheduling
strategies have been designed to help alleviate the performance decrease of the controller
experienced due to the communication network.
The last part of the thesis is a simulation of the interplay between several controllers
in a Smart Grid scenario, specifically in a MV/LV grid. The simulation analyzes the
joint impact of multiple smart grid controllers while also including a time-varying price.
Finally, the impact of the communication network performance for the communication
iii
of the price signal on the overall Smart Grid behavior is investigated for different types
of market realizations.
Resumé
Smart Grid udnytter kommunikationsinfrastrukturen og evnen til at have to-vejs kom-
munikation mellem enheder i elnettet, med henblik på at forbedre kontrollen i elnet-
tet. Smart Grid involverer flere forskellige tekniske discipliner, der skal interagere med
hinanden for at opfylde visionen om Smart Grid. Målet med anvendelsen af Smart
Grid omfatter at stabilisere frekvensen, sikre spændings kvalitet, og balancere strømfor-
bruget/produktionen ved at bruge oplysninger indsamlet fra enheder i elnettet. Mange
af disse programmer udnytter oplysninger, der ikke er lokalt tilgængelige, og det er
derfor vigtigt at overveje konsekvenserne af kommunikationsnet og dataadgang på en
sådan ansøgning.
Afhandlingen undersøger tre forskellige Smart Grid applikationer, som er optimeret til
dataadgang planlægning baseret på kommunikationsnetværk. De tre scenarier er valgt
eftersom de dækker forskellige tidshorisonter med hensyn til kontrol periode varighed,
fra mindre end et sekund til minutter. Det første scenarie er et vindmøllepark sce-
narie, hvor en central styreenhed regulerer geografisk distribuerede vindmøller. Det an-
det scenarie vedrører styring af efterspørgslen af supermarked temperatur kontrollerede
virksomheder. Endeligt dækker afhandlingen samspillet mellem flere Smart Grid kon-
trolenheder for at give indsigt i, hvordan disse kontrolenheder vil i fællesskab påvirke
Smart Grid og hvordan sidstnævnte er påvirket af de forskellige effektivitetsmålinger af
dataadgang planlægningen.
For at vurdere virkningen af kommunikationsnet på kontrolenheders ydeevne er en co-
simulerings struktur blevet skabt. Denne struktor giver mulighed for simulering af
kontrol- og kommunikationsnetværk sammen i samme simulering. Afhandlingen starter
med at vise, hvordan kommunikationsnetværk og information adgang forsinkelse kan
forårsage fald i effektiviteten af regulatorer i begge scenarier. Når virkningen af kom-
munikationsnet på kontrol simuleringer er blevet analyseret, er information adgang og
planlægning strategier blevet designet til at hjælpe med at lindre faldet i effektivitet
kontrolenehden oplever på grund af kommunikationsnetværket ydeevne.
Den sidste del af afhandlingen er en simulering af samspillet mellem flere regulatorer
i et Smart Grid scenarie, specifikt i et medium og lavt spændings nevieau af elnettet.
Simuleringen analyserer de samlede virkninger af flere smart grid-controllere samtidig,
v
herunder en tidsvarierende pris. Endelig er virkningen af kommunikationsnetværket
ydeevne for kommunikationen af prisen signal på det overordnede Smart Grid adfærd
undersøgt for forskellige typer af markedets realiseringer.
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Part I
Introduction
1

Chapter 1
Motivation and Problem
Statement
1 Evolution of Energy Grids
The energy grid was originally designed with a few central power plants which supplied
power to the entire grid. It was split into different voltage levels, to make the transport-
ing of the energy cheaper by reducing loss in the power lines. This hierarchical structure
of the energy grid allowed assumptions to be made regarding the distribution of power.
The grid was designed to have the power flow away from the power plants, and trans-
formers and power lines were designed with this in mind. Furthermore the design of
the grid held assumptions regarding the type of consumption that was at the consumers
and when this consumption was occurring. However, as time has progressed the nature
and timing of consumption has changed, partly due to more entities using electricity in
consumers homes, and this has led to the consumption being more unpredictable. In
addition to this, the nature of the power production has also changed, becoming more
distributed with fewer large power plants. Some consumers have started producing part
of their power themselves, which can lead to problems for the power utility companies
and the power grid in general. The grid units in the power grid are not designed for
this distributed nature of production, and with a greater unpredictability of the power
consumption, this has lead to the requirement of a redesign of the energy grid. This
redesign is normally called the Smart Grid, and the vision is to make the units oper-
ating in the power grid smarter, allowing more communication between entities, and
changing parts of the physical grid objects, thus bringing the energy grid into the 21’st
century. There are many definitions of the Smart Grid, depending on the context of
what each Smart Grid project focuses on. One such definition is from the European
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technology platform, an industry-led stakeholder forum, and says that the Smart Grid
is: "electricity networks that intelligently integrate the behaviour and actions of all users
connected to it - generators, consumers and those that do both - in order to efficiently
deliver sustainable, economic and secure electricity supplies” [3]. This is one of many
such definitions. One common theme of these definitions is that there is a need for a
bi-directional communication network for the Smart Grid to work. In the definition
above it is implicitly defined from the part that says "of all users connected to it".
The Smart Grid is expected to be an evolution of the current power grid, with more
intelligent systems allowing for better regulation of electricity. The hope is to ensure
reliability of the power supply, by regulating power balance, frequency control among
other things. By having better regulation and control of all power grid entities it be-
comes easier to ensure stability of the power grid. This does require more intelligent
controllers, both among entities in the power grid, as well as the controllers that regulate
the entities at the distribution system operators or transmission system operators.
An important part in designing more intelligent controllers is ensuring that the con-
trollers have access to the information they require. This is achieved by the commu-
nication networks. These networks must allow the passing of informations between all
entities in the Smart Grid, to ensure that controllers have the information required to
make correct decisions. While communication networks at co-located entities are not
difficult to design, when the location of entities are spread over a wide area it can be-
come significantly more difficult to design an optimal network.
When considering the communication network of the Smart Grid it should be decided
whether to use the existing infrastructure or if a new infrastructure should be made.
The main benefit of creating a new communication network infrastructure for the Smart
Grid is that it will allow for private networks, without interference from users that do
not use the Smart Grid. The main issue with creating a new communication network
infrastructure is costs. And this issue is rather large, as the Smart Grid covers a large
geographical area with many entities the cost of deploying a complete new infrastructure
is very large. If the existing infrastructure is used, however, the communication network
is shared with other users.
As the Smart Grid covers a wide area, both location wise as well as technology wise, the
communication networks may vary greatly in terms of what communication speeds are
achievable as well as how reliable the communication networks are. It may also mean
that the communication network uses a combination of several different communication
network technologies which requires interfaces between them to ensure communication
from end to end is possible. A large communication network may also have dynamic
quality of service, and as such the network quality of service parameters, such as delay,
bandwidth, packet losses and jitter, may change over time.
This means that a static model for the communication networks is not realistic. A static
model would have deterministic delays and information losses. These are significantly
easier to take into consideration when designing controllers, and makes it easier to de-
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termine information access strategies.
It is important to ensure that the controllers that are designed are still stable when
a communication network is added. Increased delays in information may lead to the
controller taking decisions based on old or incomplete information, which may lead to
sub-optimal control, or in worst case scenarios unstable controllers. As such, when one
considers communication networks in a controllers setup, one must determine the im-
pact on the controllers. Furthermore, it should be considered that the information may
also be lost, either leading to the controller not having the required information, or
it may be that the actuators do not receive signals from the controller, leading to the
system not reacting to external input. In worst case scenarios, in the Smart Grid, this
may lead to black-outs in part of the power grid. These losses and delays can be caused
by many different factors, e.g. there may be other entities utilizing the communication
network.
Part of the delays will stem from what in this thesis is called information access strate-
gies. These are strategies that determine when information is gathered, when it is sent,
how entities react to receiving or sending messages (pass them along instantly, or buffer
them for later), and even how long a unit should wait from receiving a signal to acting
on it.
2 Smart Grid Scenario Utilizing Distributed Energy
Resources
In this thesis the Smart Grid scenario that is considered is related to the EDGE (Effi-
cient Distribution of Green Energy) project. The considered scenario is concerned with
the usage of green energy (or sustainable energy) in the power grid, and to ensure that
the penetration of green energy is increased. This is done by investigating how green
energy sources can contribute to the power grid, and which problems they may cause.
The scenario involves wind farms, supermarkets, electric vehicles (EV), photo voltaic
(PV), combined heating & power plants (CHP), households, an electricity price market
and a communication network. The MV grid contains a medium voltage grid controller
(MVGC), which regulates the MV grid, and similarly the LV grid has a low voltage grid
controller (LVGC). A general overview of this scenario can be seen in Figure 1.1.
There are several challenges with increasing the penetration of green energy. The
main challenge is that the green energy is not always available when the energy is
needed, i.e. the wind not blowing or the sun not shining. To ensure stability of the
power grid there must either be energy reserves ready to produce energy when there
is not enough energy in the renewable resources, or it must be possible to shift the
consumption of energy for when the energy is available. Having energy reserves ready
can be rather expensive, and as such another option may be less costly. One such option
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Fig. 1.1: Overview of EDGE scenario
is to use the thermostatic loads already present in the grid, which all have a small buffer
of thermal energy that can be used to increase or decrease consumption. The idea is to
shift the energy load. This is mainly used in peak reduction scenarios, where there is a
predicted spike in energy consumption, and hours prior the thermostatic loads increase
consumption, such that when the spike arrives it is reduced as the thermostatic loads
require less energy.
Other challenges in increasing green energy are, for example, that green energy sources
usually means more distributed power generation, which the current power grid is not
designed to handle. In these distributed generation cases one may see power flowing from
the LV grid to the MV grid or the high voltage (HV) grid, which can cause problems
for grid units such as transform stations. Another challenge is that the current grid
balancing algorithms are designed for a hierarchical structure, where the Smart Grid
leans more to wards distributed power generation structures, at least within each part
of the grid.
Solving these challenges require exchanges of information between many of the entities in
the Smart Grid, whether it is to do peak reduction or make a distributed control strategy.
This in turn means that there is a need for a communication network infrastructure,
which allows the passing of the information needed. The EDGE project considers the
control of a wind farm, a supermarket, a low voltage (LV) grid control and a medium
voltage (MV) grid control, each placed in a LV or MV grid. In each of these control
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use-cases there is a need for communication between the entities. This communication
is handled by a communication network. Furthermore there is a communication flow
between each controller, which the communication network must also enable. A further
part of the communication network as determined by the EDGE project, although not
heavily considered in this thesis, is the monitoring of network traffic to make inferences
on the QoS of the communication network. This information could then be used to
improve the performance of the controllers in the Smart Grid.
3 General Controller Structure
Controller design often follows a specific structure, of the controller sending control
signals to a plant, the plant reacting on the control signal and external disturbances,
and sending sensor information back to the controller. If one assumes a perfect com-
munication network this would allow the controller to always have the newest possible
information, as there would be instantaneous transmission between the controller and
plant.
When implementing an imperfect communication network to a control scenario which
was previously assumed to have a perfect communication network there are two impacts
on the information sent. There is a chance for the information to be lost, via packet
losses. This will cause a controller to try to make decisions on information it does not
have. If the controller is not designed to handle such a situation, it cannot act. The sec-
ond impact is that information can be delayed. This can have two impacts, depending
on the length of the delay and the information access strategy. One is that the infor-
mation is delayed past the controllers decision horizon, Ci in Figure 1.2, and thus it is
the same situation as for lost information. The second option is that the information
arrives in time, however, it is now delayed by TOffset as shown in Figure 1.2. TOffset is
a design parameter introduced in order to allow for network delays. The impact of this
delay depends on how fast the information sent changes compared to the length of the
delays. If the information changes quickly, then the controller may often make decisions
based on incorrect information.
When designing an information access strategy there are several choices that should
be made. These choices includes design parameters such as TOffset, how often plant
information should be sent to the controller, how often the controller should send con-
trol signals to the plant, and how many times the same information would be sent.
To design such an information access strategy can require a lot of information regard-
ing the system considered. This information access strategy can be dependent on the
specific controller used. A perfect information access strategy would always know the
exact delay of the communication network, and could schedule TOffset to be exactly
the duration of the delay. It would further know if the information about to be sent
is the same information that was sent previously, and as such it does not need to send
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Fig. 1.2: Simple message sequence diagram of general purpose control scenario
the information. Creating such an access strategy would require perfect information re-
garding plant information dynamics, controller design and the communication network.
Plant information dynamics covers how the plant acts on control signals and distur-
bances for the plant, e.g for a wind turbine this could be changes to the wind speed.
When considering controller design information, it is in this thesis assumed to be tim-
ing requirements, computational delays and underlying algorithms for calculating the
control signal. The communication network parameters includes information regarding
cross traffic, physical medium disturbances, network stack protocols and much more.
This information is not necessarily readily available, such as disturbances to the plant,
and it is usually modelled instead. Thus one can only use generalised or modelled in-
formation regarding the plant information dynamics and the communication network.
This is, for the communication network, among other things, packet loss probabilities,
average delays, delay distributions and behaviour over time. For the plant information
dynamics this covers how sensor information behaves over time, on which time scales
and models of disturbances. The information access strategy design is usually influenced
by controller design choices, i.e. the control period duration .
There is a need for a joint optimization involving the controller, the information access
strategy and the communication network, as an optimization that only takes one of
these factors into account would not be optimal over all factors. The goal of this joint
optimization is to first find a communication network scenario which is feasible and
realistic to the control scenario. The next goal is to then find optimal parameters for
the controller and network access strategy based on this communication network. This
is a computationally complex problem which requires extensive analysis to determine
the optimal parameters. Furthermore the performance metric of the controller may
change from scenario to scenario which makes generalizations very difficult. This raises
the question if there is some other metric which could be used to help determine the
optimal parameters, which does not require the same extensive analysis and which may
be generalized for other scenarios. To be independent of the controls scenario, such
performance metrics should be on below the control application. However, such metric
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could still put network performance into perspective to the system dynamics, i.e. re-
lating time-scales of delays to time-scales of changes of sensor information. Information
quality metrics can achieve this; one example of these is the so-called mismatch proba-
bility (mmPr), defined as the probability that the view on sensor information values at
the controller at time of control execution is deviating from the actual sensor value at
that moment in time. Reference [1] introduces and discusses such mismatch metric for
different information access strategies, periodic, event-driven, and reactive
4 Problem Statement
The main question of this thesis is: How do imperfect communication network
performance and design choices in the information access strategies impact
networked Smart Grid controllers?
When investigating this two subproblems will be discussed. These subproblems are:
• How does information delay and loss due to imperfect communication network
impact a controller.
• How to design an optimal information access strategy based on the known in-
formation regarding the controller design, plant information dynamics and the
communication network behaviour.
To showcase these subproblems, three use-cases from a Smart Grid scenario are identi-
fied and a communication network and information access strategy is implemented in a
control scenario. As a perfect information access strategy and a perfect communication
network cannot be achieved in reality these will be what in this thesis is denoted im-
perfect, thus making the use-cases more realistic. The three use-cases are a wind farm
control use-case, a load shifting using thermostatic loads use-case, and the overall Smart
Grid scenario detailed in Section 2. In the wind farm use-case it will be discussed if a
performance metric called mismatch probability is applicable to the scenario and if it
can be used to simplify the problem of determining the optimal parameters. Once these
two use-cases have been analyzed and discussed, it will be discussed how they would
fit into a larger Smart Grid scenario involving multiple control loops, and discuss how
imperfect network conditions may further impact design choices.
Assumptions and Challenges
When implementing a communication network to control scenarios it can cause two
things for the system; delay and information loss. These are added to the informa-
tion sent between the controllers, or between the controller and sensors/actuators. This
raises the problem on how to add a communication network in a control scenario. When
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considering delays in this thesis it will concern delays caused by queuing, transmission,
adding/removing headers, converting between protocols. Bandwidth is not considered
important in this thesis, as the information being sent is not large files but rather small
packages, and in the thesis it is found that timely arrivals are more important. There
may be specific scenarios where it is worthwhile to consider a private communication
network infrastructure, but in general it is assumed in this thesis that the Smart Grid
will use already existing communication network infrastructures. As static models are
not considered realistic enough for the given scenarios this thesis considers more realistic
models where the delays and information losses are probabilistic. This does, however,
also make determining an optimal information access strategy more difficult.
There are aspects of these problems that this thesis does not cover, due to time con-
straints and complexity issues. It is chosen due to the complexity of the used controllers,
to only do adaptation of the actual controller based on communication network perfor-
mance for a single controller, as can be seen in Paper D. The other scenarios and
use-cases considered in this thesis had controllers with more complex control signals,
making direct modification to the control signal impractical. Furthermore, to do modi-
fications of the inner controller workings were deemed too complex a problem without
having the controller designed present.
5 Use-case Descriptions
In this thesis two main use-case are considered. These use-cases are chosen as they
showcase different challenges in the overall Smart Grid scenario. The first use-case is a
wind farm control scenario which operates on short time scales which gives interesting
dynamics with delays. The second is a demand response scenario involving temperature
controlled assets which demonstrates how a controller working on slower time scales is
impacted by imperfect communication networks.
Wind farm control
The penetration of wind energy is steadily increasing, especially in Denmark, and thus
a larger portion of the energy production comes from wind farms. When wind farms
become such large factors in modern power production it is important to ensure that
the wind turbines produce the energy that is expected of them, and to ensure that the
wind turbines have a high operation life-time. The controller that is considered in this
thesis reduces the damage a wind turbine would sustains during normal operation, while
following a power reference.
Controlling a wind farm can be done from a central controller which harmonizes the
wind farm’s power generation by sending set-points to each wind turbine, thus a control
is performed via a communication network. This way a central controller ensures that
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each wind turbine produces the required amount of power. For deployment of the wind
farm communication network it is possible to use different technologies, however, each
technology has different behaviour, hence it is important to analyse the impact of these
communication technologies on the controller’s performance.
Load shifting and peak reduction using thermostatic loads
Utilizing thermostatic loads in a Smart Grid scenario can greatly help performing peak
reduction in power consumption. For normal grid operation there are typically two
spikes in power consumption during a single day. However, it is not always the case
that it is during these times of day that the renewable energy sources are at their peak
production. As such, by reducing the consumption during these peaks, it is possible to
increase the usage of renewable energy.
Intelligent control of flexible loads in the power grid can help stabilize the power grid
through load shifting. This load shifting can benefit users economically, as it would be
possible to have a lower consumption when the electricity price is high, with a higher
consumption when the price is low. One example of how this can be achieved is through
temperature controlled entities, e.g. freezers, refrigerators, AC units. Usually when
considering temperature controlled entities, the precise temperature is not important,
as long as it is kept within a temperature band. By regulating the temperature in this
band it is possible to shift the load of the entity, by increasing consumption for a while,
and then having it work less later, thus reducing consumption. In order to accomplish
this, it is important to know when there are peaks in power production, or alternatively
to know when prices are high or low.
In this use-case two different scenarios are considered. One scenario is a supermarket
controller, which utilizes a supervisory controller to regulate the temperature in freezers
and refrigerators in the super market, based on sensor readings of the temperature and
based on information on time-varying energy prices. This controller aims to reduce
the cost of operation for the supermarket by reducing the power consumption in high
price periods. The other scenario considers a controller which attempts to perform
peak reductions by regulating the on and off state of a number of refrigerators in a
LV grid. This controller, contrary to the previous controller, does not take the cost
of operation into account, but instead attempts to reduce peak consumption regardless
of price. The controller uses a prediction of power consumption, and a power profile
generated which should be followed. It attempts to reduce consumption in two different
peak consumption periods during a single day, by increasing power consumption prior
to the peaks.
Both controllers uses thermostatic loads, and are impacted by imperfect communication
networks which causes loss or delays of information.
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6 Overview of Contributions
The rest of the thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 will cover state of the art and
background information regarding the use-cases considered. Chapter 3 will cover the
evaluation methodology, which will discuss the co-simulation framework that is used in
the thesis, and an overview of performance metrics. The main result of this chapter is
the co-simulation framework which can be used to investigate the impact of imperfect
communication networks and information access strategies on controller performance.
Chapter 4 discusses the wind farm scenario, describing the overall scenario, how to
evaluate the performance of the controller, and how to optimize the information access
strategy. This chapter show insights into how the wind farm controller is affected by
an imperfect communication network and information access strategy. This chapter
also shows an evaluation approach one can use to evaluate the impact of imperfect
communication networks by detailing which parameters are important to consider during
such an investigation. Based on results from a complimentary thesis [2], regarding the
modelling of sensor data using Markov chains to determine mmPr, it is shown how to
use mmPr to optimize the controllers information access strategy. Lastly in this chapter
the validity of mmPr as a control performance metric is investigated, and it is found
that it can be used to optimize controller performance in the given control scenario.
The chapter is based on Paper A and Paper B.
Chapter 5 is based on Paper C and D, and details a scenario concerning load shift-
ing of thermostatic loads. This chapter also gives insights into the effect of imperfect
communication networks on the controller, and detail an evaluation approach for a ther-
mostatic load scenario. Furthermore, the chapter shows how the controller used in one
of the scenarios can be modified to incorporate communication network parameters to
improve performance in packet loss scenarios.
The last analysis chapter is Chapter 6 which is based on Paper E, and here the
interaction of multiple Smart Grid controller is studied under the effects of an imperfect
communication network. This chapter details the evaluation of the Smart Grid scenario
detailed in Section 2. This scenario is more complex than the two scenarios detailed in
the previous chapters.
Finally the thesis is concluded in Chapter 7, which gives a summary and an outlook
on future work. These chapters conclude Part I of the thesis. Part II consists of the five
papers, Paper A to E, which the thesis is based on.
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Chapter 2
Background
1 Networked Control Systems
Networked control systems (NCS) concern situations where controllers may experience
delays or losses of information from sensors. Usually when investigating NCSs it is
mainly delay from the sensors to the controller that is considered, as explained in Ref-
erence [1]. In this discipline the controller is designed under the assumption that the
sensor information that it needs is delayed. The controller will then use a predictor,
such as a smith predictor or a Kalman filter, to determine what the information would
have been had it not been delayed. This method requires a model of the system state
that the controller uses, and a caching of previous system states to make the prediction
as precise as possible. However, this prediction also requires that the controller knows
what the information delay is, which would require network monitoring or at least use
of time-stamps and synchronized clocks.
Another issue for the NCS discipline is when the information is lost instead of delayed,
or if the information is delayed past the control computation deadline. In this case
the predictor does not have the newest information to make the prediction from, which
would require it to make the prediction from the previous received message. This does
inherently make the prediction less precise. This problem can become more severe in
high packet loss scenarios, where the information may be lost for several control cycles.
This means that the controller must take a decision, based on predictions on old infor-
mation. This leads to greater uncertainty on the precision of the predictors.
NCS covers a great variety of applications. This thesis considers NCS for a wind farm
scenario, a thermostatic load scenario, and a more complex Smart Grid scenario, but
there are many other scenarios where a similar analysis and discussion would be bene-
ficial to the field. These areas include swarm robots [2], or distributed controllers [3].
The primary concern for NCSs is the stability of the system. Stability in this case means
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that a given controller can ensure that the system being controlled does not come into
zones which the components are not designed for. An example could be for a wind tur-
bine, there are certain maximum speeds and position which the blades can handle, and
the controller should not force the system into such a position. For more information
regarding ensuring that a NCS is stable consider [4] or [5]. [6] discusses, among other
points, the issue of stability for a wind turbine control system.
Once stability of the controller in a NCS is assured, the next step becomes ensuring the
performance of the controller. This is generally done under the assumption of specific
communication network conditions, and the controller will then be optimised based on
these conditions. [7] looks at performance of controllers in a NCS scenario from the
perspective of the controller. In this thesis, we focus instead on a controller designed for
perfect communication networks and information access strategy, and then a commu-
nication network is added. The analysis is from the perspective of the communication
network rather than the controller, and as such we look first at the stability and impact
on performance of the controller when adding a imperfect communication network.
2 Control of Wind Farm
Part of the energy production is currently supplied by wind farms, and there are several
plans to increase the percentage of power production coming from wind. This, however,
comes with some inherent problems, some of which are that power production from
wind is not easy to predict, thus making it difficult to plan the production, making the
grid more susceptible to power fluctuations. Work done within the field of control of
wind farms and turbines, lies in predicting the power production of a wind farm. This
is described in [8], where the authors attempt to predict the production of a wind farm
up to 36 hours ahead. This is done based on forecasts of the Danish Meteorological
Institute.
Other work within this field lies in ensuring the an entire wind farm is able to follow
a power reference signal. This is investigated in [9], which uses a central controller to
send set-points to specific wind turbines. The wind turbines then have a local controller
which is used to ensure that the set-point received is achieved at the wind turbine. This
requires an investigation into the impact of aerodynamics interaction between the wind
turbines, which is discussed in [10].
Another problem is the maintenance and repairing of wind turbines. Reducing the dam-
age to wind turbines will reduce the down time, and thus lead to an increased production
in power overall. Some work in this respect is done in [6]. For this thesis this problem
is the one that is analysed further for investigating the impact of a communication net-
work on the controller.
This thesis applies a communication network and an information access strategy to a
wind farm scenario. There was little complimentary work found in this field in terms of
the impact of communication networks on performance. [11] analyses a ethernet commu-
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nication network in order to determine upper limits for communication delays. However,
they do not consider the delays impact on controller performance. A different approach
is to use ZigBee, such as in [12], where the focus is on the ability to monitor a wind
turbine, and an entire wind farm, remotely.
3 Load Shifting Using Thermostatic Loads
Part of demand side management in Smart Grids concerns load shifting [13]. The con-
cept of load shifting is to move the consumption of entities in the Smart Grid in time
by changing when the entities have high and low periods of consumption. By changing
the timing of consumption for certain entities in the grid it is possible to reduce the
stress on the power grid in terms of consumption, by performing peak reductions. An
example is in [14] where it is assumed that there are two periods during a day when
there is a drastic increase in power consumption in LV grids. By changing the timing
of consumption of some of the entities in the grid these peaks can be reduced.
Load shifting generally concerns thermostatic loads as these are readily available at con-
sumers already. Another target for load shifting could be batteries of EVs, as described
in [15], however this thesis is mainly concerned with thermostatic loads as thermostatic
loads are already present in abundance in the LV and MV grid, while EVs and batteries
are still being deployed. This thesis considers two scenarios that uses thermostatic loads
for load shifting.
One scenario is a supermarket controller. [16] analyses the challenges of modelling the
actual temperature of refrigerated goods, and analyses how different foodstuffs can be
used in load shifting. The scenario considered in this thesis is a controller which uses
price signals to perform load shifting with the goal of reducing cost of supermarket
operation [17] and [18]. The focus of the thesis is to add a communication network and
information access strategy to this scenario and investigate the impact on controller
performance.
Another target of demand side management is control of thermostatic loads in the LV
grid. As opposed to the supermarket scenario, where it is a few rather large thermo-
static loads being controlled, this scenario is concerned with multiple relatively small
thermostatic loads. The scenario considered in this thesis utilizes thermostatic loads in
a LV grid control scenario where the controller uses the fridges present in the LV grid
to reduce peaks in power consumption [14]. Reference [19] introduces a similar scenario
with thermostatically controlled loads, however it is a more general setup and uses more
feedback from the regulated entities, and it does not consider the impact of an imperfect
communication network.
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4 Access Strategies in Control Systems
Generally speaking there are three different types of access strategies that are considered
when talking about information access. The first is Reactive, which means that the
controller will poll the plant whenever it needs new information, and the plant will
respond. The next is Proactive - Event driven where information is t whenever there
is a change in the system. The last is Proactive - Periodic where the plant sends
updates periodically to the controller. Each of these have their pros and cons. The
reactive case can cause longer delays, as a message first has to get to the plant before
the plant responds, however there is only traffic whenever the controller needs it. The
Proactive - Event driven strategy can cause the communication network to be flooded
with information if a lot of events occur withing a short time span. It is, however,
the strategy with the best chance of the controller having the newest information when
it needs it. The Proactive - Periodic is a mix of the two strategies in pros and cons.
There is no risk of flooding the network, as the plant only sends one message per period,
however there is a risk if the information is delayed too much that the controller does
not have it when it needs it.
Figure 2.1 shows a simple Proactive - Periodic information access strategy. In this
strategy the controller will send control information periodically to the plant, and the
plant will send information back periodically. The time when the plant information is
needed by the controller is denoted as Ci, and can be seen as the controller computation
deadline. This is the time when the controller would start the computation of new
control information. The time denoted TOffset, denotes the time prior to Ci that the
information is sent from the plant. In this given scenario it is assumed that the controller
and plant run on the same period length, although this may not always be the case.
As can be seen on the figure, the information from the plant may be delayed past the
computation deadline, thus requiring the controller to either not compute or to use older
information if this is stored.
Controller
Plant
Ci Ci+1 Ci+2 Ci+3
TOffset TOffset TOffset
Fig. 2.1: Simple message sequence diagram of general purpose control scenario
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5 Mismatch Probability as Quality Metric
MmPr, as defined in [20], is the probability that the value of the information used at
the controller does not match the value of the information at the plant. It is also noted
that the consequence of a mismatch is dependent on the control application considered.
MmPr is used to describe the probability of correctness of information at the controller.
There have been other investigations into mmPr and how to use it in specific scenario
contexts. Reference [21] models the mmPr based on the communication network. It
was used in the context of accessing location information based on the communication
network in [22] and [23]. In this thesis we investigate if this metric can be used to
optimize the information access strategy in the wind farm use-case.
As the consequences of mmPr changes depending on the specific scenarios considered
the use of mmPr also varies based on the scenarios. In Reference [23], the metric was
used to find optimal location-based relay policies in mobile networks, while in [24] it was
used to optimize the information access strategy based on mmPr. MmPr was used in
context subscription management systems for effective configuration of context access
strategies in order to maximize the reliability of context information in [25]. In this the-
sis mmPr is used to optimize the information access strategy for the wind farm use-case.
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Chapter 3
Evaluation Methodology
Given the difficulty and complexity of creating a joint analysis of controller performance
under imperfect network conditions, it is not feasible to make a purely theoretical ap-
proach to determine optimal information access strategy parameters. In order to eval-
uate these complex scenarios it was deemed necessary to simulate the controllers to
determine the effects of imperfect communication network conditions on performance.
Simulations allow perfect information in regards to what is being simulated while al-
lowing specific conditions to be tested. This chapter will give an overview of the co-
simulation framework that have been created to perform the simulation for the results
in this thesis. It will also discuss the metrics used for the results.
Other ways of analysing this problem is via testbeds. There have been several projects
which have focused on communication networks in Smart Grid testbeds. One such ex-
ample is Reference [1] which demonstrates a testbed that includes wired and wireless
technologies. It is based on Ethernet and ZigBee networks. Reference [4] introduces
a cognitive radio network in a Smart Grid testbed (specifically a micro-grid), with the
main focus on the security of the Smart Grid. In Reference [3] ZigBee is used as the
communication technology, and is implemented in an office environment with the goal
to optimize the energy costs for the offices connected to the Smart Grid. Using a Smart
Grid testbed was not an option for this thesis, primarily due to time and budget lim-
itations. However, some testbed results regarding communication network delays and
packet losses are used in the wind farm scenario. These results come from a comple-
mentary thesis [2].
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1 Motivation for Evaluation Framework
The goal of the simulation is to make a joint evaluation which takes the controller set-
tings, communication network parameters and information access strategy into account.
Herein lies the challenge, as while there are extensive developed approaches and tools
for investigating these items separately there are few options for making a joint sim-
ulation framework. To optimize controller settings simulation tools such as MATLAB
and Simulink are often used. Communication networks are simulated in tools such as
NS2, NS3, OMNeT++ or NetSim. For access strategies the literature usually describes
custom made simulations. This still leaves the problem of running these simulations
together.
2 Design of Co-simulation Framework
We have developed a co-simulation framework which allows a communication network
and information access strategy to be simulated with a controller simulation. The first
step in developing the co-simulation framework was to decide which simulation tools to
use. For the controller simulator MATLAB was chosen, as this tool is widely used for
simulating controllers, and it has a large library of tools and development packages. It
was chosen to use OMNeT++ as the communication network and access strategy sim-
ulation tool. OMNeT++ has all the necessary features required by a communication
network simulation tool, and a sufficient level details in the protocol stack implemen-
tation. It furthermore has a user interface that helps a user to visualize a developed
network, which may also be helpful if other people are to use the framework. OM-
NeT++ also already contains models and modules for simulating all the layers in the
network stack, as well as implementations of UDP or TCP and many other communi-
cation protocols.
The next step in the creation process was determining and defining the interfaces be-
tween MATLAB and OMNeT++. These can be seen in Figure 3.1. An issue here is
that MATLAB is a Java based simulator while OMNeT++ is a C++ based simulator.
Thus a communication protocol between the two simulators should be designed. Fur-
thermore MATLAB and OMNeT++ have different ways of handling time. While both
simulators are event driven OMNeT++ has the most crucial requirements in terms of
time, as MATLAB would only care for specific time steps while OMNeT++ would need
to know if a message was delayed in milliseconds.
These challenges have been solved in the implementation of the co-simulation frame-
work by addressing the issues described in the paragraph above. This has been done
by ensuring that both simulators have the same view of time in the simulations. The
framework was designed such that OMNeT++ handles all matters in terms of timing.
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This means that it is OMNeT++ that informs MATLAB that it can now simulate e.g.
a sensor or the control algorithm. The framework was implemented such that it is not
necessary for OMNeT++ to know what information is was sending in the network, as
long as it knew the size of the information in bytes. This means that all the MATLAB
simulation information is available in the same workspace, and as such it is important
that the controller is fully aware what information it actually has access to. This means
that the controller, whenever something is simulated, would need to inform OMNeT++
when in the simulation this is simulated, such that OMNeT++ could forward this in-
formation to the controller to ensure that the controller did not access information it is
not allowed to access.
Fig. 3.1: Interfaces of the simulation framework
The co-simulation framework was designed to the MATLAB simulations to run with
minimal required modifications to the controller. The modifications required for the
MATLAB simulations are mainly to split the simulation it up into different functions.
One function would simulate the control algorithm, another would simulate the plant,
an initialization function etc. These functions allows OMNeT++ to only call the spe-
cific part of the simulation that should be simulated at the given time.
Because the controller part of the simulations were run in MATLAB, all the informa-
tion required for post processing of data was available in the MATLAB workspace. This
allowed for easy transfer of data into a MATLAB data processing script. The compart-
mentalization approach for the MATLAB part of the framework allowed for a relatively
quick integration of the controller into the framework. Combined with OMNeT++
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ability to make a fast simple network allowed for a relatively quick minimum working
example (MWE). This MWE would give a good overview of how the controller acts when
introduced to a communication network, and is a great help for further implementing
information acccess strategies or communication networks in the scenario. Furthermore
the OMNeT++ graphic interface allowed for easier problem detection when running
longer simulation with more complex communication networks, as it was possible to see
each packet being transfered if one wishes to. The OMNeT++ part of the framework
could run into problems when running simulation with large amounts of cross traffic, as
OMNeT++ creates events for each packet of cross traffic. When having large amounts
of cross traffic many events occurred which would not significantly increase the simula-
tion time, which greatly increased the length of the simulation runs.
3 Evaluation Metrics and Approach
When studying scenarios using this evaluation framework there are some common met-
rics which are considered for performance. When considering a communication network
the first metric considered is the network performance. This is often described in terms
for delays or information loss, among other terms. These are the terms considered in
this thesis, and the network is often characterized by the performance characteristics
it is wished to investigate. As such, if a certain loss probability’s effect on controller
performance is investigated, the communication network would be designed with this
loss probability in mind. Another metric considered is information age. This relates
both to the communication network performance, but also in terms of the information
access strategy for when the information is accessed. The age of the information when it
reaches a plant or controller can be crucial to the stability of the system. How important
it is, is in part determined by the system itself, as a system with very slow dynamics a
high information age can have lower impact.
A metric which describes both the network performance and the information age is
mmPr. mmPr allows for comparison between performance of different communication
network parameters, or information access strategies, without the requirements of using
specific controller performance metrics. As it incorporates both network performance
and information access it can be used as a single metric when having both these pa-
rameters in the same simulation. mmPr is in this thesis defined as the probability that
the is a difference between the information the controller has available and the actual
information that is at the sensor. In order to use mmPr in the simulations there was a
problem of discretization. When considering the real world many values are continuous,
and thus the mmPr would always be 1 as there would always be minute differences. In
the simulations, the granularity of the sensor data was so high that it was necessary
to further discretize the sensor data when calculating mmPr. This was done using a ε
value, which determined by how large a difference there should be between two data
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points before there is a mismatch.
There are some performance metrics which are generalized over most control scenarios,
however these also contain variations in how they are implemented at the controller.
The first is cost minimization. As a performance metric for this one can look at the cost
of operation, or the saving in operations. Another metric would be regards to reference
tracking, where one can make a performance metric based on the distance between the
actual output and the reference. Here there is some room for variation, as it may be
there is a higher penalty for going above the reference than going below it as an exam-
ple.
The output performance metric can also depend highly on the controller or scenario
being simulated, as the performance metric is decided by the controller. To test perfor-
mance in these cases, one could run several simulations using a perfect communication
network and an ideal access strategy. This would give a baseline performance, and as-
suming the controller has prior been optimized to a perfect communication network and
an ideal information access strategy, would give the optimal performance of the con-
troller. Subsequent simulation runs could then be performed using different imperfect
communication networks, or non-ideal information access strategies, which would then
most likely produce different results in terms of controller performance. A comparison
between the optimal performance and the performance using imperfect communication
networks, or non-ideal information access strategies, would then give the degredation
of the performance. It is important to note that for a simulation run one might see an
improvement in performance when expecting a decrease, which may be due to random-
ness in the simulations.
A single simulation run from this framework would allow the user to define the
distribution for packet delays, and the distribution and probability for dropping a
packet. It also allows the defining of the access strategy in terms of access type
(push/pull/reactive), offsets, number of messages. Once this is determined, simulations
are run using different seeds for the random number generators, in order to generate
several simulation runs. This allows the user to quantify the variability that may occur
in the simulations, due to randomness, by using confidence intervals.
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Chapter 4
Evaluation of Wind Farm
Control
In this chapter it will be shown how the wind turbine control is affected by imperfect
communication networks and information access strategies. The chapter starts by de-
scribing the scenario that is considered, and then show how information delay and loss
impact the controller. It will then be shown how to optimize the information access
strategy based on the communication network. Following this the chapter discusses
how the mmPr metric can be used to simplify the optimization of the information ac-
cess strategy. Lastly it is validated that mmPr can be used as a performance metric to
optimize controller performance.
1 Problem Description and Assumptions
The choice of a the wind farm use-case gives a scenario where the delays of the com-
munication network are very important. This is due to the short time horizon of the
controller (150 ms) compared to the delays that are expected to be present in the com-
munication network. The overall wind farm scenario is described in Chapter 1, and some
of the more specific parts of the scenario become rather important when determining
the communication network and the access strategy. When first considering the com-
munication network one should determine which technologies are feasible for the given
scenario. For this wind farm scenario there were two different communication networks
that should be considered, what was called a sensor network and an IP network, as
shown in Figure 4.1. Once the feasible technologies are determined, the access strategy
should be considered. The access strategy is shaped by, among other parameters, the
timing requirements of the system, the amount of entities in the system, the dynamics
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of the sensor information and the communication network technology.
Fig. 4.1: Overview of the wind farm scenario, Paper A
For this wind farm scenario it was found that several technologies were possible to
enable the communication network, both wired and wireless. These can be seen in Table
4.1, along with a list of pros and cons. In this Thesis we investigate how some of these
technologies impact the performance of the wind farm controller using measurements of
networks, and simulate others of these networks.
Table 4.1: The technologies considered for the wind farm scenario
Technology Pros Cons
Fiber optics Reliable, fast, private network Expensive
Ethernet Reliable, fast, private network Expensive to install
PLC Easy to install, existing infrastructure Noisy medium, slow
2G Easy to install, existing infrastructure Public network, slow, cross traffic
3G Easy to install, existing infrastructure Public network, cross traffic
WLAN Easy to install cross traffic, low range
Some of these technologies are simulated while on others measurements have been
performed which are then used in the simulations. The technologies are PLC, 2G, 3G
and WLAN, and the measurements have been done at the FTW testbed in Vienna.
These measurement results where used to generate delay traces and probability density
functions which were used in some of the simulations to simulate the communication
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network delays.
Performance Metric of Wind Farm
In order to determine how the communication network affects the performance of the
controller, a performance metric must be obtained. As performance metric this thesis
considers the accumulated damage of the wind turbine, which is which is calculated
from perfect information about the wind-turbine state in the simulation (as opposed
to estimating it from delayed and noisy observations). An estimate of the accumulated
damage is used by the controller to compute set-points. The higher this value is, the
worse the performance of the controller is. The central controller aims to reduce the
fatigue load of the shaft in the wind turbine. It does this while tracking a desired
power reference. To achieve this the central controller requires an input from a fatigue
estimator. This estimator requires sensor measurements of the wind turbine, which are
the physical measurements of torque, as well as the angle rotation of the wind turbine.
These measurements are run through different hysteresis relays with different weights.
The dependency between the offset parameter and the control performance is evaluated
in simulated experiments. In fact, the offset parameter together with network delays
was determining whether the information collected from sensors at execution times of
the controller has drifted from the real value, and how it has an impact on the control
performance. In order to model aforementioned effect we utilize the metric mmPr as
defined in Reference [1]. MmPr considers the aspect of real time information access,
capturing impact of access delays and access strategies on information accuracy in a
distributed system. Let us assume Xs(t) is the state of sensor’s information (represented
by a discretization of the value range) and Xc(t) is the state of the sensor known to
the controller. Xc(t) is sent over the communication network and then the controller
updates XC(t+d) after receiving the message. In this thesis the mmPr is defined at the
discrete time instances at which the controller is being executed at control time (Ci).
2 Evaluation of Imperfect Communication Network
on Wind Farm Control
In order to determine if it is possible to optimize controller access strategy it is first
important to understand the impact an imperfect communication network and informa-
tion access strategy has. It was first determined that the performance of the controller
is impacted by the delays and losses of a imperfect communication network. Paper A
and [3] show that the accumulated damage increases as delays increase. These papers
also determined that the information access strategy also plays a role in the decrease in
the performance of the controller, as varying offset impacted the performance. [5], and
expanded on in Paper A, shows that choosing an optimal information access strategy is
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not a trivial task, and that choosing it heuristically may give a sub-optimal information
access strategy.
Using the delay and packet loss traces found via the testbed measurements it was possi-
ble to determine which of the technologies considered were feasible for the communica-
tion network of the wind farm controller. It was found in Paper A and [4] that PLC and
2G both have delays that were so large that the controller either became unstable or the
performance decreased significantly (by at least a factor 2). Further it was found that
PLC had too high packet loss, mostly due to queuing, to be feasible as a communication
network technology. On the other hand it was found in these papers that both 3G and
WLAN had delays that were low enough for the controller to run without becoming
unstable, and an optimal information access strategy to be determined, as described in
the following section.
3 Simulation Based Optimization of Information Ac-
cess Strategy
Paper A shows that it is possible to determine an information access strategy that op-
timizes the controller performance based on the delays and losses of the communication
network by using extensive simulations of the controller under various imperfect com-
munication network scenarios. It was discovered during the analysis that the sensor
information was changing several times during the control period and that the sensor
information could change significantly during the duration of the network delay. In
these fast changing scenarios the choosing of the optimal information access strategy
becomes a trade-off between the ensuring that sensor information is received before con-
trol computation, but that it has not changed since the information was sent. The main
part of the information access strategy being considered here is the offset, TOffset. This
value determines the maximum delay allowed before the information is delayed past
the control computation time. However, it may be, and this will be discussed further
below, that the information at the sensor has changed by the time the information
is used by the controller. It was found in Paper A that if TOffset was too large the
fast changing nature of the sensor information caused the controller to use outdated
information. Paper A shows that choosing the optimal offset is not a trivial task. So
far simulations of the entire system have been considered, which requires extensive and
long simulations. A different method for choosing the TOffset which does not require
such extensive simulations may be beneficial, and one such method could be the use of
models of the sensor information dynamics to determine mmPr, which may in turn be
used to determine the optimal offset.
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Validation of Modelled MmPr to Simulation MmPr
As previously stated choosing TOffset is not a trivial task. In Paper A it is found that
choosing the value TOffset is a trade-off between ensuring the offset is large enough that
there is a high probability the message is received before the next control computation
instance, while it should be small enough that the sensor information does not change
between the message is sent and the control computation instance. The paper describes
a model which should balance these two aspects. The first aspect is primarily influenced
by the end-to-end communication network delays, while the second aspect is primarily
influenced by the sensor information dynamics. An analytic model for the controller
performance is however very complex, hence the approach is to instead optimize the
information quality, defined by the mmPr.
In order to describe the sensors’ information dynamics as a continuous time Markov
chain (CTMC), a transition matrix Q has to be derived from a finite number of dis-
cretized sensor values. The process of doing this is described in Paper A, and more
detailed in [2]. Part of the model parameters are the number of states in the CTMC,
denoted N . It was shown in Paper A, Section 4, that the model results for mmPr closely
resembled those for the simulation results. It was also shown the absolute values of the
mmPr curves are dependent on the choice of N, which is the number of states in the
Markov Model, or on ε, which is described in Chapter 3, and relates to the simulation
sensor information discretization. Changing the N or ε values also modifies how sensi-
tive the mmPr curves are to changes in the information, which may cause the mmPr
curves to have broader or more narrow minimum plateaus. By using the mmPr model
it was possible to determine an TOffset in the information access strategy that was the
same as the one the simulations found to be the optimal offset.
4 Suitability of MmPr as Performance Metric
Paper B analyzes in more detail whether mmPr is a suitable metric to use to opti-
mize controller performance, rather than using the performance metrics inherent in the
controller. This would allow a more generalized approach to optimizing controller per-
formance based on communication network parameters.
Two hypotheses are introduced in Paper B:
1. Hypothesis-1: A significant difference in control performance causes a significantly
different behavior of mmPr with the adequate monotonicity relation (i.e. higher
control performance causes lower mmPr).
2. Hypothesis-2: A significant difference of mmPr causes a significantly different be-
havior of control performance with the adequate monotonicity relation (i.e. lower
mmPr causes higher control performance).
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A significant difference here refers to non-overlapping 95 % confidence intervals from the
simulations. These hypotheses are then tested for all combinations of pairs available.
This means that the mmPr is being used to optimize across parameter tuples (delay
and offset), while we in the previous work only looked into varying once of these.
In Paper B it is shown that the relative frequency of occurring simulation results
pairs that confirm Hypothesis 1 respectively Hypothesis-2 for different thresholds ε. As
described in Chapter 3, ε determines the granularity of when a mismatch occurs. It was
shown, on Figure B.5 in Paper B, that for ε values less than 2.5 · 10−4 Hypothesis 1 is
true over 80 % of the cases, while Hypothesis-2 is true over 60 % of the cases. For larger
values of ε, this probability reduces strongly for both hypotheses. It is important to note
that for high enough ε values there would never be a mismatch, and for very low values
there may always be a mismatch. These are the primary concerns for when choosing ε
values, and it is one of the primary reasons that there are such large variations in the
results for low and high ε values.
Values of around 80% and 60% of observing Hypothesis-1 and Hypothesis-2, respectively,
in the data, do not imply that otherwise inverse (wrong) relations of the correspond-
ing metrics are observed. There is also the possibility that no significant difference is
observed in the simulation experiment, so not giving evidence of a wrong Hypothesis.
Figure B.6 in Paper B plots the relative frequencies that the corresponding performance
metrics in the Hypotheses show a significantly wrong difference, which shows proba-
bilities of less than 14 % at the highest probability. This shows that for over 85 %
of ε values, utilizing mmPr to optimize control performance does not decrease control
performance.
5 Conclusion and Outlook
In this chapter the impact on the controller performance when introducing an imperfect
communication network and information access strategy was quantitatively analyzed.
It was determined that it was possible to reduce the impact by choosing an optimal
information access strategy i.e. control performance shows a maximum over varying
offset values, however choosing the strategy is not a trivial matter. The chapter shows
that it is possible to model the sensor data, and using these models to find an optimal
information access strategy. Lastly it was determined that in the wind farm scenario,
for over 85 % of the ε values, optimizing the information access strategy based on mmPr
does not decrease controller controller performance.
Further work in this field could be to investigate how information regarding the com-
munication network state might be used by the controller, in order to further decrease
the negative impact of an imperfect communication network on controller performance.
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6 Included Articles
There are two articles that forms this part of the Thesis. Paper A: Optimizing Data
Access for Wind Farm Control over Hierarchical Communication Networks
Paper A is a journal paper expanding on the work done in the earlier articles: On
the Impact of information access delays on remote control of a wind turbine [3], Inves-
tigating Wind Farm Control over Different Communication Network Technologies [4],
Scheduling Data Collection for Remote Control of Wind Turbines [5].
In this paper the impact of a imperfect communication network and access strategy
on the performance of a wind farm controller was investigated. The communication
network was simulated and also measurements of delay and loss from a testbed were
used. Based on the performance of the controller an optimal information access strategy
was found. These results were then compared to results where the sensor information
dynamics were used to determine the mmPr of the system, and an optimal offset based
on the mmPr was found. It was found that it was possible to use the mmPr of the
sensor information dynamics to determine an optimal offset.
Paper B: On the use of Information Quality in Stochastic Networked
Control Systems
Paper B is a journal paper which investigates if there is a correlation between mmPr as
a control performance metric, and control performance. First the performance of a wind
farm controller as a realistic example case for networked control systems is analyzed.
This is where my contribution to this journal paper is focused, and is described in Section
2 in Paper B. Many simulations were performed of this scenario, where it is possible
to determine both controller performance and mmPr. Using these results a hypothesis
was confirmed, that when there is a significant change in control performance there
is a significant change in mmPr in the same direction. Another hypothesis was that
the inverse is also true, a significant change in mmPr leads to significant change in
control performance in the same direction. As the simulation is subject to stochastic
variability, and it required a large amount of computational effort the paper introduces
a very simplified control scenario, and models this scenario using Markov chain models.
This allows the paper to analyse the mmPr through numerical solutions rather than
via extensive simulations. The paper considers both ideal information access as well
as periodic information access and non-zero delays. This is used to evaluate in which
scenarios that mmPr is useful for optimizing control performance.
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Chapter 5
Load Shifting and Peak
Reduction Using Thermostatic
Loads
This chapter will discuss the impact of a imperfect communication network and infor-
mation access strategy on the control of thermostatic loads. The chapter will discuss the
two different scenarios concerning load shifting of thermostatic loads that are considered
in the thesis, a supermarket scenario and a LV grid scenario. It then looks at how it
is possible, using network monitoring, to modify the control signals of the controller in
order to reduce the impact if packet loss on the controller performance.
1 Problem Description and Assumptions
Two different scenarios are considered in this use-case. As both deal with temperature
controlled entities the nature of the information sent changes slowly compared to con-
troller cycles, and the controller cycles are usually rather long. The main focus of these
cases will be investigation into packet loss, and how packet losses affect the controller
performance.
In the first scenario a supermarket controller is investigated, as described in Paper C.
This scenario uses prices to determine the actions of the supermarket, and it was inves-
tigated how the loss of local sensor information could cause the supermarket controller
to increase the cost of running the supermarket. The second scenario considers the
control of fridges in a LV grid scenario, described in Paper D. Here is was investigated
how packet losses could lead to the controller being unable to perform peak reduction
by performing load shifting. Furthermore it was in this specific scenario considered how
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to modify the controller information based on the measured packet loss to reduce the
impact of packet loss on the controller performance.
A general overview of these scenarios can be seen in Figure 5.1. There is a market, which
sends prices or prediction of behaviour of prices to the controllers. The controllers reg-
ulate the thermostatic loads, fridges or freezers in the case of the two scenarios, and
the thermostatic loads responds with local state information. What is investigated for
both scenarios, is the impact of imperfect communication network on performance of
the controllers. For the LV grid scenario it is considered how network monitoring would
allow for modifications of the controller, in order to reduce the impact of the imperfect
communication network. The focus is on the communication network and determining
information access strategy in the area between the controller and the fridges, and not
on the communication network between the market and the controller (see Chapter 6
for a discussion of the latter).
Market
Controller
Fridge Fridge Fridge
Fig. 5.1: Overview of a general thermostatic load control scenario
The two chosen scenarios within this use-case both regulate temperature controlled
entities. The controllers attempt to shift the load of the thermostatic loads based on
information they receive from the market. The supermarket controller receives price
data, and attempts to fit its consumption in such a way that the price paid for the
electricity is reduced. The LV grid controller receives a power reference which it must
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attempt to make the grid follow. While the supermarket controller has complete control
over the fridges, the LV grid controller can only send encouragements for the fridges to
change status.
Communication Networks and Access Strategy in Supermarket
Scenario
In this scenario a supermarket supervisory controller is considered, which attempts to
shift the load of the supermarket by controlling the temperature in its freezers and
refrigerators. It is assumed in this scenario that the price of electricity varies within
time-intervals of 15 minutes. These variable prices are, however, assumed known one
day in advance and are communicated to the supervisory controller. These assumptions
are motivated by experience from real deployments, and predictions of future imple-
mentations. The supervisory controller regulates the temperature such that when a
price peak is imminent it increases consumption prior to the peak, to lower the con-
sumption during the peak. As the supermarket knows (due to the price signal) when
the price will be high or low it can perform load shifting in advance of peaks in price.
A supermarket consists of several zones denoting different requirements for heating or
cooling, each zone containing a local controller. The local controller regulates tempera-
ture based on set-points received from the supervisory controller, as well as information
received from local sensors. The general supermarket setup in this paper is assumed
to have a zone for each type of heating and cooling, which means a zone for freezers,
a zone for refrigerators, a zone for the heating at the entrance, for the heating at the
fruit department etc. This means that there are multiple local controllers in the super-
market, and the supervisory controller must balance all these controllers. This is also
the reason that the supervisory controller cannot be co-located with the local controllers.
The physical location of the supervisory controller in relation to the local controller
can have a large influence on the communication network, both in determining fea-
sible technologies and the conditions of the communication channel. When adding a
communication network to a control scenario, the access strategy for the system is also
determined. The access strategy determines the timing of when messages are generated,
and when they are sent, it determines how and when messages are received are handled
and processed. Are they for instance used immediately when they are received or are
they cached for later use. This is in addition to the delays and risk of losses that a
communication network imparts when it is implemented. The supervisory controller
uses a predetermined price signal, which covers a 6 day period. The system has two
other inputs which it has no control over, one being the indoor temperature. This input
is modelled as a sinusoidal function which fluctuates between 19 and 21 degrees Celsius.
The local controller tracks the reference signal provided by supervisory controller and
sends information to the supervisory controller every minute, and the supervisory con-
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troller responds with set-points every 15 minutes. The local controller system is, from
our point of view, a black box system, and as such it was not feasible to consider the
effects of communication networks within this subsystem.
Performance metric
As a performance metric the normalized price for running the supermarket is used. The
normalization is done compared to the supermarket running with an ideal communica-
tion network and access strategy. It determines the cost of running the supermarket
by multiplying the total power consumption over an entire day with the price at the
given time of that day. The sum of this gets a single value for each day. There will
in most cases be variation between each day, as the price and temperature signals are
different for each day, which can also be seen on the results with each day having similar
but different behaviours. Two different communication scenarios are shown, one where
the delay of the packets is increased, and another where the packet loss is increased of
the communication network between supervisory controller and local controller. The
results shown in Paper C are not averaged over the days that are simulated, as each day
did show significant changes in the price data, and as such it was found that averaging
across days could hide relevant information for specific days.
Communication Networks and Access Strategy in LV Grid Sce-
nario
This scenario is based on a controller that attempts to regulate the measured power con-
sumption in a grid, by regulating refrigerators. The regulation depends on an estimate
of future power consumption in the grid. In this scenario it is assumed that two spikes
in power consumption will occur. The controller attempts to increase or decrease power
consumption by turning fridges in the grid on or off, and it does this by sending a single
value to all fridges in the grid, indicating a certain percentage of fridges that should
turn either on or off. The fridges then decide locally, based on local information regard-
ing temperature and compressor state, if the fridge will turn on or off. The scenario is
simplified by only having two different entities in the grid, a number of non-controllable
units designated as lights, and a number of controllable units designated fridges.
The communication network in this scenario is assumed to be PLC. The controller
broadcasts the control signal the downstream communication, and as such is not very
demanding. As there is only 100 units, and a 1 minute interval the upstream commu-
nication is neither very demanding, as all information transmitted is an id and a bit
indicating if the fridge is on or off.
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Performance Metric
The controller attempts to perform peak reduction while following a predetermined
power reference signal. As a performance metric for this controller it was chosen to use
a performance metric based on several simulations of the same day under ideal network
conditions. These results are then averaged for each minute of the day, giving a expected
total power consumption. Any results found using non-ideal communication networks
can then be compared to these values, by measuring the deviation from the expected
total power consumption.
Network Monitoring
In this work it was decided to utilize a simple scheme for measuring the packet losses the
controller would experience. This was done by having each fridge only respond when it
receives a message from the controller, and then counting the number of responses at
the controller. This gives a two-way packet loss, as the controller is assumed to know
the number of fridges, which makes it possible to calculate the one-way packet loss,
under the assumptions of independent and symmetrical packet loss rates.
2 Evaluation of Supermarket Scenario
In order to understand the impact of packet losses, the simulations are run with differ-
ent packet loss drop rates in three different communication network scenarios. The first
results for the simulation with packet loss are for downstream packet loss only, while
upstream communication is fully reliable. Packets are not dropped and are delivered
instantaneously, i.e. delay is zero. It is shown in Paper C that for low packet losses the
normalized price is close to the the ideal communication network scenario, however as
the packet loss increases the normalized price increases as well. This shows that there
is an impact on the controller performance due to imperfect communication networks.
The results show the similar behaviour for the upstream communication. The results
in Paper C show that the upstream packet loss impacts the overall system performance
more strongly as compared to the downstream packet loss. The results, however, also
show a high variability, which leads to wide confidence intervals for the shown relative
mean energy cost.
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3 Modifying Control Signals Based on Network Con-
ditions
For the LV grid control scenario, Paper D shows that the impact of packet losses leads
to a decrease in the controller’s ability to perform peak reduction and load shifting.
The controller uses a control signal between -1 and 1, with the same value broadcast
to all fridges in the system. The control signal indicates a probability to turn either on
or off, with negative numbers indicates probability to run off, positive on (i.e. a -0.3
would mean that fridges should turn off with 30 % probability). The fridges acts on the
control signal dependent on their own internal state, i.e. if the temperature is close to
the upper bound in the fridge it will not turn off.
In Paper D it was shown that the controller makes assumptions based on the number
of fridges it receives information from, as well as the number of fridges that received
the control signal. As there is a risk of loosing information, the information that the
controller uses may not be accurate. It was chosen to make a simple network monitoring
scheme, that counts the number of packets received from the fridges by the controller.
As the fridges were designed to only respond if they receive a control signal, this is a
two-way packet loss that is measured. The one way packet loss is calculated, as this is
the information used to modify the control signal.
The control signal was modified by using the one-way packet loss of the last control
signal transmission. The modification was done by increasing the probability that the
controller sends to the fridges, ensuring the more fridges react to the control signal. It
was found that by making this modification it was possible to reduce the impact of even
large packet loss percentages, although it was not possible to completely remove the
impact of packet loss on performance.
4 Conclusion and Outlook
It was found for both scenarios that imperfect communication networks and information
access strategies there is a decrease in controller performance. It was further found, in
Paper D, that it was possible to implement a network monitor and based on the measured
packet loss it was possible to modify the control signal of the controller. It was found
that performing this modification the performance increased significantly compared to
the performance without modifications.
Future work would be in investigating the supermarket scenario further, either by doing
similar work as was done on the LV grid controller, or by using a different supermarket
controller and performing the same analysis and simulations. It would also be interesting
to more reliable protocols like TCP to compensate for the losses.
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5 Included Articles
There are two articles that forms this part of the Thesis. Paper C: Impact of Com-
munication Network Performance on Supermarket Control
This paper details the impact of an imperfect communication network on the perfor-
mance of a supermarket controller. It focuses on the impact of packet loss, both in
upstream and downstream directions. It found that the upstream communication was
more susceptible to packet loss than the downstream communication.
Paper D: Utilizing Network QoS for Dependability of Adaptive Smart
Grid Control
This paper introduces a low voltage fridge control scenario where the controller aims to
perform peak reductions. It shows the impact of packet loss on the performance of the
fridge controller. It details how to perform network monitoring on the communication
network. It then shows how it is possible to modify the controller to take packet losses
into account when calculating the control signal, thus greatly reducing the impact of
packet loss on the controller performance.
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Chapter 6
Performance Analysis of
Multiple Smart Grid
Controllers over
Communication Network
In the previous parts of this thesis it was shown how two different Smart Grid controllers
are impacted by imperfect communication network and information access strategies.
In this chapter it is considered how these controllers would tie in to a more complex
Smart Grid setup, such as the one described in Chapter 1. It is also investigated how
to simulate multiple interacting Smart Grid controllers, and a communication network,
in a single simulation framework.
1 Problem Description and Assumptions
This scenario is considered as it incorporates the two use-cases that were detailed pre-
vious in this thesis, and can thus show how these controllers would work in a Smart
Grid scenario. The scenario is load frequency control (LFC) of a modern wind power
dominated system, as seen on Figure 6.1. The LFC consists of medium and low voltage
grid units participating in power balancing control. This MV grid contains a distributed
wind farm, supermarkets, distributed CHPs, and a low voltage grid. In this scenario
the HV grid is seen as a limited size energy buffer. The grid entities are connected to
the electricity market.
The communication network considered is the communication network between the
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Fig. 6.1: Overview of the scenario, Paper E
market, wind farm, supermarket, LFC and MVGC. This work is done in two steps.
In the first step it is investigated what impact extremely poor communication network
performance (long delays, high losses) would have on the systems ability to balance
the power grid. This poor performance could be caused by malicious attacks on the
ICT infrastructure. In the second step it is investigated whether using locally modified
prices based on the power balance helps balance the grid. This is again investigated
with potential attacks on the ICT infrastructure.
The Market is assumed to be a single nation-wide entity which dictates the elec-
tricity price every hour based on the current power production and consumption in the
whole nation-wide grid, and predictions of future power production and consumption.
This price is communicated to each flexible entity in the grid. By setting the price it
will influence the controllers of the Smart Grid, as they produce or consume based on,
among other things, the price of electricity.
The wind farm controller is an simplified and abstracted version of the controller de-
scribed in Part II. It takes decisions based on a trade-off between the cost of producing
energy and the price of the electricity.
The supermarket controller is similar to the one described in Part III, although it
is abstracted and simplified. The controller is set to increase or decrease consump-
tion/production based on the price of electricity, if at all possible.
The first target for the LFC is to stabilise the frequency, and as a secondary priority
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attempts to balance the power consumption based on system flexibility to the lowest
cost of the system. It is assumed it achieves this by calculating set-points for the ag-
gregated generation units, medium voltage grid controller (MVGC) and low voltage
grid controller (LVGC). It takes in measurements from the power grid on frequency
and voltage, as well as information regarding state of the distribution grid from the
MVGC/LVGC, and uses this when generating set-points.
The coordinated MVGC/LVGC must follow the set-points from the LFC, and uses these
to regulate the consumption and generation of power at the consumers. The MV grid in-
volves distributed wind turbines and small/medium CHP units and flexible consumption
loads such as supermarkets. The LV grid contains prosumers with different flexibilities,
among these are electric vehicles (EV), photo voltaic units (PV) and households.
2 Evaluation of Smart Grid Scenario Under Imper-
fect Communication Network
Paper E considers two different market dynamics for this scenario. The first is what is
in the paper called a nation-wide market, where the local energy grid has no impact on
the prices of the market. The second market dynamics is where the prices are modified
based on the local power balance, and this is called locally modified prices. First it
is considered how the grid behaves when the nation-wide market dynamics and ideal
communication network is used. It was shown that the different controllers behaves as
expected, and that the grid seems to be balanced.
The system is then considered using locally modified prices based on the power bal-
ance in the grid, and it is investigated how the behaviour of this scenario changes as
the communication network degrades in performance, as shown in Paper E. Based on
a histogram of the price in the ideal communication network scenario, a high and low
price threshold is set. These thresholds are set based on values where approximately
30 % of prices lie within the threshold, and was found to be 65DKK/KWh as the low
price threshold, and 165DKK/KWh as the high price threshold. The consumption
in the time period when each of these thresholds are exceeded is then averaged. It is
hypothesized that when there is packet loss or substantial communication delays, the
system’s ability to regulate the consumption based on price will decrease. If this hap-
pens the average consumption in low price periods will decrease, as the entities in the
system are not aware that they should increase consumption. Conversely, the average
consumption in the high price periods will increase, as the system does not know that
it should decrease consumption.
It is shown that the system is rather resilient to packet loss, with needing more
than 80 % packet loss to reduce performance of the system when using locally modified
prices, and the results for delays show similar behaviour. The average consumption in
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the defined price periods do not change significantly until the packet loss exceeds 80%.
It is shown that over 80% packet loss the consumption in low price periods decreases,
and it increases in high price periods, as expected. Similar for delay the graphs cross at
slightly over 2 hours delays.
3 Conclusion and Outlook
It was found that the framework is able to simulate both the communication network
and the controllers together in one simulation framework. It was found in Paper E that
while there is some benefit to using locally modified prices, it is not a large improvement
in power balance for the grid. Better models for the local market may improve this,
by taking predictions of future wind or solar radiation into account. It is further found
that it took extreme degradation in communication network performance before there
are noticeable effects on the performance of the controllers in the grid.
Future work would be in updating the market module, and in adding a communication
network between the MVGC and LVGC.
4 Included Articles
This Part of the Thesis is based on Paper E. Paper E: Resilience of Urban Smart
Grids Involving Multiple Control Loops
This paper shows a co-simulation framework which allows multiple Smart Grid con-
trollers to be simulated together with a communication network. It shows that the
controllers in the framework behave as expected under fixed parameter conditions. It
was further shown that the system was very resilient to packet losses or delays in the
communication network. Under extreme cases it was found that there were decreases
in the performance of the consumers.
Chapter 7
Conclusion
The main problem statement of the thesis, as stated in Chapter 1.4, is: How do im-
perfect communication network performance and design choices in the in-
formation access strategies impact networked Smart Grid controllers? This
thesis quantifiable shows that for two different use-cases that the controller performance
is decreased when an imperfect communication network and information access strategy
is imposed on the controller.
The thesis detailed a co-simulation framework which allows a communication network
to be simulated together with a controller. This helped investigate scenarios where the
complexity of the control simulation made a purely theoretical analysis of the impact of
the communication network infeasible. This framework was what allowed for the analy-
sis of the impact of imperfect communication network and information access strategies
on the controllers.
For the wind farm use-case it was investigated what the impact of imperfect communi-
cation networks was on the performance of the controller. The thesis showed that the
performance of the controller was decreased when imposing a communication network
on the simulation of the controller. It further shows that it is possible to improve per-
formance of the controller by choosing and optimal information access strategy. For the
wind farm use-case it was found that mmPr can be used as a metric to select an optimal
information access strategy, and this was validated over several different communication
network scenarios.
For the thermostatic load use-case, and considering the communication network param-
eters used in two of the use-cases, it can be concluded that this use-case is more resilient
to delays in information. This is due to the slower nature of the plant dynamics for the
thermostatic loads. There was still an impact of imperfect communication networks on
the performance, as shown in Chapter 5. The thesis also shows that it is possible to
modify a controller based on measurements of packet loss in the communication net-
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work, and by doing so improve the controller performance in packet loss scenarios.
In the last use-case, which considered a more complex Smart Grid scenario with multi-
ple control loops interacting, it was found that it took extreme conditions of packet loss
or delays before the ability of the grid to regulate based on price signals was impacted.
The are several questions that arise from this work which could be interesting to conduct
further work on. The one this author considers most interesting is: how does one mod-
ify the more complex controllers based on the communication network performance?
This would start by doing modifications to specific controllers, either my changing their
control signals or possibly by modifying the control algorithm itself, and possible move
on to make a generalized method for optimizing controller performance based on com-
munication networks. MmPr could play a significant role in this as it was designed to
take several network parameters and give a single value to represent all of them. To
solve this one would need some form of online network monitoring system, which would
raise further questions on its own.
Part II
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Abstract
In this paper we investigate a centralized wind farm controller which runs periodically.
The controller attempts to reduce the damage a wind turbine sustains during operation
by estimating fatigue based on the wind turbine state. The investigation focuses on
the impact of information access and communication networks on the controller perfor-
mance. We start by investigating the effects of a communication network that introduces
delays in the information access for the central controller. The control performance as
measured by accumulated fatigue is shown to be significantly impacted by communica-
tion delays and also by the choice of the time instances at which sensor information is
accessed. In order to optimize the latter, we introduce an information quality metric
and a mathematical model based on Markov chains, which are compared performance-
wise to a heuristic approach for finding this parameter. This information quality metric
is called mismatch probability, mmPr, and is used to express quantitatively the infor-
mation accuracy in a given scenario. Lastly measurements of different communication
technologies have been performed in order to carry out the analysis in a practically rel-
evant scenario with respect to the communication network delays. These measurements
are done in regards to packet loss and communication delays, and the simulations are
rerun using either the traces from the measurements or scenarios constructed from the
delay parameters.
1 Introduction
Over the last few years we have seen an increase in deployment of renewable energy gen-
eration. Due to increased deployment and the fluctuating nature of renewable power
generation, there is a greater need for controlling the balance between energy consump-
tion and production, by means of Smart Grid deployments. One large contributor to
renewable generation are wind farms. Controlling a wind farm can be done from a cen-
tral controller which harmonizes the wind farm’s power generation by sending set-points
to each wind turbine, thus a control is performed via a communication network. This
way a central controller ensures that each wind turbine produces the required amount
of power. For deployment of the wind farm communication network it is possible to
use different technologies, however, each technology has different behaviour, hence it is
important to analyse the impact of these communication technologies on the controller’s
performance.
In this paper, we consider a central wind farm controller gathering information from
wind turbines distributed over an area. We analyse control performance under commu-
nication network conditions, and determine which parameters of the information access
have a strong impact. In order to optimize the parameter we determine an information
quality model, expressing quantitatively the information accuracy as difference between
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the value used by the controller and the real physical value. This information access
model therefore needs to include information dynamics, which we obtain empirically
from a simulation of the system. In order to perform the analysis in a practically
relevant scenario with respect to communication delays, we perform measurements of
different communication technologies, where we measure packet loss and delays, and use
these measurements when simulating the wind farm controller. The comparison of the
simulation results of control performance metrics provides a quantitative basis for the
suitability of communication technologies for this distributed control scenario.
In recent years attempts have been made in creation of Smart Grid test-beds that
integrate electrical assets (or their models) with communication technologies (or com-
munication network simulators) in order to study interdependencies between the cyber-
physical system [1]. One such example is Reference [2] which demonstrates a testbed
that includes wired and wireless technologies. It is based on Ethernet and ZigBee net-
works. Reference [3] introduces a cognitive radio network in a Smart Grid testbed
(specifically a microgrid), with the main focus on the security of the Smart Grid. In
Reference [4] Zigbee is used as the communication technology, and is implemented in an
office environment with the goal to optimize the energy costs for the offices connected
to the Smart Grid. Measurements of WLAN technology in other scenarios confirm the
order of magnitude of the observed delays in our experiments. However, in the pres-
ence of stronger cross-traffic, the shape of the delay distribution will change, see Refer-
ence [5]. Reference [6] details different communication technologies available for wind
farm communication, among these are WLAN and ethernet based solutions. Another
communication technology for a wind farm is fiber optics, as described in Reference [7].
Unlike previous work that analysed communication technologies for wind farms, our
methodology is based on measurements obtained from real communication networks in
a scaled down manner compared to the real environment. Subsequently, we use the
measurement results by plugging the traces into a co-simulation framework which is
similar to the framework used in Reference [8].
The use of sensor information in distributed systems is subject to two types of inaccura-
cies: Measurement errors at the sensor may propagate through the whole computation
chain, see, e.g., [9] for work characterizing such errors and their impact. For distributed
real-time systems, a second cause of inaccuracies requires attention: while the sensor
data is being transmitted and processed, the actual physical value changes so that it
deviates from the value used in the processing. In this paper, we focus on the second
aspect and utilize a information quality metric, called mismatch probabilit (mmPr).
This metric and mathematical models for certain base cases was introduced first in
Reference [10]. MmPr considers the aspect of real-time information access, capturing
impact of access delays and access strategies on information accuracy in a distributed
system. So far, this metric has been used in the following context: (i) in Reference [11]
mmPr was used in context subscription management systems for effective configuration
of context access strategies in order to maximize the reliability of context information;
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(ii) in Reference [12], the metric was used to find optimal location-based relay policies in
mobile networks. In this paper, we investigate whether optimization of the information
quality is a means of improving the control performance of the hierarchical wind farm
controller.
The work in this paper builds upon the conference publications in References [13], [14],
and [15]. Compared to these conference papers, additional results are included, show-
ing the following new aspects: (1) The simulation results use longer traces and drop
the transient phase of the simulation; that way better statistical significance of the
results is achieved; (2) The communication network structure is now hierarchical and
performance measurements from a CAN network simulation are used to characterize the
impact of this hierarchical structure; (3) The analytic model from Reference [14] for the
information quality metric has been newly developed to now explicitly distinguish con-
trol actions and system evolution without control. It now fully captures the qualitative
behaviour of the corresponding simulations.
2 System overview
This paper considers a system consisting of a central controller, communicating with N
wind turbines over a communication network, each wind turbine containing K sensors.
There is a bi-directional information flow, consisting of sensor measurements from the
sensors to the central controller, and set-points from the controller to the wind turbine.
The architecture of the system is shown in Figure A.1 and explained further in Section
2.1.
The central controller has the objective to follow a set-point for the wind farm’s
power generation while reducing the fatigue a wind turbine experiences in order to
prolong the lifetime of the wind turbine. The central controller should ensure that each
wind turbine in the farm produces a certain level of power to ensure that the entire
wind farm reaches the given set-point for the wind farm, motivating the central control
architecture of Figure A.1. The sensors send information regarding the state of the
wind turbine to the central controller. The central controller uses the sensor values and
its internal state to compute set-points for the wind turbine. These set-points are then
forwarded to the wind turbine, where the local controller uses them to adjust the wind
turbine. An overview of this scenario can be seen in Figure A.1, where the grayed boxes
denote places that introduce delay in the information flow. In this paper, we assume
that the central controller is executing periodically with a fixed determinstic period of
duration TS .
2.1 Communication network architecture
The end-to-end communication path between a sensor and the central controller con-
sists of two commnication networks, which can be seen in Figure A.1, with conceptually
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Fig. A.1: Overview of the communication architecture
different properties; a Sensor Network and an Access Network. The Sensor Network is
a communication network internally on the wind turbine, and can be implemented by
different communication technologies, for example a fieldbus. It handles the communi-
cation between the sensors on the wind turbine and contains a gateway that handles
communication from the wind turbine to the central controller. The Access Network is
the network between a wind turbine and the central controller, and varies in size based
on the size of the wind farm. An off-shore windfarm can have lengths of over 20 km
with hundreds of wind turbines, which must be covered by the given communication
network. The network could be implemented by technologies such as 2G, 3G, WLAN,
fiber optics, PLC or others.
Cellular is already deployed in many regions and hence can be used without further
infrastructure. Whether 2G or 3G fulfils the requirements of this scenario is part of the
analysis. WLAN is an off-the-self technology readily available and covering a few hun-
dreds of meters which could support wind farms in a geographically smaller area. PLC in
principal could be interesting, as the central controller and the wind turbine controller
may be connected via power lines, which would mean that except the PLC modems
no additional infrastructure is needed. However, unlike the hard-wired communication
infrastructure, PLC and WiFi technologies can have additional drawbacks impacting
their reliability. For instance, PLC communication is not possible if the power line is
cut, while WiFi technology has a shared spectrum possibly reducing the performance.
The fiber optics gives the best QoS, but may not be available to already deployed wind
farms, and may require additional costs to implement.
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Figure A.2 depicts a message sequence diagram of a control period with message delays.
The figure shows that during a given control period the central controller will calculate
a set-point for the wind turbine. The set-point will be sent to the wind turbine, which
will then act upon it. At some point during the control period, defined by the value
To, denoting the offset time prior to control computation Ci, the sensor will take a
reading, and will send it via the sensor network to the gateway that forwards the sensor
reading via the access network to the central controller. For simplicity, Figure A.2 only
shows the communication endpoints; the delays indicated by the tilt of the messages
are end-to-end delays.
Fig. A.2: Message sequence diagram between the sensor and central controller for a single wind turbine
The information access strategy thus is that the controller sends one control set-point
during each control period, and the sensors and the sensor sends a measurement once
each control period, determined by the offset To, with sensor readings. The gateway
will forward any packet it gets from the sensors immediately to the controller, and is
thus not shown in this figure.
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2.2 Controller design
The central controller aims to reduce the fatigue load of the shaft in the wind turbine. It
does this while tracking a desired power reference. To achieve this the central controller
requires an input from a fatigue estimator. This estimator requires sensor measurements
of the wind turbine, which are the physical measurements of torque, as well as the angle
rotation of the wind turbine. These measurements are run through different hysteresis
relays with different weights. For details on estimator synthesis and the controller
see [16].
Fig. A.3: Centralized controller scheme without network effects
The control scheme without network effects is depicted in Figure A.3. In this paper
we assume the fatigue estimator (F) and the controller (C) are co-located in a central
controller. This controller describes the procedures for an individual wind turbine,
while the same procedure, with coordination on the generation share of each wind
turbine, is applied for the whole farm, which requires a centralized controller. For
control performance, we later analyse a single wind turbine as we focus on the fatigue
as the KPI describing control performance, while the communication scenario is shaped
by the whole wind farm.
The controller cycle, Ts, is determined by the design of the controller, and is in this
scenario set to 150ms and cannot easily be changed. The central controller is assumed
to have a 50ms computation time. We consider a total of 30 wind turbines, each with
3 sensors, in the wind farm, which constitutes a small to medium sized wind farm.
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3 Controller performance under communication net-
work
We start by investigating if a delay in the communication network, and a specific access
strategy, have an impact on the performance of the central controller. To do this a
co-simulation framework has been developed, in which MATLAB is used to simulate
the wind turbine controller, and OMNeT++ is used to simulate the communication
network. An interface has been developed for the controller allowing it to interact
with the OMNeT++ simulation. The OMNeT++ part of the simulation is in charge
of timing requirements, i.e. when to simulate the controller, wind turbine or fatigue
estimator, and is thus in charge of handling the information access strategies. In the
simulations, time is handled by an internal clock, ensureing perfect synchronization
between all modules in the simulation. The wind turbine is modelled by the differential
equation linearised around a chosen operating point:
X(t+ 1) = Ad ·X(t) +Bd · U(t) + Ed · V (t) (A.1)
where X is the state of the wind turbine, U is the control set-point and V is the wind,
which is real wind data. How these interact is determined by the matrices Ad, Bd and
Ed, and we refer to Reference [16] for details for determining these matrices. Here we
let t be the discretized time.
3.1 Scenario parameters
Some assumptions regarding the controller and its physical representation are taken in
order to simplify the simulations. It is assumed that there will be end-to-end commu-
nication delays in the communication network due to propagation delay, queues and
computation delays. We also assume that the controller and the sensors have perfect
clock synchronization. In regards to the controller, it is assumed that both the fatigue
estimator and the computation of the wind turbine set points have an internal compu-
tation delay, as summarized in the value given in Table A.1. This computation delay is
used by the fatigue estimator to estimate the fatigue of the wind turbine based on the
wind-turbine state, and by the controller to calculate a new set-point based on the out-
put of the fatigue estimator. At any give time there is a change in the wind turbine state
it is assumed that the sensors are able to get a reading of this instantly. An example of
this could be a new control set point or a change in wind speed. The wind turbine itself
is assumed to act on a set point as soon as it is received, and we assume that this is done
instantly, and that the change has an impact on the state of the wind turbine instantly.
The wind data which have been used in the simulations have been downloaded from
Reference [17]. The wind data used have a measurement every 12.5ms, leading to 12
samples per control period.
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Table A.1 details the relevant parameters for the simulation scenario.
Controller cycle, Ts 150ms
Controller computation delay 50ms
Number of wind turbines 1
Number of sensors 3
Table A.1: Parameters on the overall wind-farm topology and parameters for the control execution
We start by investigating the performance of the central controller over increasing de-
lays. We assumed a periodic access strategy as described in section 2.1, where the offset
is set to 75ms. As we are mainly interested in the impact of the non-ideal networks
in the access to the sensor information, we assume for the downstream communication
from central controller to wind turbine a constant 1ms delay. For the ’upstream’ end-
to-end communication between sensor and controller, we assume a shifted exponential
distribution, with a fixed minimum of 1ms and we change the exponential rate in order
to change the mean of the upstream delays.
Figure A.4 depicts the accumulated damage over increasing total mean delays, with
the dashed lines depicting the 95 % confidence interval. It shows as the average delay
increases, the accumulated damage increases, and thus the performance of the controller
decreases. For the further analysis in this section, we focus the parameter regime of
delays that are well below the control period duration of 150ms. We therefore choose
to use a shifted exponential distribution with a mean of 31ms in the remainder of this
section. We next attempt to determine the effect of different offsets on the performance
of the controller.
The results in Figure A.5 show that the accumulated damage of the wind turbine
decreases as the offset increases, until it reaches a minimum at To ≈ 90ms. A small
choice of To has as consequence that a large fraction of the update message from the
sensors does not arrive in time to be considered for the control computation. As a
consequence, the controller would use the ’old’ value from the last received update
message as basis of its control computation. The poor values of control performance to
the left of Figure A.5 show that such missed updates have a negative impact on control
performance. After 100ms, the accumulated damage drastically increases up to a value
close to that of the lower offset values. The reason for this sudden increase is to be found
in the central controller computation time of 50 ms. This means if the offset is higher
than 100 ms, the newest control set-point has not yet been received on the wind turbine.
The arrival of the set-point causes a noticeable change in the sensor data, which means
that the data sent right before and right after the arrival of the set-point are noticeably
different as well.
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Fig. A.4: The accumulated damage of the wind turbine over increasing delays with 95 % confidence
intervals, the X-axis denoting the mean of the upstream end-to-end delays between sensors and central
controller
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Fig. A.5: Accumulated damage of the wind turbine with varying offset with 95 % confidence intervals
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3.2 Performance results of heuristic cases
As performance metric we consider the accumulated damage of the wind turbine. The
higher this value is, the worse the performance of the controller is. How these values
are determined is explained in detail in Reference [16]. Since we discovered in Section
3.1 that too small a choice of offset may negatively affect control performance, since a
larger fraction of update message from the sensor do not arrive in time at the controller,
one way of heuristically choosing an optimal offset is by taking a p% percentile of the
end-2-end delay distribution between sensor and central controller. We investigate such
heuristic in the following for percentiles of 80 %, 90 %, 95 % and 99 % Given the
shifted exponential end-to-end delay distributions, these percentiles map into values
To = 48ms, 69ms, 90ms and 138ms. We compare these heuristics with a baseline case
where the offset is chosen, for each control period, at random from a uniform distribution
between 0ms and 150ms. The results can be seen in Figure A.6, which shows the
performance for each of the cases.
The values for the controller performance, as well as the 95% confidence interval,
found from 10 repetitions of 400 control cycles each, can be found in Table A.2. The
Case name Accumulated damage Case number
Baseline case 73.1 ± 7.4 1
Heuristic 99% 64.5 ± 4.7 2
Heuristic 95% 47 ± 6.4 3
Heuristic 90% 46.1 ± 7 4
Heuristic 80% 55 ± 6.6 5
Table A.2: The accumulated damage of the six different cases, showing accumulated damage and 95
% confidence interval
results show that performance-wise the baseline case and the heuristic 99 % case are
clearly worse than the heuristic 95 % and 90 %, with the heuristic 80 % case being
in between. We see that the heuristic cases 95 %, 90 % and 80 % have overlapping
confidence intervals, and we can as such not say which one is the better option. There
is however still the problem of choosing the best heuristic case as the heuristic is param-
eterized with the percentile p of the delay distribution. Obviously, p can be obtained
by a detailed simulation of the control performance as done in Figure A.5. However, we
would in that case not need a heuristic any more, as the minimum can be read off from
Figure A.5 right away. Therefore, we will in the next section search for computationally
less costly ways of optimizing To via a model-based approach.
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Fig. A.6: Controller performance in terms of accumulated damage of respectively the baseline case
and the heuristic cases
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4 Model-based offset optimzation
As it was shown in the previous section, the offset of the sensor information update
should be chosen in a way that (1) the offset is large enough such that the probability
that the update message is received at the controller before it starts its control computa-
tion is increased while (2) the offset should be small enough so that changes of the sensor
values after generating the update message are not impacting control performance. As
the two criteria are in trade-off, a model will be needed to balance this trade-off. The
first aspect is thereby mainly influenced by the end-2-end delay distribution, while the
second aspect is influenced by the information dynamics of the sensor information. An
analytic model for the controller performance is however very complex, hence the ap-
proach is to instead optimize the information quality, defined by the match between the
controller’s view of the system at the start of the control computation in comparison to
the ground truth system state in that time instance.
4.1 Information quality metric
Mismatch probability (mmPr), as defined in Reference [10], is a metric which fulfils our
requirements for an information quality metric. Let us assume Xs(t) is the state of the
sensors’s information and Xc(t) is the state of the sensor known to the controller. Xc(t)
is updated through the communication network utilizing the periodic update messages
generated at offset To before the control computation start. The mmPr is defined for
the time instances, Ci, see Figure A.2, at which the controller starts its computation of
the set-points:
mmPr(ε) := Pr(|Xs(Ci)−XC(Ci)| > ε). (A.2)
The parameter ε here corresponds to some ’discretization’ threshold for continuous
sensor value domains; changes of the continuous sensor value are only counted if they
exceed this threshold ε. The mmPr metric is mainly influenced by the following factors:
(1) the freshness of information at the time the controller is calculating new set-points,
(2) how quickly information changes to a mismatching value, i.e. the information dy-
namics. Note, that the information freshness depends on the network delay, the data
access strategy, as well as sensor sampling frequency. The sensor dynamics is modelled
with a discrete time Markov chain (DTMC), since the mathematical framework for
handling DTMCs is well known and suitable for the mmPr calculations. The following
subsection describes how sensor values are used for DTMC fitting and defines analytical
models for mmPr calculations.
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4.2 Markov Model of the Controlled System
We approximate the controlled system by a discrete time Markov model; we thereby
simplify to assume the state of the system is described by the time series of one of
the sensors, denoted by S1, S2, ...; unless mentioned differently, we assume these values
represent Sensor 3 in the results shown later on. The continuous values Si are thereby
mapped in an equidistant manner to the discrete states 1, ..., N of the Markov model.
When analyzing a simulated trace of Si, it shows a different behavior in time-steps
when new set-points are communicated as opposed to time steps when no action of the
central controller is imposed. Therefore we use two different transition matrices, P and
C, to describe the state transition probabilities in intervals without and with central
control action, respectively. The matrices P and C can be easily obtained from the
observed transition counts from the simulated system as the exact moments of set-point
adaptations are known. Note that the model is obviously a simplification as it does not
consider the values of the set-points obtained by the controller.
Too avoid too many technicalities, we here assume that the computation delay and
the downstream delay from the central controller to the local controller are determinstic.
Due to the periodic nature of the controller, the system behavior as a Markov chain
within one control cycle is then determined by the transition matrixM = C ·P c−1, where
c is the number of discrete time steps in one control cycle. The eigenvector π = π ·M
for eigenvalue 1 of the matrix M is then the steady state probability distribution of
the Markov chain, when observed just before the control action implementation in each
cycle.
4.3 Analytic model for the mismatch probability
Assuming that the controlled system is adequately described by the Markov model in
the previous section, the information quality metric, mismatch probability from Section
4.1, can be calculated from the markov model and from the cumulative distribution
function, FD(t), of the upstream end-2-end delay as follows:
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1−mmPr = FD(To)
N∑
k=1
πu(k) · Pr(Markov chain
is in state k at time instant Ci | Markov chain
has been in state k at time instant Ci − To)
+ (1− FD(to))FD(To + Tc)
N∑
k=1
πu(k)·
Pr(Markov chain is in state k at time instant Ci |
Markov chain has been in state k at time instant Ci − To − Tc)0 (A.3)
Thereby, πu is the steady state probability vector of the Markov model at the moment
just before the updates are sent by the sensors. The first term considers the case that
the last update message reaches the controller in time before the start of the control
computation; the second term considers the case that the last update does not arrive in
time, but the previous update does. The above equation yields an upper bound for the
mismatch probability as other cases, n last updates do not arrive in time, but n + 1th
does, for n >= 2 are not considered in detail, but all these cases are mapped into a
mismatch (hence the resulting upper bound).
When implementing Equation A.3, the state πu(k) and the detailed composition of the
conditional probabilities (which basically are the diagonal elements of products of the
form P i ·Cj ·P k) depend on the cycle duration, the offset To and the computation and
downstream delay. Therefore, the Markov transition probabilities in the sums can be
obtained from adequate products of the matrices P and C, we skip the technical details
here.
4.4 Offset optimization
The above analytic model can be used to obtain optimal offset choices by simple nu-
meric minimization with respect to To. Figure A.7 shows the result of the analytic
mmPr model from the previous section, when applied to the scenario analyzed in Sec-
tion 3; the corresponding control performance graph is in Figure A.5 and showed a
minimum around an offset choice of 90ms. The Markov model with different state-sizes
N = 2, ..., 12 is fitted to a trace of Sensor 3 that has been obtained from a closed-loop
control simulation with ideal network. The analytic mismatch metric caclulations show
a minimum (marked by a cross) around an offset value of 50 ms (when using N=8 states
or less) and this minimum shifts to 37.5 ms for N=9,...,12 states. The shift of the mini-
mum to the left can be intuitively explained as follows: The more states are used in the
Markov model, the more the mismatch probability is influenced by small changes in the
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sensor information, so the mismatch metric become more sensitive to information age.
With smaller offset, the information at the controller is fresher given that it arrives in
time. So this gain in freshness here seems to overcompensate the effect of late arrival
of messages for some range of offsets. As Figure A.7 shows, the absolute value of the
mismatch metric depends on the number of states in the Markov model; however the
benefit of the model is not the absolute value, but that it allows to determine an optimal
offset.
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Fig. A.7: mmPr of sensor 3 for different number of Markov States
4.5 Sensor mmPr simulation results
Figure A.8 shows the mmPr of sensor 3 for different offsets found both via the full
co-simulation (solid blue curve) and from the model of the sensor information dynamics
(dashed red and green curve). All curves are simulated using the same scenario parame-
ters, as described in Section 3.1. The red curve is found from a Markov chain containing
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N = 5 states, while the green curve contains N = 4 states. These are chosen as they
are the number of states that match the blue curve most closely, both in mmPr values
and in optimal offset.
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Fig. A.8: mmPr of Sensor 3 for different offsets: the solid curves shows the simulation result together
with the 95 % confidence interval (dotted), the two dashed curves show the model-based result for
Markov models with N=4 and N=5 states
Note that the simulation of the mmPr also takes a discretized version of the sensor
space as basis, i.e. mmPr(ε) := Pr(|Xs(Ci) −XC(Ci)| > ε). A smaller discretization
level ε, would lead to higher mismatch probabilities. The simulation takes the whole
value space of all sensor values for all offsets and uses an ε which is 1/20 of this range.
Note that this does not correspond to a Markov chain with 20 states, as the Markov
chain is fitted to only one simulation run (with an ideal network) and hence the value
range is smaller for that fit. It turns out that a Markov chain with between N = 4 and
N = 5 states has the similar discretization level as assumed for the simulated mmPr.
The control performance that is analyzed in Figure A.5 is however influenced by
the information quality of all three sensors. Therefore Figure A.9 shows the average
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Fig. A.9: mean mmPr of all sensors for different offsets: the solid curves shows the simulation result,
the two dashed curves show the model-based result for Markov models with N=4 and N=5 states
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mismatch probability, where the average is taken over the simulated and model-based
values for all 3 sensors when using the same offset. Note however, that different sensors
with different dynamics and different end-2-end delays could also use different offset
values. In this paper however, we restrict ourselves to the analysis of the case when the
same offset is applied to all three sensors. The number of states is the same for each
sensor, and these values are chosen because they matched the curve on the previous
figure. We see that while the curves still match in terms of optimal offset, there is a
distinct difference in the mmPr values that each curve take. The optimal offset for
N = 4 and N = 5 in Figure A.9 is in both cases at 62.5ms.
Figure A.10 compares the accumulated damage of the wind turbine of the offset
chosen from the model and the offset found via heuristic methods. Cases 1 to 5, as
described in Table A.2, are also shown in Figure A.6, Case 6 (yellow colour) denotes
the offset found via the mean mmPr of all 3 sensors, while for case 7 (green colour) the
offset is found based on the mmPr of sensor 3, in both cases for N = 5. We see that for
the mean case the accumulated damage is slightly lower, however the two cases are still
within each others confidence interval.
5 QoS parameters of communication technologies
We have in the previous section made assumptions regarding the end-to-end delay, which
was modeled by a shifted exponential distribution with a mean of 31ms. However, for
different communication technologies in the Access and Sensor Networks, the delays
experienced may vary, and also other types of delay distributions as well as correlations
between subsequent delay values may occur. In this section we investigate the delays
of different communication technologies, and afterwards use these delay traces to deter-
mine the end-2-end delay in the co-simulations.
The aim of the measurement setup for the Access Network was to mimic the commu-
nication pattern generated between the central controller and 30 gateways on the wind
farm communication network in order to characterize the network properties in terms
of delays and packet losses. For each of the technologies ICMP ping measurements are
performed with 64 bytes of application layer payload in the uplink (i.e. for the sensor
measurements) and downlink (i.e. for the control commands) roughly corresponding to
an actual size of the messages [18]. In further subsections, details of measurement setups
for each of the technologies are given while Section 5.4 describes the measurement setup
for the Sensor Network.
5.1 2G/3G measurement setup
The test-bed setup for conducting cellular 2G/3G measurements is comprised of three
Huawei E392 USB modems [19] equipped with SIM cards from Austrian telecom provider
YESSS. Three SIM cards connected to the modems are provisioned to allow both GPRS
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Fig. A.10: Controller performance in terms of accumulated damage of respectively the baseline case,
the heuristic cases and the model cases.
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and UMTS transmission access. Furthermore, the equipment is placed indoors, in the
same room on the second floor of an eight floor office building. First, the modems are
configured to have access only to a GPRS network. Through each modem ten ICMP
ping connections were executed in parallel with a time interval of 150ms between the
probes, thus 30 connections in total were running in order to mimic the communica-
tion pattern between the gateway and the central controller. Subsequently, the same
procedure is repeated for the 3G network by configuring the modems for UMTS trans-
missions. In both cases, around 4000 measurements are collected from each ICMP ping
connection, during a week day between 11am and 12am. The resulting distribution of
the measurements for 2G and 3G respectively can be seen in Figure A.14 and A.11.
The distance between the modems and GPRS/UMTS base transceiver stations (BTS)
is around 30m, since the stations are located on top of the same building.
5.2 PLC measurement setup
Powerline communication technology is evaluated with narrow-band Devolo G3-PLC
500k PLC modems [20], having a total throughput capacity of 240 kbps. Five such PLC
modems are connected via power-lines of approximately 1 meter length in total, which is
much shorter than an actual implementation where they would potentially be hundreds
of meters long, making this a best case scenario. In an initial test, three parallel ICMP
ping connections are ran from three different PLC modems (9 connections on the PLC
network), with 150ms time interval. It is shown later that for nine connections running
over a PLC network, the network performance is impractical for the wind farm controller
due to high delays and packet losses even in this best case setup with short distances.
5.3 WiFi measurement setup
WiFi technologies are tested using two commercially available embedded boards "ALIX
3D2" [21], which allow different IEEE 802.11 hardware modules to be added onto the
system. For this study, we connected the 802.11g (2.4 GHz band) modules of type
CM9-GP Wistron [22] onto the boards. The WiFi points are placed indoors within
the same room, on the distance of approximately 3 meters, line-of-sight, which again is
shorter than an actual implementation, making this a best case setup. In the vicinity of
the WiFi points 23 other networks were scanned, 16 of them were running on 2.4GHz
band, thus adding some interference to the signal; the transmission power is set to 15
dBm. Over such WiFi link, 30 parallel ICMP ping connections were executed during a
work day between 3pm and 5pm, with the same interval as before. The resulting delay
distribution observed on the link is shown in Figure A.12.
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Fig. A.11: PDF of the 3G RTT measurement
results
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Fig. A.12: PDF of the WLAN RTT measure-
ment results
5.4 CANBUS simulation setup
The CANBUS is setup with 3 sensors and 1 gateway connected to the CANBUS, with the
gateway having the highest priority, then sensor 1 followed by sensor 2 and 3 respectively.
The CANBUS is transmitting with 500 kbps, and 0 % packetloss on the connection.
There is no other modules connected to the BUS to generate cross-traffic. Each sensor
is set to transmit at the same offset To once each control period (every 150ms). The
CANBUS is implemented in OMNeT++ and simulated.
5.5 Delay Results
As explained previously the delays measured on the different technologies, and thus the
results shown in this section, are all RTT delays, and can be seen in Figure A.11 to
Figure A.14, and in Table A.3. The results in Table A.4 are, however, one-way delays.
As can be seen in Figure A.11 there are two peaks to the 3G measurements. The first
peak is at roughly 15 ms, and the other, smaller, peak is at 20-22 ms. We have outliers
of the data as high as 98.5 ms, which can be caused by spikes in traffic on the base
station. In contrast to the measured delay distribution for 3G, the delays of WLAN in
Figure A.12 by shape appear like an exponential distribution with a small shift. Similar
results, delay wise, can be seen in [5], however with a slight different distribution, most
likely to be attributed to cross-traffic.
From the 30 2G connections we take the data from a single connection on sim-
card 2 and plot it as a time series in Figure A.13. The measurements of the other
connections show the same trend as we see in Figure A.13. We see low delays at start
of the measurements, which may be caused by not all sim cards and/or connections
being setup right away. We see a few spikes in the delays between 0 and up until
sample number 4250, which can be caused by spikes in traffic on the base station. After
measurement 4250 we start to see a steady increase in delays, most likely caused by
increased traffic leading to longer queues on the base station and in the sim-cards. For
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Fig. A.13: Time series of the 2G RTT mea-
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Fig. A.14: PDF of the the 2G RTT measure-
ment results
the evaluation later, we only use the samples from 250 to 4250, in order to avoid the
large instability period that occurs after. The subsequent table and Figure A.14 show
the distribution of these 4000 samples.
Results from the PLC measurements show that the average delay is several control
cycles long, and the packet loss is 78 %, even for only 9 parallel connections. This is
rather problematic for the controller, as it will lead to instability and the controller
being unable to generate set-points. For this reason these results are not used further
in this paper, as it is clear from the statistics that the solution is not feasible. The
statistics for all the measurements results can be seen in Table A.3 below.
Technology Minimum Average Maximum Packet
delay delay delay loss
3G 10.5 ms 16.7 ms 98.5 ms 0 %
WLAN 0.5 ms 5.4 ms 83.2 ms 0 %
2G 84.5 ms 385.2 ms 2131 ms 0 %
PLC 50.4 ms 1504 ms 3400.8 ms 78 %
Table A.3: QoS results of the RTT measurements
The delays from the CANBUS simulation show deterministic delays for each sensor,
with sensor 1 having the lowest delay as it has the highest priority. Each delay is
the one-way delay and there were no packet losses experienced. The delay values are
summarized in Table A.4.
The results of the measurements are used as a time series in the co-simulation frame-
work in order to determine the delays of individual messages. The measurements we
have access to are, as explained above, RTT ping messages, except for the CANBUS
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Sensor Delay
1 5 ms
2 10 ms
3 15 ms
Table A.4: Simulation results for CANBUS one-way delay
delays. The delays we are interested in are, however, one-way delays. Therefore we
assume that the uplink and downlink channel properties are identical and we can thus
divide the RTTs by 2 to get one-way delays. This represents an approximation as many
technologies differentiate in their handling of uplink and downlink data streams.
6 Wind-farm control using cellular communication
technologies and CANBUS
In this section we use the delay traces found in Section 5 to create different simulation
scenarios. To start we create scenarios where only the Access Network delays are used,
and we simulate using the traces of the technologies for this network. We then create
a combination scenario, where we use both the traces from the 3G measurements, as
well as the delays incured by the CANBUS in the Sensor Network. This scenario thus
entails both networks, creating a simulation of the entire system. The performance of
the controller is described by two metrics: reference tracking and accumulated damage of
the wind turbine. Analog to Section 3, we focus on the second metric, the accumulated
damage. The simulations are done using the same framework as described in Section
3, where the end-to-end delays both in uplink from sensor to the central controller and
in downlink from the central controller to the local controller are obtained now by the
traces from the technology measurements in Section 5.
6.1 Control Performance over Cellular Access Technologies
The accumulated damage for the 3G trace (Figure A.15) shows an increase for low off-
sets when offsets get smaller than ≈ 40ms, and a sharp increase at an offset of 100ms.
Both of these increases are expected, as at 100ms offset the computational delay of
the central controller mean that the control set-point is not yet received. At low off-
sets there is a higher chance that the messages will be delayed past the control point
Ci, and thus old data will be used. The optimal offset is between 37.5ms and 100ms
where no statistically significant differences between those offset choices can be observed.
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Fig. A.15: Accumulated damage of wind turbine based on 3G measurements with 95 % confidence
intervals
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Figure A.16 shows the control performance when using the 2G data that was the
basis for the pdf in Figure A.14. As 2G delays are generally rather long, on average
more than 1 control cycles, the controller will in this case most of the time use sensor
measurements which are several control cycles old. Figure A.16 shows that in this case
the control performance is about twice as bad as in the better 3G cases; furthermore,
the detailed choice of the offset within the control period is irrelevant as anyways the
sensor measurement will be outdated by the time it arrives at the controller. Therefore,
there is no offset optimization benefitial for this 2G case given the short control periods
of the central controller.
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Fig. A.16: Accumulated damage of wind turbine based on 2G measurements with 95 % confidence
intervals
For comparison to the other technologies a simulation with an ideal network, meaning
a network with 0 ms delays and 0 % packet loss, has also been executed. The result of
this can be seen in Figure A.17. This shows a relatively flat curve until an offset of 100
ms, at which point we again see an increase in accumulated damage, as expected based
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on previous simulation results. We have not included the figure for accumulated damage
for the WLAN technology in this paper, as the results are very similar to the results for
the ideal network. The biggest difference was in a small increase at offsets below 50ms,
however this increase was so slight to be within the 95 % confidence interval of the ideal
network simulation.
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Fig. A.17: Accumulated damage of wind turbine based on ideal network
6.2 Combined 3G and CANBUS scenario
Finally, we compare the analytic model in a scenario that mimics the use of 3G access
for connections to the wind turbines and a CAN network for the sensor data access with
delays as stated in the previous sections. Figure A.18 shows a simulation run where the
3G trace is used, as in Figure A.15, and the deterministic delay of the CANBUS is added
to the delay between the sensors and the central controller. The figure shows a sharper
drop in the accumulated damage than for the pure 3G simulation, yet is otherwise very
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similar within the 95 % confidence intervals.
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Fig. A.18: Performance of controller under combined 3G traces and CANBUS delays
In order to analyze the impact of the downstream delay from the central controller
to the wind turbine, another simulation run like in Figure A.18 has been conducted,
but now with a determinstic downstream delay with the same mean (8.35ms). The re-
sulting control performance curve did not show any visual difference and any deviations
were minor compared to the confidence intervals. As a conclusion, the determinstic
assumption for the dowstream delay, as taken for the analytic model, does not change
the control behavior in this scenario. We also ran a simulation of the scenario in Figure
A.18, where the correlation in the UMTS delays used in the upstream (from sensor to
controller) was destroyed by scrambling the delay trace. Also in this case, the control
performance did not significantly change. Hence, the assumption of a renewal process
for the upstream delays in the analytic model does not have any impact for this scenario.
As the analytic model assumes a shifted exponential delay distribution for the access
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to the sensor data and a deterministic downstream delay, and since we want to see the
differences caused by other model assumptions, we however do not use the trace of
the 3G delay measurements, but rather fit a shifted exponential distribution to the
parameters of Table A.3; and analogously we use also in the simulation a deterministic
downstream delay with the parameter matching the mean 3G delay. We call this the
exponential approximation of the combined 3G and CANBUS scenario.
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Fig. A.19: Performance of controller using deterministic downstream delay, and a shifted exponential
fitted to the 3G traces
Figure A.19 shows the accumulated damage as resulting from such a simulation run
with varying offset To for the sensor information access. Figure A.19 shows a clear min-
imum for offsets between approximately 25ms and 87.5ms, taking the 95 % confidence
intervals (marked dashed) into account. Figure A.18 and Figure A.19 show very similar
performance, the main difference being the accumulated damage at To = 37.5ms, with
Figure A.19 having higher accumulated damage, however still within the confidence in-
tervals of each other. The relative flat curves for offset between 50ms and 87.5ms is
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due to the rather low variability of the 3G delays.
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Fig. A.20: mmPr over changing offsets for sensor 3 in the exponential approximation of the combined
3G and CANBUS scenario
Figure A.20 now takes the Markov models for Sensor 3 (with the same calibration
as earlier, as this calibration is independent of network delays) of sizes N = 2, ..., 12,
and applies the mmPr calculations to these Markov models. The curves show minima
around 40ms while, for small N , they are rather flat in the interval 40ms ≤ To ≤ 90ms.
Control performance of the system simulated in Figure A.19 is however influenced
by all 3 sensors. In the CAN setting, the 3 sensors have different CAN delays. The
analytic model can also be used to calculate mismatch probabilities for each of these
sensors. Figure A.21 shows the resulting average over the 3 sensors for the mismatch
probability. The curves show the same shape as Figure A.19, while the optimal offset
remains at around 40ms. Nevertheless, by comparison of Figures A.20/A.21 with the
simulated control performance in Figure A.19, it becomes clear that the approach to
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Fig. A.21: Average mmPr of all 3 sensors over changing offsets in the exponential approximation of
the combined 3G and CANBUS scenario
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use data quality metrics, here mismatch probability, has general potential for optimizing
control performance in periodic control systems.
7 Conclusion
In this paper we investigated the impact of end-to-end communication delays and sensor
access scheduling optimization on the performance of a wind turbine controller as part
of a Smart Grid use-case. We started by determining in Section 3 that there indeed was
an impact of the communication network delays, and that an optimized choice of the
offset, defined as the time interval between sensor information update generation and
controller computation, can be used to improve controller performance. We found that
using a simple heuristic to determine the offset ran the risk of choosing a suboptimal
offset, and that determining the optimal offset is not a trivial task. In section 4 we
modelled the sensor information dynamics to use an analytical approach to determin-
ing the optimal offset, instead of relying on extensive simulations of the controller and
network together. We found that it was possible to use the mmPr metric to determine
an offset, and that this chosen offset performed as well, within a 95 % confidence inter-
val, or better than the considered heuristic methods. Lastly, we investigate the impact
of imperfect communication on controller performance using different communication
technologies in Section 5. The delays found from this analysis were then used to simulate
the performance of the wind turbine controller once again, and the analytical models
were used to find the mmPr of the sensors. We find that due to the low variability of the
3G data there is a rather large offset range in which to choose the optimal offset. The
measurements of WLAN data had even lower variability, and would such not lead to a
narrower offset range. Alternatively, the delays of the 2G data were too long for offset
optimization to make sense in the chosen scenario. However, for controllers with longer
control periods the 2G data might be more interesting to make offset optimization for,
due to the increased variability of the delays.
Future work will look at the impact of different control period choices: slower network
technologies like 2G may still be utilized when running the controller less frequently;
however the trade-off of modifications in the control period given a certain end-2-end
delay will need to be analyzed and understood. For the analysis of this paper, we as-
sumed that the exchange of sensor values to the central controller and of set-points
to the local controller is executed via a very lean protocol, containing just the actual
values and a few bytes of information type. The analysis of the impact of intermediate
layers like TCP [8] and [23], or of protocols that try to achieve real-time bounds and
reliability [5] or just improve performance behavior of off-the-shelf shared transmission
media [24] for the setting of the wind-farm control is interesting for future work.
An assumption made in this paper was perfect clock synchronization between the cen-
tral controller and the sensors. This may not be the case, and could cause the offset
To chosen at the sensors to drift time wise. This could be fixed by inlcluding time
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synchronization packets on the network, however this would increase traffic and could
increase the delays on the communication network.
This work has been done for a specific Smart Grid scenario, however in future work it
would be interesting to expand to cover other scenarios, for example a voltage control
scenario as in [25].
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Abstract
Networked control is challenged by stochastic delay that is caused by properties of commu-
nication networks and also by the time instances of accessing information about system
state or actuation set-points. This paper investigates, which design choices of networked
control systems can be optimized based on an information quality metric, here using
the so-called mismatch probability (mmPr). The benefit of this mmPr metric is that
it captures in a single scalar value the combined impact of access protocols and de-
lays from the communication network and puts those in relation to the dynamics of the
accessed information. The hypothesis of the paper is that the optimization of certain
parameters of networked control systems targeting the mmPr metric is equivalent to the
optimization targeting control performance, while the former is practically much easier
to conduct. The hypothesis is first analyzed in simulation models for the example system
of a wind-farm controller. As the simulation analysis is subject to stochastic variabil-
ity and requires large computational effort, the paper in the remaining part develops a
Markov model of a simplified networked control system and uses numerical results from
the Markov model analysis to demonstrate, the mmPr based optimization can improve
control performance for a subset of system parameters.
1 Introduction
Networked control systems have become increasingly relevant in recent years; main
examples include the management and operation of geographically distributed infras-
tructure such as telematics systems [1] and smart energy grids [2]. In such systems,
the control function uses input from distributed sensors which have to be collected via
a communication infrastructure to compute set-points which are in turn sent to actua-
tors, again via a communication infrastructure. In large-scale systems, not only does the
communication infrastructure add delays and potential message loss, but the informa-
tion access and set-point distribution may also be subject to further data management
procedures, such as caching, aggregation and preprocessing in hierarchical information
architectures. In order to facilitate the design of control applications, the information
access and set-point distribution is frequently handled via an intermediate layer, e.g. a
data management middleware or context management system [3].
Target of the networked control realization is the optimization of overall system
metrics, i.e. those are influenced by the interplay of different system parts. Control
performance, hereafter referred to as Quality of Control (QoC), is hence an overall
metric, which is influenced by the controller design, but additionally also influenced by
the resulting properties of the information access and set-point distribution approach
and by properties of the communication network. The analysis of QoC is therefore
complex and the optimization of the information access approach is frequently done
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in order to meet worst-case bounds [4], e.g. using network calculus [5], or via time-
consuming (co-) simulation experiments [6]. The analysis of networked control systems
targets in many cases stability, see [7, 8]. Other performance metrics of networked
control systems are depending on the specific control scenario; we here will utilize the
example of wind-farm control that is addressed in [9].
A more efficient approach to optimize the information access approach and the com-
munication network configuration can be via the use of information quality metrics:
the basic idea here is to abstract from the specific controller implementation but rather
target an optimization of the controller’s view about current system parameters at the
time of the execution of the control computation. The benefit of this is to decouple
controller design and network optimization and thereby simplifying design of networked
plant control. This paper shows the benefits of information quality metrics for the pa-
rameter optimization of networked control systems and also provides an understanding
of their limitations.
The use of sensor information in distributed systems is subject to two types of inaccu-
racies degrading information quality: Measurement errors at the sensor may propagate
through the whole computation chain, see, e.g., [10] for work characterizing such errors
and their impact. For distributed real-time systems, a second cause of inaccuracies re-
quires attention: while the sensor data is being transmitted and processed, the actual
physical value changes so that it deviates from the value used in the processing. In this
paper, we focus on the second aspect and utilize an information quality metric, called
mismatch probability (mmPr) which is defined as the probability of information when
being used is not matching the true value at the remote sensor. This metric and math-
ematical models for certain base cases were introduced first in Reference [11]. MmPr
considers the aspect of real-time information access, capturing impact of access delays
and access strategies on information accuracy in a distributed system. So far, this metric
has been used in the following context: (i) in Reference [12] mmPr was used in context
subscription management systems for effective configuration of context access strate-
gies in order to maximize the reliability of context information; (ii) in Reference [13],
the metric was used to find optimal location-based relay policies in mobile networks.
Reference [14] investigates whether optimization of the information quality is a means
of improving the control performance of the hierarchical wind farm controller. The
simulation-based use-case example in this paper is based on the latter, while additional
analysis is performed in order to support the claims and insights of this paper.
The mismatch probability metric which was introduced in [11] is defined by a devia-
tion between information at a client and a server, and depends highly on 1) end-to-end
delay, 2) information dynamics and 3) the access method used. This metric hereby
captures an otherwise complex relation between these three factors into a single, scalar
value that enables designers to make decision on which strategy and configuration to
take. Intuitively, reducing network delays may obviously benefit the performance of
networked controllers in most cases; however, when there is a choice between a low
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update rate in conjunction with a low network delay, or a higher update rate at the
price of a higher network delay, this choice cannot be resolved based on intuition only.
Secondly, in order to judge the impact of network delays and update intervals, it is not
only the mean value but the whole distribution which will affect overall performance
of networked controllers. Therefore, capturing the impact of these different factors in
conjunction with the dynamics of the observed system in a single scalar metric, like the
mmPr, can be very valuable.
The paper first analyzes the performance of a wind farm controller as a realistic
example case of networked control systems in Section II. This analysis is done via sim-
ulation models. In addition to the insights into the system behaviour, the analysis
also illustrates the challenges of using simulation based analysis for the problem of this
paper. Therefore Section III introduces a very simplified control scenario that can be
modelled as a Markov chain and therefore control performance as well as mismatch
probability can be analyzed via numerical solutions of the steady state Markov process
probabilities. In Section IV, we provide the Markov model of the system with ideal in-
formation access (with mismatch probability always equal to zero). Section V provides
an extended model including periodic information access and non-zero network delays;
this section also provides the algorithm to numerically compute mismatch probability
in this model. In Section VI we provide numerical results for the different models and
evaluate in which scenarios the mismatch probability is useful for optimizing control
performance. Finally in Section VII we summarize and conclude the paper.
2 Simulation analysis of wind-farm control
Control of wind farms [9] targets two objectives: generation of a target profile of desired
produced power (reference tracking), while minimizing fatigue of the individual wind
turbines. As the former control objective requires coordination across all wind-turbines
in the wind-farm, a centralized controller with bi-directional communication to the
wind turbines can be deployed. The system and analysis approaches we use here are
based on [15] while we here are specifically interested in which case mismatch based
optimization leads to optimization of control performance and vice versa.
In this example scenario we consider a system consisting of a central controller,
communicating with several wind turbines over a communication network, each wind
turbine containing 3 sensors. There is a bi-directional information flow, consisting of
sensor measurements from the sensors to the central controller, and set-points from the
controller to the wind turbine as shown in Figure B.1.
The objective of the central controller is to follow a set-point for the wind farm’s
power generation while reducing fatigue of the a wind turbine to prolong its lifetime. The
sensors send information regarding the state of the wind turbine to the central controller.
In this example, we assume that the central controller is executing periodically with a
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Fig. B.1: Overview of the communication architecture
fixed deterministic period of duration TS .
2.1 Communication network architecture
The end-to-end communication path between a sensor and the central controller consists
of two communication networks, which can be seen in Figure B.1: a Sensor Network
and an Access Network. Figure B.2 shows a message sequence diagram of a control
period with message delays. At a certain point in time, TC,i the central controller will
calculate a set-point for the wind turbine. The controller sends this set-point to the
wind turbine, which will then act upon it. At some point during the control period,
defined by the value To, denoting the offset time prior to control computation tC , the
sensor will take a reading, and will send it via the sensor network to the gateway that
forwards the sensor reading via the access network to the central controller. Figure B.2
only shows the end-to-end communication relations, where the delays indicated by the
tilt of the messages are end-to-end delays.
The sensor information in this scenario is continuous. We therefore use a discretiza-
tion threshold to identify the mismatch case as follows:
mmPr(ε) := Pr(|SCQ(tC)− SQ(tC)| > ε) (B.1)
where SCQ(tC) is the sensor value that the central controller has received from the sensor,
while SQ(tC) is the actual sensor value at control decision time tc. We thereby define
a mismatch as any difference in those two values larger than ε. By decreasing ε the
mmPr will be more susceptible to small variations of the physical value within the time
duration since accessing and transferring it.
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Fig. B.2: Message sequence diagram between the sensor and central controller
2.2 Controller design
The central controller sends set-points to a wind turbine with the aim of reducing the
fatigue load of the shaft in the wind turbine. It does this while tracking a desired
power reference. To achieve this the central controller requires an input from a fatigue
estimator. This estimator requires sensor measurements of the wind turbine, which
are the physical measurements of torque, as well as the angle rotation of the wind
turbine. These measurements are run through different hysteresis relays with different
weights. For details on estimator synthesis and the controller see [15]. In this paper we
assume the fatigue estimator and the controller are co-located in a central controller as
shown in Figure B.1. This controller describes the procedures for an individual wind
turbine, while the same procedure, with coordination on the generation share of each
wind turbine, is applied for the whole farm, which requires a centralized controller. For
control performance, we analyse a single wind turbine as we focus on the fatigue as the
KPI describing control performance, while the communication scenario is shaped by the
whole wind farm.
2.3 Simulation results
The performance of the wind-farm scenario is analyzed in a co-simulation framework
from [16]. In fact, the actual numerical result values for mismatch probability and
control quality are from the analysis scenarios from the latter reference, while this section
develops and applies a different analysis methodology in order to investigate whether
the mismatch metric is a suitable indicator, through which control performance can be
optimized in the given setting.
Before approaching the actual analysis of the latter question, we illustrate the be-
havior of the wind-farm controller by repeating some results from [16] in Figures B.3 and
B.4. Both curves show qualitatively similar behavior, giving a first intuitive indication
that mmPr may be a good indicator of expected control performance. However, vari-
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Fig. B.3: Wind farm control performance and 95% confidence interval for the simulation estimate for
varying offset choices, from [16]
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Fig. B.4: Mismatch probability in the wind-farm control scenario for one of the three sensors (solid
line) and 95% confidence intervals. The figure is repeated from [16], while the actual model results in
the dashed lines are not relevant for this paper.
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ability indicated by the size of the confidence intervals needs to be taken into account.
Similar results can be generated for varying network delays, see [16].
We now investigate the question for what parameter tuples of delay and offset, the
mmPr can be used to optimize control performance, we run several simulations for
five different communication network scenarios: 3 scenarios with network delays from
exponential distributions with different means and measured network delay traces from
3G networks and WLAN (see [16] for the detailed description of the measurement setup).
Each control simulation for the five different network models is executed for 12 different
offset values (To), resulting in a total of 60 different control performance and mmPr
pairs. The overall simulation parameters are summarized in Table B.1.
Controller cycle, Ts 150ms
Controller computation delay 50ms
Controller cycles per simulation 400
Independent replications 10
Network Delay Scenarios 3 Exponential, 3G, WLAN
Offset Values To 12.5ms, 25ms, ..., 150ms
Table B.1: Parameters on the overall wind-farm topology and parameters for the control execution
The drawback of simulation analysis as opposed to numerical results that are used in
later sections is that the results are subject to stochastic variations. In order to address
the latter, we introduce two hypotheses:
1. Hypothesis-1: A significant difference in control performance causes a significantly
different behavior of mmPr with the adequate monotonicity relation.
2. Hypothesis-2: A significant difference of mmPr causes a significantly different
behavior of control performance with the adequate monotonicity relation.
A significant difference here refers to non-overlapping 95 % confidence intervals from
the simulations. These hypotheses are then tested for all combinations of pairs available.
Figure B.5 shows the relative frequency of occurring simulation results pairs that
confirm Hypothesis 1 respectively Hypothesis-2 for different thresholds ε. We see that
for ε values less than 2.5 · 10−4 Hypothesis 1 is true over 80 % of the cases, while
Hypothesis-2 is true over 60 % of the cases. For larger values of ε, this probability
reduces strongly for both hypotheses.
Values of around 80% and 60% of observing Hypothesis-1 and Hypothesis-2, respec-
tively, in the data, do not imply that we otherwise observe inverse (wrong) relations of
the corresponding metrics. There is also the possibility that no significant difference is
observed in the simulation experiment, so not giving evidence of a wrong hypothesis.
Figure B.6 plots the relative frequencies that the corresponding performance metrics in
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Fig. B.5: Probability that H1 and H2 are true
the hypotheses show a significantly wrong difference. These probabilities are rather low
for the choice of ε < 2.5e− 4.
Finally Figure B.7 sheds some light on what happens for larger thresholds ε >
3 ∗ 10−4, the probability that the mmPr observed in the simulations is zero rapidly
increases. Hence, the mmPr metric becomes too insensitive to changes.
In summary, the simulation results show that mmPr is a suitable metric to opti-
mize control performance for the considered cases of wind-farm control, given that the
threshold for the mmPr definition is not chosen too low or too high; in the latter case,
the metric turns not useful as it becomes too insensitive (is most of the time equal to
zero); in the former case the information would be seen as new information, even if the
change of the sensor information is not having a relevant impact for the future controller
behavior.
The use of mismatch probability allows to optimize offset choices according to the
delay and information dynamics. The software that carries out this adaptation does no
need to know about the controller, but only needs to model the mismatch probability.
The example in the previous results used three sensors and the results for the mismatch
probability showed the sensor that had the strongest impact on control performance.
This approach can be generalized to other control systems, i.e. to identify and optimize
based on the mmPr for the most relevant input information. Alternatively, also vector
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Fig. B.6: Probability that H1 and H2 are false
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Fig. B.7: Impact of an increasing threshold epsilon on the resulting mmpR values: for ε > 3 ∗ 10−4,
the fraction of cases in which mmPR is zero increases rapidly.
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mismatch metrics can be defined based on observation vector inequalities; however for a
large number of sensors, such vector mismatch metrics would quickly approach the value
of 1, so this approach may reach its limits for complex systems with many observations.
The simulation analysis in this section was computationally quite expensive as it
requires execution of a co-simulation framework in Matlab/Simulink and Opnet. Col-
lecting the estimators and confidence intervals for the 60 input value tuples required
close to one week of simulation time. Even more replications, and hence even more
simulation time may be needed to reduce the size of the confidence intervals and that
way produce more samples contributing significantly to the analysis in this section.
Due to the drawbacks of the simulation approach, the next sections develop and
apply a method based on numerical solutions of Markov Chain models.
3 Simplified control scenario and base system model
Since the simulation analysis in the previous section demonstrates the well-known dif-
ficulties regarding computational time and stochastic variability, we now come up with
an abstracted and simplified system that can be modeled by a Markov chain model and
hence can be evaluated via numerical solution of the steady-state probabilities.
Figure B.8 illustrates the message exchange of the considered control loop system
with three control cycles. The given plant is sampled periodically by a local sampling
process and the observation is forwarded via a communication infrastructure to a re-
mote controller. At periodic intervals, the controller uses the last received observation
to determine a setpoint, which it sends back via the communication infrastructure to
be executed by a local actuator affecting the plant. In some cases due to delay and
information age at the time of the control decision calculation, the plant may have
changed state and which ultimately may lead to a different control decision than if the
true plant state was known to the controller at that point in time. This we call a mis-
match and is impacted by network delays, sampling/update and control processes as
well as the information dynamics (the plant state change rates). We assume the plant
state is discretized into N distinct plant states SQ(t) ∈ {1, 2, ..., N} which are sampled
periodically. The observed state is sent via a communication network, which imposes
stochastic delays to the transmitted updates. We describe messages in transit with a
state variable SM ∈ {m0,m1, ...,mMn} for Mn messages in transit and with m0 being
zero messages in transit. When the controller receives an update message, it inter-
nally changes controller state SC(t) ∈ {c1, c2, ..., cCn} according to the latest received
information update. At certain points in time, tc, when control is being executed, the
controller state is mapped to a control action C which subsequently is sent to the plant
where an actuator executes the control action. The control action leads to a change of
one of the An possible actuation states SA(t) ∈ {a1, a2, ..., aAn}. Hereby the system
is fully described by the tuple [SQ, SA, SC , SM ]. Due to message delay and caching of
updated information at the controller, decisions made for changing actuator states may
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be wrong which is illustrated in Figure B.8 in control period 3 (right most case). Here,
the plant changes state such that it invalidates the controller’s state view; and thereby
the decision the controller takes ultimately leads to a wrong actuation.
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Fig. B.8: The system, components and their interaction in a timing diagram of the remotely controlled
system
We define our metric mismatch probability as the probability that the controller at
time tc makes a different actuation decision compared to the one that it would have
made if it had known the correct system state at the computation time. Subsequently,
we analyze in which cases this mismatch metric is useful to optimize such a control
loop. To answer these questions we first model and analyse control performance of
a plant under ideal information access conditions and then compare this to non-ideal
information access and draw conclusions on cases in which this metric is useful for
designing networked control.
3.1 General assumptions on the system
For the control and sampling process we will assume that the time intervals are not
deterministic but suffers from some randomness due to e.g. clock drift, so we model the
time intervals as an exponential distributed random variable with rate τ = 1/Tupdate as
well as control rate α = 1/Tcontrol. This choice of exponential distributions simplifies
the later modelling.
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Table B.2: List of symbols
Symbol Meaning
Tupdate Time interval between updates send to controller
TControl Time interval between control decision
Dupstream Upstream delay
ts,n Point of time for sample n
tc,m Point of time for control decision m
SA Actuator state
SQ Plant state
SC Controller state
Ĉ Control action at actuator
C Control decision
C∗ Wrong control decision due to event at plant
3.2 Plant representation as Birth-Death Process
We consider the plant being a discrete state stochastic system, where states are totally
ordered and changes occur only to neighbouring states. For instance, such model could
result from the discretization of a continuous state system. In our work we focus on the
detectable state-changes, and in the remaining part of this work we assume that the
time intervals between these events are stochastic and can be described by exponential
distributions (while other types of distributions could be in principle represented by
additional states using phase-type distributions [17, 18]). The resulting plant model
can then be described as a Birth-Death Markov chain, which allows us to perform the
desired numerical analysis in a stochastic framework that can be combined with a model
of a stochastic network. The analysis framework we provide in this paper do allow for
other types of models if e.g. complex behaviour of the system needs to be captured in
the model, but in order to keep the number of parameters small for the analysis here,
we assume the Birth-Death process with a constant rate of upwards transitions as λ,
and the downward transition rate as µ. We denote the generator matrix of this Markov
chain as Q which state at time t is described by SQ(t) ∈ {1, 2, ..., N}.
3.3 Control and actuation of the plant
The objective of the controller is to keep the plant state between some given bound-
aries, Blow < SQ(t) < Bhigh. For the controller we define three control states, which
are a) add additional drift to the system to wards higher state numbers (assumed to be
placed to the right), b) do nothing or c) add additional drift to the system to lower state
numbers (assumed to be placed on the left). In order to achieve the control objective,
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the following behaviour of the controller is assumed:
• SQ(t) < Blow: add drift to the system from left to right - Left-to-Right Mode
(LRM).
• Blow ≤ SQ(t) ≤ Bhigh: do nothing - system is inside desired state levels - Normal
Mode (NM)
• SQ(t) > Bhigh: add drift to the system from right to left - Right-to-Left Mode
(RLM).
The decision on which actuation state should be used is taken by the controller based
on the knowledge it has of the plant state at a given moment in time which is then send
to the actuator. The actuator then executes the controllers decision by imposing a
drift rate ∆ (and internally change actuator state) to one direction or the other in the
chain. This approach enables us to define three states for the controller and actuator:
SA(t), SC(t) ∈ {LRM,NM,RLM}.
To encode the actuation in the plant model we define two versions of the non-controlled
plant model Q, one for each of the actuators view of the system denoted as QLRM and
QRLM . This yields the following structure of the variants of the generator matrix, Q
QLRM =
[ −(λ+ ∆) λ+ ∆ 0 ...
µ −(λ+ µ+ ∆) λ+ ∆ ...
.. .. .. ..
0 0 µ −µ
]
QRLM =
[ −λ λ 0 ...
µ+ ∆ −(λ+ µ+ ∆) λ ...
.. .. .. ..
0 0 µ+ ∆ −(µ+ ∆)
]
.
The controller makes the decision in which of these states the plant must be in, and
leaves the actuator to ensure that these drifts are being effectively executed in the plant.
4 Markov model for control based on ideal informa-
tion
For our initial study we focus on the control loop with ideal information access as a com-
parison case. For the ideal information access case we assume that the update or sample
rate of the system, with mean Tupdate, is equal to the control time interval, Tcontrol and
that these are perfectly synchronized in time. Any delays e.g. from processing or net-
work delays we assume to be negligible. The synchronization assumption enables us to
combine the two processes into a single one: the control process. The complete system
state with ideal communication is then described by the tuple [SQ(t), SA(t), SC(SQ(t))].
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4.1 Markov model of the system with ideal information access
The approach of our Markov chain model for the ideal information access case is shown
in Figure B.9. The rationale behind this approach is to allow preservation of the plant
state while also keeping track of the controller state. Actuation is effectively done by
jumps between the different versions of the plant model.
1:N
(N+1):2N
(2N+1):3N
SQ=
1
SQ=
2
Actuation state SA=LRM
Actuation state SA=NM
Actuation state SA=RLM
Control state SC=LRM Control state SC=NM Control state SC=RLM
Fig. B.9: Block structure of the model for controlled system with update strategies
The complete Markov chain model of the controlled system is done with a modi-
fied product space representation of the system which takes into account the controllers
view of the plant. The different actuation views (Qm, m ∈ {LRM,NM,RLM}) are all
interlinked via the controller with rate, α. This independent process triggers the events
in the system that imposes the different control states onto the system, i.e. which of the
three actuation states has to be executed. The model is created by properly inserting
state transition matrices, Cm which maps Qm− > Qm∗ with m being the old control
view mode and m∗ the next one. These Cm matrices are defined by
CLRM =
(
αIBlowxBlow 0
0 0
)
, CNM =
(
0 0 0
0 αIMxM 0
0 0 0
)
CRLM =
(
0 0
0 αIBhighxBhigh
)
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with M = Dim(Q) − Blow − Bhigh. The dimension of any of the C-matrices are
always N ×N . The different system models, A∗ and the control action matrices, C∗ is
mapped into a generator matrix as
Gideal =
(
QLRM CNM CRLM
CLRM Q CRLM
CLRM CNM QRLM
)
(B.2)
for which we denote the random variable describing the current system state of the
ideal information access system model Gideal as Zideal(t).
4.2 Control performance definition and calculation
As the objective of the controller is is to keep the plant state inside a given range,
Blow and Bhigh, we can now define following performance metric based on the steady
state solution of the system. We consider at an arbitrary time t in the stationary
system, what is the probability that the current plant state SQ(t) is in the state interval
{Blow, . . . , Bhigh}, and here from define the Quality of Control (QoC) as
QoC = P(SQ(t) ∈ {Blow, . . . , Bhigh}).
This can be obtained from Z(t) (we defined already Zideal and later we introduce
Znonideal) through its related steady state probability vector π by
QoC = P(Z(t) ∈ B) =
∑
i∈B
πi,
where B denotes the set of states of Z(t) corresponding to SQ(t) ∈ {Blow, . . . , Bhigh}.
So far we focused on the case where the controller has ideal information access.
This could be cases when the control is done locally (i.e. not distributed) or if network
conditions are such that delays are negligible and the sensor is aware of the periodic
time instances when the controller is starting its computation and sends the system
observation infinitely close to that. Alternatively, this could be achieved without clock
synchronisation by an infinite fast sampling and observation transmission rate. In reality
this is not possible, but does give a comparison base when later adding network impact
in the system.
5 Markov model for control subject to non-ideal in-
formation access
In this section we address the same control of the plant as discussed in Section 3.3, but
now sampling of the plant state is no longer synchronized in time with the controller
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and the communication network adds stochastic delay to message transmissions from
sensor to controller, the upstream delay Dupstream. We do not consider any particular
communication protocol but focus on an abstraction of messages being passed from the
plant to the controller. From the controller to the actuator, downstream we maintain
our assumption of ideal communication to keep the model simple, while the principle
we use for upstream delays can also be used in this direction at the expense of model
complexity.
For the communication we assume that once messages are in transit, new updates
may be sent concurrently. We keep track of different content in updates by defining the
state variable SM ∈ {m0,mLRM ,mNM ,mRLM} which models the network in different
conditions with m0 as no messages in transit. In such case, in principle more messages
in transit needs to be accounted for, but to keep our model simple, we keep track of
only the latest transmitted message. This means that while existing messages are in
transit new one replaces those already in transit. This assumption relates to network
scenarios with a single link and a preemptive data transmission discipline.
5.1 System description and parameters
Due to delays caused by both communication network and information access the con-
troller will now need to make control decisions based on potentially outdated plant state
information, i.e. where before ŜQ(tc) = SQ(tc) now ŜQ(tc) = SQ(tc −Dupstream − δ),
with δ being the time difference between the receiving time of the update at the con-
troller and the control decision time. We consider now the sampling process and the
control process as two independent processes, with exponential rates τ and α, respec-
tively.
5.2 Markov model extension
The Markov chain model of the complete system with non-ideal information access is
composed by several elements, and in addition to previous model, the extended model
must be able to keep track of messages in transit while maintaining the state of the plant,
the controller and the actuator, that is capturing the complete tuple [SQ, SA, SC , SM ].
Again, we model the extended system by a modified product-space representation in
which Q, C and M contains transitions between plant state, actuation state, controller
state and messages in communication state. The block structure of the model is visual-
ized in Figure B.10.
The plant and actuation system is in the extended model here similar to what has
previous been described in Section 3.
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Fig. B.10: Block structure of the model for controlled system with update strategies
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Controller state view
Consider the controller and actuator can take any of the three different state values
LRM , NM or RLM , there are in total nine permutations of possible state combinations
the control/actuation subsystem can take. All nine combinations needs to be represented
in the Markov chain, which has been organized such that columns indicates three blocks
of control views changing the actuator view such that [SQ, SA, SC ]− > [SQ, SA∗, SC ].
A control action thereby requires a transition matrix that maps the relevant actuation
states. This is done via the defined control action matrices, C, one for each of the
control views that can be taken and defines the system with no messages in transit,
SM (t) = m0 with Mm0 = diag(CLRM ,CNM ,CRLM ).
CLRM =
(
ALRM 0 0
αIdimQ ANM 0
αIdimQ 0 ARLM
)
For the other cases, the transition matrices becomes slightly different
CNM =
(
ALRM αIdimQ 0
0 ANM 0
0 αIdimQ ARLM
)
CRLM =
(
ALRM 0 αIdimQ
0 ANM αIdimQ
0 0 ARLM
)
From this, we can generate the first part of the complete Markov chain considering
that there is no messages in transit as Mm0 = diag(CLRM ,CNM ,CRLM ) which models
the system without message in transitions, i.e. SM = m0.
Communication system and message encoding
Independently of the plant state changes, an update event may occur, which brings the
system into a new state, except plant, controller and actuator is required to maintain
their states. The updates carries one of three message types: LRM ,NM or RLM ,
depending on which state the system were in when the update event happened.
Therefore we define three additional matrices: Mmsg:LRM , Mmsg:NM and Mmsg:RLM
which are copies of Mm0 but in fact encodes that different message types are in transit.
Updates are triggered with rate, τ , and may happen at any state combination, and cre-
ates the links between the different versions of M. Here we make a little trick and focus
on encoding not the plant state value itself, but the decision the controller would make
anyway enabling us to keep the amounts of additional blocks to the number of control
actions instead of numbers of states. Thereby the update messages SM are defined by
the boundaries of control, Blow and Bhigh as
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Mupd:LRM = τdiag(11,9 ⊗ [11,Blow 01,dim(Q)−Blow ])
Mupd:NM = τdiag(11,9 ⊗ [01,Blow 11,dim(Q)−Blow−Bhigh 01,Bhigh ])
Mupd:RLM = τdiag(11,9 ⊗ [01,dim(Q)−Bhigh 11,Bhigh ])
These transitions ensures that the state numbers are mapped properly such that the
current plant state value is not affected by the update transition, and [SQ, SA, SC ] is
copied into one of the M blocks. Within one of these blocks, the system is operating
just as before, but now in one of the encoded state sets for the particular update in
transit states.
Updates are received after some delay, ν, which brings the system back to the state
of no transitions and thus, similar we define matrices that captures the receiving events
that maps the encoded message into the relevant control state block
Mrec:LRM = [13,1 03,2]⊗ (νIdim(Q))
Mrec:NM = [03,1 13,103,1]⊗ (νIdim(Q))
Mrec:RLM = [03,2 13,1]⊗ (νIdim(Q)).
Based on these model blocks in terms of transition matrices we can now connect and
write the complete generator matrix for the system model with non-ideal information
access
Gnonideal =
( Mm0 Mupd:LRM Mupd:NM Mupd:RLM
Mrec:LRM Mmsg:LRM Mupd:NM Mupd:RLM
Mrec:NM Mupd:LRM Mmsg:NM Mupd:RLM
Mrec:RLM Mupd:LRM Mupd:NM Mmsg:RLM
)
.
The total size of this model depends on a fixed number of multiple copies of the plant
model, Q, more precisely 9×4×N states in total with N being the numbers of states in
the plant model. For all subsequent assessment we focus on a plant with 10 states, i.e.
dim(Gnonideal) = 360. Transition rates between two states i and j enumerated according
to what is shown in Figure B.10 is denoted by gij . Define the system state variable of
Gnonideal as Znonideal(t) we are now ready to define our mismatch probability.
5.3 Definition of mismatch metric and calculation
Consider the embedded Markov chain, i.e. the Markov chain Yk = Znonideal(tk), where
tk is the time of the kth event in Znonideal. We let P with entries pij denote the
transition matrix of this chain, and the corresponding stationary distribution (i.e. the
stationary distribution at event times) be π̃.
Consider all events in Yk that correspond to an information update reaching the con-
troller. Conditional on such an event, we let the mismatch probability be the probability
that at the time the controller receives the update, this update results in a controller
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action which is incorrect compared to the true state of the system. More precisely,
denote any transition between states (i.e.a pair of states) by (i, j). Let Aup be the set
of transitions, where an update reaches the controller, and let Amm ⊆ Aup be the set of
transitions, where this update results in a mismatch. Then the mismatch probability is
defined by
mmPr = P((i, j) ∈ Amm|(i, j) ∈ Aup),
where (i, j) is an arbitrary transition in the stationary embedded Markov chain. The
following proposition gives simple formulas for obtaining the mismatch probability either
through P and π̃ or through Gnonideal and π being the steady state probability vector
of Znonideal.
Proposition 1. The mismatch probability is given by
mmPr =
∑
(i,j)∈Amm π̃ipij∑
(i,j)∈Aup π̃ipij
=
∑
(i,j)∈Amm πigij∑
(i,j)∈Aup πigij
.
Proof. Firstly note that the probability that an arbitrary event is transition (i, j) is
given by πigij . Summing up, we thus get
mmPr = P((i, j) ∈ Amm)
P((i, j) ∈ Aup)
=
∑
(i,j)∈Amm π̃ipij∑
(i,j)∈Aup π̃ipij
,
which proves the first equality. To obtain the second equality, recall that pij = −gij/gii
for i 6= j, and pii = 0 for all i; or equivalently P = I−diag(G)−1G, where diag(G) is the
diagonal matrix with the same diagonal as G. Inserting this into π̃P = π̃, we get that π̃
is a solution to π̃diag(G)−1G = 0. Since πG = 0, we thus have that π̃diag(G)−1 = πc,
where c is a constant ensuring that the entries of π̃ sum to 1, or equivalently we have
that π̃i = giiπic. Thus
mmPr =
∑
(i,j)∈Amm π̃ipij∑
(i,j)∈Aup π̃ipij
=
∑
(i,j)∈Amm giiπic
(
− gijgii
)
∑
(i,j)∈Aup giiπic
(
− gijgii
)
=
∑
(i,j)∈Amm πigij∑
(i,j)∈Aup πigij
.
6 Numerical Results from Markov Model Analysis
In this section we perform a parametric analysis of the models developed in previous
sections. The analysis is divided into two parts, first, focusing on the ideal information
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access cases and second on the case with non ideal information access. Table B.3 lists
the parameters and ranges used as default in the analysis. Unless used as a parameter,
these are the default values used in the numerical result analysis.
Table B.3: List of default parameter settings and ranges
Name Symbol Value Range Unit
Number of states NQ 10 - *
Mean holding time MHT 1 0.1-10 Seconds
Ratio between
up/down rate ρ = λ/µ 1 0.1-10 *
Low boundary Blow 3 - *
High boundary Bhigh 7 - state number
Control rate α 1 0.1-10 1/second
Update rate τ 1 0.1-10 1/second
Delay rate ν 10 0.1-10 1/second
6.1 System with ideal access
Figure B.11 shows control performance for a plant with 10 states in the ideal communi-
cation case. From this result it is easy to see that there is no desirable control rate, α,
the higher control rate the better control quality. If an increase in control rate is followed
also by an increase in controller drift rate ∆, it is possible to achieve even better control
performance and in the limit of infinite values of α and ∆ control performance goes to
a value of one. However, as control rate and control drift rate are often associated to
a cost (although not considered in this paper) infinite (or just very high values) is not
realistic and typically a trade-off has to be made.
In Figure B.11 there are two lines, one (red) going nearly vertically up with a QoC
value of 0.44, indicating the resulting control performance if the system is not controlled
at all. This line indicates that there are cases where controller parameters [α,∆] can
be chosen such performance of the controller is actually worse than not controlling the
plant, i.e. the controller in fact works against the system. For example the control
parameters [0.1, 10] would for this system give a QoC of apprx. 0.1 or roughly 80% less
than when not controlled.
Typically when designing a control system, control parameters are selected in order
to optimize some other metrics often in terms of economical sense or resource usages
which in many cases can be further mapped into economics. For this reason, a second line
(blue) is drawn along the surface illustrating the combination of [α,∆] where QoC is only
increased insignificantly which can happen in two cases: 1) if α (controller rate) is being
selected for a fixed value ∆ (controller drift rate), at some point increasing the controller
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Fig. B.11: Control quality as a function of control rate, α, and control drift rate, ∆, with lines
indicating (red) the boundary between improved or reduced QoC as a result of the controller and
(blue) the optimal QoC achieved for the plant used as example.
rate only increases the QoC very little i.e. |QoC(G(α))−QoC(G(α =∞)) < δ| for any
given parameters, and 2) if α is fixed and ∆ can be changed, there is a possibility to
select the controller drift rate either too low or too high hereby reducing the effectiveness
of the controller, that is max(QoC(G(∆))) for any given parameters. To be sure that
any degradation observed later on is not caused by a poor controller design we focus in
the subsequent analysis on selecting ∆ = argmax∆(QoC(G(∆))). In the next section
when we assess the mismatch probability, the ideal information case shown here relates
to the case when the mismatch probability is exactly 0.
6.2 System with remote access
In this part we now focus on the control loop with non-ideal access to plant state infor-
mation. Here we look at the mismatch probability as described in Section 5 and perform
an analysis of the link between this metric and control performance. The rationale for
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this focus as stated earlier, is that by demonstrating a clear link between mmPr and
control performance we can effectively differentiate the two work processes of designing
1) control loops and 2) network configurations.
Figure B.12 shows how exponentially distributed delays impacts on mismatch prob-
ability and control quality, respectively. Not surprisingly, the higher delay, the higher
mismatch probability as well as decreased control quality. In the case of ideal network,
∆ was chosen so that it is optimal (which automatically means some improvement of
QoC compared to no control). The case of infinite delays resembles the system without
control, for which QoC is definitely degraded. The results shown in Figure B.12 appears
to confirm a monotonous behaviour between mmPr and QoC for changes in network
and information access parameters.
Figure B.13 shows cases when (a) the control rate, α and (b) the controller drift,
∆ is changed. In (a) a general trend is shown that increasing the control rate also
increases the control quality (as expected from previous analysis), however, the delay
means that the information which the controller receives has an increased probability of
not matching (an increased mismatch probability). This is clearly one case when there
is no direct link between the mismatch probability and the control quality, meaning that
reducing mmPr by adjusting the control rate although having an impact, is not a good
idea.
Figure B.13 (b) shows the case with varying control drift rate, ∆, which also points
out that not only does a maximum exists, i.e. an optimal value for the case when delay
is added, but that this is very different from the ideal system. In general, this maximum
goes further to the left, i.e. the control drift must be more conservative due to the delay
(which is not a big surprise) as also seen that if the control drift is too high, it quickly
becomes quite bad and close to the case when the system is not controlled at all. Notice
that if this optimal control drift rate is not used, it is easy to end in a situation where
an increased mmPr does not necessarily means a reduction in QoC, i.e. if ∆ is less than
the optimal value, which is what we seek to asses in the following.
6.3 Suitability analysis of information quality for control opti-
mization
The main point of the work presented here is to assess the usability of mismatch proba-
bility as an effective notion for optimizing the network and access to information inde-
pendent of the controller and control design. Figure B.12 shows the resulting mismatch
probability and control quality as a function of the network and information access
related process. In (a) the control quality is shown, illustrating not surprisingly that
ideally the update rate, τ should be as high as possible and obviously, the delay D̄ as
low as possible.
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Fig. B.12: Varying different control parameters for a given system over a given network.
Although there appear from these plots to be a monotonously relation between the
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Fig. B.13: Varying different control parameters for a given system over a given network.
metrics the relation appears to hold only for the network parameters, i.e. an increase
of update rate leads to an improved quality of control, a decrease of delay by adding
quality of service to the network traffic also leads to improved quality control, while for
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the control parameters it is not necessarily the case.
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Fig. B.14: Multiple functions showing the relation between mmPr and control quality for varying the
update rate, τ , mean network delays, control rate, α, control drift, ∆, mean holding time and ρ.
From different cases with varying parameters, we illustrate in Figure B.14 the dif-
ferent relations between mismatch probability and control quality varying different pa-
rameters. As it is shown, the network related parameters, τ (update rate) and ν (delay
rate) leads to a monotonous relation while for the controller related parameter ∆ and α
this is not always the case as they impact the dynamics of the plant state changes and
thereby also the mismatch probability, in particular varying ∆ for the specific system
here always leads to a reverse non-linear relation between QoC and mmPr. This ob-
servation is also done considering changes in the plant state change rate which also in
some cases reveals a non-monotonous relation between the mmPr and QoC, however,
less visible. Changing the ration between the rates, λ and µ here seems to create a
monotonic relation, however, for other cases (not shown) this is not guaranteed. This
leads to the conclusion that the mmPr metric is most useful for network and middle
ware support designer rather than the other way of supporting the control engineer
in design. However, for a given controller where a control performance is expected, a
mismatch probability may then be specified for a fixed control value tuple [α,∆].
From Figure B.12 we now systematically assess the monotonicity relation by ex-
ploring the points cij = {(τi, νj)} with ckl = {(τk, νl)} for the mmPr and QoC, re-
spectively and i 6= k, j 6= l under the constraints that |QoC(cij) − QoC(ckl)| ≥ ζ and
|mmPr(cij)−mmPr(ckl)| ≥ ζ
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D =
1
c2
∑
cij
∑
ckl
Ii,j(sign(QoC(ci,j)−QoC(ck,l))
+sign(mmPr(ci,j)−mmPr(ck,l)) 6= 0)
with c2 representing the total number of points c which fulfils the constraints.
Due to the desirable objective of using an optimal control, we asses the failure rate
D as a function of deviation from optimal control. Starting from the ∆ that gives
the highest control quality (see Figure B.13 for which with the given delays this is at
∆ = 1.1) we deviate between ±50% of the optimal drift rate and observe the failure
rates D. Not shown here due to space limitations, the results ranges from 0.004 to
0.014, i.e. 0.4% to 1.4% of all assessed points with a ζ = 10−3. This means that
for even non-optimal control there are only few cases with non-monotonicity which is
anyway suspected being caused by numerical issues.
Finally we check the bounds for numerical errors by changing ζ. The results are shown
in Figure B.15 for different cases of ∆ values in relation to the optimal value.
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Fig. B.15: Monotonicity failures (fraction of all possible permutations in assessed case) with varying
accuracy ζ
This result confirms that for the non-optimal control there exists a theoretical mono-
tonic relation between mismatch probability and control quality, if we eliminate numeri-
cal errors via an adequately large choice of ζ ≥ 10−2.3 then all numerical results confirm
that an improvement of mmPr is equivalent to an improvement of control performance.
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6.4 Discussion and perspectives of results
Relevance of these findings are manifold. The main result shows that it is doable to de-
couple network optimization and control design effectively. For the network optimization
consider that packet losses for UDP based protocols leads to dropped messages (which
effectively can be seen as a decrease in update rate, τ) the impact of poor network
conditions (increased packet losses) leads to a reduction in control quality and increase
in mismatch probability as shown in Figure B.12(a) when shifting the update rate to
wards a lower value. For example, given the base rate is 10 updates per second, then
only when the effective update rate is at around 2 updates/second (80% loss of update
messages) starts to significantly decrease control performance. Alternatively using TCP
connections, poor network quality (packet losses) are mapped into increased delays,
which in Figure B.12(a) leads to a reduction of control quality over the whole range of
delays. From the slopes of the surfaces this hints that the controlled system is more
robust to wards packet losses rather than delay. This is reflected also by the mismatch
probability as shown in Figure B.12(b). Future research will look into different system
types in order to gain more generic results.
Further, based on the results shown in Figure B.13 it is also seen that the controllers
optimal rate, ∆, is influenced by the delay (for the case, comparing the ideal case with
the case where a one second delay is present, the optimal value is reduced from ∆ =2.3
to ∆ =1.1). Future work will focus on determine the link between this change of optimal
value relates to the delay only or if the mismatch probability can be used as well.
7 Conclusions
This paper is addressing the problem of optimization of information access in networked
control systems. Due to the remote communication with sensors, the controller’s view
of the system state at the time of set-point computation may deviate from the system
observations that the controller could have without remote interactions, or equivalently,
a controller that would use an infinitely fast communication network and can sample
the system observations at infinite rate – the latter case is called in this paper a con-
troller with ideal information access. The probability that the controller’s view does
not match the current system observations at the sensors is called mismatch probabil-
ity. This metric can be easier derived or measured and does not depend on the specific
controller realization. The paper investigated for which type of system parameters of
a networked control system, the optimization of mismatch probability is equivalent to
the optimization of control performance.
In order to do this, we first performed a simulation analysis of a wind-farm con-
troller. The results show that a choice of input parameter tuples for the so-called offset
and network delay that reduces mmPr also in most cases increase control performance,
measured by the resulting fatigue of the wind-farm. However, the simulations are rather
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time consuming and the results are subject to substantial stochastic variability. There-
fore, the paper developed a simplified networked control system that can be represented
as a Markov chain model. For controllers that improve system behaviour under ideal
access compared to the non-controlled system, the joint optimization of communication
delay and sensor sampling frequency in a periodic observation scheme for minimized mis-
match probability was numerically shown to also be optimal for control performance.
The results of this paper clearly show the opportunity to use mismatch probability
for automatically adapting network and access configuration to maintain an optimized
quality of control, however requiring additional research in estimation of processes and
understanding the impact on adaptation decisions which is left for future work.
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Abstract
Variable prices for electric energy can provide incentives for shifting power consump-
tion in time in order to help balance the power grid. Supermarkets contain relatively
large temperature controlled power consumers, which gives them some flexibility towards
electricity consumption shifting. This paper considers a realization of a supermarket
refrigeration system based on a hierarchical control structure where a supervisory con-
troller interacts with local controllers via a communication network. We investigate the
impact of communication network performance on the supermarket refrigeration control
and resulting energy costs using simulation models. The results show that the con-
troller is resilient to downstream information delays, however upstream delays or up-
and downstream information loss can cause significant performance decrease.
1 Introduction
Intelligent control of flexible loads in the power grid can support stabilizing the power
grid through load shifting. Such load shifting can be achieved via time-varying prices,
which create incentives to energy consumers to avoid high-price periods. Cooling devices
represent one of the promising types of consumer devices for such price-based demand
management as they typically target a temperature band within which they have some
flexibility. Modern supermarkets contain several of such cooling devices and hence po-
tentially can provide a large degree of aggregated flexibility, which may be economically
attractive to be exploited.
This paper investigates a temperature control loop within a supermarket that is exe-
cuted by a supervisory controller at the supermarket which has the knowledge about
variable energy prices and interacts with multiple cooling devices. The interaction is
done via a communication network and the paper investigates the impact of commu-
nication delays and message losses within this communication network on the overall
performance of the control loop, measured by cost savings.
Introducing delays and information losses in the considered scenario allows us to
make a more realistic performance evaluation of a controller behaviour, as well as to
get a more realistic estimation of benefits that can be achieved by having a controller
in a system. In case a controller and a controlled entity are physically separated by
some distance and have to communicate via a communication network, the impact of
information delays or losses can not be ignored, and this impact should be quantified.
Typically, a degradation in controller performance is observed. However, in worst cases
an ill-performing controller using stale and outdated information might perform worse
compared with a case with no controller at all. The goal of this paper is to investi-
gate how a supervisory controller in a supermarket is affected by information outdating
caused by a communication network.
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While this paper investigates load shifting via variable prices, other work has inves-
tigated direct load control: Reference [1] considers load-control of a large number of
cooling devices directly by the utility. Reference [2] investigates a direct load control
scenario with feedback from the regulated entities without considering the impact of
non-ideal communication. Different controller designs can be found in the literature:
Reference [3] analyses the challenges in the supermarket control scenario, and Refer-
ence [4] creates a learning based algorithm using thermostatic loads as energy buffers.
The controller used in this paper is based on Reference [5], which performs load shift-
ing on both freezers and refrigerators in a supermarket scenario, while assuming ideal
communication behavior. We therefore build on top of the controller simulation from
that reference and investigate how the control performance is affected when non-ideal
communication networks are considered, e.g. messages may be delays and lost.
A similar approach has been realized in Reference [6], where the impact of delays on
a TCP based communication via narrow-band Power-line technology is investigated for
the controller of Reference [7]. Reference [8] considers a price-based general demand
management system for home environments and shows that the developed approach is
rather robust to delays and losses caused by the communication network. It however
does not perform a detailed modeling of the controlled assets and of the local control
loops associated with these assets. When looking beyond demand management, other
use-cases of networked control include wind-farm control [9] and voltage control in Smart
Grids [10], [11].
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the general supermar-
ket load shifting scenario, which is further detailed in Section 3, describing the specific
evaluated case study. Section 4 discusses the results of the simulations of the given
scenarios.
2 Scenario description
In this paper we consider a supermarket supervisory controller, which uses the variable
energy prices and the status of the heating and cooling devices in the supermarket in
order to generate set-points for the local controllers of the cooling devices, in order to
minimize the total energy costs via load shifting. We assume in this scenario that the
price of electricity varies within time-intervals of 15 minutes. These variable prices are,
however, assumed known one day in advance and are communicated to the supervisory
controller. Figure C.1 details a general supermarket setup for heating and cooling. It
consists of several zones denoting different requirements for heating or cooling, each
zone containing a local controller. The local controller regulates temperature based on
set-points received from the supervisory controller and based on information received
from local sensors. The general supermarket setup in this paper is assumed to have a
zone for each type of heating and cooling, which means a zone for freezers, a zone for
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refrigerators, a zone for the heating at the entrance, for the heating at the fruit de-
partment etc. This means that there are multiple local controllers in the supermarket,
and the supervisory controller interacts with all these controllers. Consequence of this
one-to-many relation is that the supervisory controller cannot be co-located to all local
controllers, so the realization of this set up requires a communication network covering
distances of some hundred meters.
Fig. C.1: Overview of a general supermarket containing 5 zones, red lines denote power flow, green
lines communication flow
2.1 Model Predictive Control Formulation
In general model predictive controllers (MPC) exploits the additional information pro-
vided by mathematical models of controlled systems. In addition to that they handle
state and control constraints, what is very often the main motivation for using this class
of controllers. In this paper we investigate the MPC for refrigeration system. In gen-
eral, such system dynamics is non-linear and can be described using a set of non-linear
ordinary differential equations [12] [5]. The optimal control policy (OCP) will find the
best possible control policy on the time horizon τ := [t0, tp] for a given initial point x̄0.
The general form of the objective function can be written as (C.1). Knowing all that
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we can formulate the OCP problem as follows:
min
x(·),u(·)
tp∫
t0
L(x(t), u(t))dt (C.1)
subject to the initial value constraint (C.2), system dynamics (C.3) and constraints
(C.4).
x(0)− x̄0 = 0 (C.2)
ẋ(t)− f(x(t), u(t)) = 0, t ∈ [t0, tp] (C.3)
h(x(t), u(t)) ≥ 0, t ∈ [t0, tp]. (C.4)
We obtain the close loop optimal control problem by introduction of instantaneous
feedback and repeated solution of the open loop OCP [13], [14]. The approach taken
in [5] uses discrete MPC with objective function (C.5). L(x(t), u(t)) consist of three
terms, see (C.5). Jec is chosen such it minimizes the operational cost of the compressor,
second term J∆u penalizes the rate of change of the set-points and the last one ρεε,
penalizes the softening slack variables of inequality constraints. Systems dynamics (C.3)
is put into a convex, linear form (C.6), for which an explicit Euler integrator is used.
Furthermore the objective function is convex. In addition to that box constraints for
states (C.7) and control inputs (C.8) are introduced, that guarantee safe operation of
system devices.
min
u,ε
(Jec + J∆u + ρεε) (C.5)
subject to
xt+k+1|t = Axt+k|t +But+k|t + Edt+k|t (C.6)
state constraints (C.7)
input constraints (C.8)
The acquired linear model is used in order to generate feasible state and control
trajectories. After computing optimal values, non linear model plant is updated ac-
cording to the receding horizon policy. For more detailed modelling and description of
optimization algorithm please refer to [5] [15] [16].
2.2 Communication Network
In order for the supervisory and local controllers to interact, a message exchange over a
communication network is needed. If the supervisory controller is located at the super-
market, then there must be a communication network covering some hunderd meters
of distance. Due to deployment and operational costs, and because the supermarket
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does not wish to deploy its own hardware, a cloud or fog based solution may also be
implemented for the supervisory controller in future scenarios. In the latter case, com-
munication via a wide-area network may be needed in addition to the local network in
the supermarket. We abstract from the specific communication network realization here
in this paper and utilize large ranges of resulting delay and loss to cover both scenarios.
The load on the communication network and the resulting delay of information is also
depending on the specific message exhange procedure between supervisory controller and
local controller. For an illustration of this we refer to the message sequence diagram in
Figure C.2, which shows a supervisory controller executing with a fixed, deterministic
period, marked by the short horizontal line. In the general case, the supervisory con-
troller may receive information in real-time on energy prices from a market and it may
even provide information on consumption levels to the market; we however simplify the
scenario in this paper and assume that prices are known beforehand. The supervisory
controller receives information from the local controllers (containing the state of the
local controller, i.e. temperature measured by the unit), and it in turn sends set-points
to these local controllers. The local controllers also acts with a fixed, faster period.
The local controller receives information from sensors, and acts by sending information
to the actuators.// Focus in this paper is on the communication between supervisory
controller and local controller.
3 Evaluation scenario
The scenario we consider in this paper is of a supermarket containing a single zone,
which contains both freezer and refrigerator systems. These are regulated by a local
controller, which receives set-points from the supervisory controller. The supervisory
controller uses a predetermined price signal, which covers a 6 day period. The system
has two other inputs which it has no control over, one being the indoor temperature.
This input is modelled as a sinusoidal function which fluctuates between 19 and 21
degrees Celsius. In a general scenario this temperature would be controlled by another
local controller, however, in the scenario we are working we only consider the control
of fridges and freezers. The other input is the outdoor temperature which fluctuates
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. This temperature is real world temperature measure-
ments, taken from the same days as the price signals are taken from.
The local controller tracks the reference signal provided by supervisory controller and
sends information to the supervisory controller every minute, and the supervisory con-
troller responds with set-points every 15 minutes. The local controller system is, from
our point of view, a black box system, and as such we are unable to consider the effects
of communication networks within this subsystem. We assume that whenever the local
controller receives a new set-point from the supervisory controller it acts on it immedi-
ately, and whenever it requires a sensor reading to send to the supervisory controller,
this information is always readily available to the local controller.
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Fig. C.2: message sequence diagram of the full super market communication
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The system modelled is a large-scale CO2 refrigeration system, with 3 subsystems mod-
elled; display cases, suction manifold and condenser. For more information on the
specific controller, and its subsystems, used in this scenario we refer to Reference [5].
For the communication network we consider the following scenario for the system.
The supervisory controller and local controller are connected via an IP network using
UDP. We introduce either delays or packet loss to this network to simulate different
network behaviours. We neglect computation times in this paper and only focus on the
communication delays and delays introduced by the message patterns for interactions
between local controller and supervisory controller. We assume that when the time
Tsupctrl is reached, the supervisory controller performs a calculation of a new set-point,
based on its current information, and send this to the local controller. The supervisory
controller is executed every 15 minutes. For the local controllers we assume that they
perform its control at time Tlocctrl, and with a period of one minute, and based on
this execution they send a new state message to the supervisory controller. We have
chosen that the local controllers start 55s after the supervisory controller and it results
in an offset between the execution of the supervisory controller and the next closest
local controller execution time which is 5 seconds. We assume that the controllers
are synchronized and thus, the offset remains constant. This means that if a message is
delayed more than 5 seconds, the decision will be taken on the basis of older infomration
available.
We determine two different information streams, and call the one from the supervi-
sory controller to the local controller downstream, and the one from the local controller
to the supervisory controller upstream.
Fig. C.3: Message sequence diagram of the super market communication
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4 Impact of imperfect networks on controller perfor-
mance
Since the electricity cost spent on supermarket running depends greately on electricity
prices and outdoor temperature, and as a consequence it is varying from one day to
another, we have chosen to use another metroc, namely the normalized price for running
the supermarket, for our performance evaluation. The normalization is done compared
to the supermarket running with an ideal communication network and access strategy.,
when the necessary information is available at a controller instantaneously without
delays and losses. The cost of running the supermarket is calculated as a product of the
power consumption and the electricity price in a corresponding time period. The daily
cost can be found by integration of the product over duration of an entire day. In the
considered case, the electricity price is constant for 15 min periods, thus integration can
be substituted by summation over 15 min time intervals.
We make two different communication scenarios, one where we increase the delay
of the packets, and another where we increase the packet loss of the communication
network between supervisory controller and local controller.
4.1 Delay results
The first simulation experiment is done with deterministic communication delays which
are constant and identical for upstream and downstream. We simulate results for 4
different days with distinct differences in price and temperature data. We also consider
the case where there is no control of the system, and we denote that in Table C.1 as∞s
delay, and we see that the total costs of electricity for running the supermarket is 19
% to 36 % higher when there is no control. We then consider the intermediate levels,
shown in Table C.1, by setting delay to be equal to 1 sec, 60 sec or 900 sec. For 1 sec
delay case there is just a slight degradation in the performance. Indeed, in this case,
messages from the local controllers are delayed for 1 sec and they arrive 4 sec before
the supervisory controller should make a decision. The information is received in time,
but the content of the message is 5 sec old, compared with the ideal case when the
information is available instantaneously. This explains the observed slight degradation
in performance. At 60 sec delays performance is decreased up to 30 % on some days, and
increasing the delay to 900 sec does not decrease the performance significantly more.
With no control of the system we see a further decrease in performance, as expected.
In order to investigate whether the downstream or the upstream delay contribute
more significantly to the performance decrease of the simulation, we perform simulations
with the same delay values as previously, however delay is only imposed on one direction,
while the delays in the other direction are set to zero. The results are found in Table
C.2 and C.3. The results show that the upstream delays are the largest contributor to
the performance decrease. We expect the primary reason that downstream delays are
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Table C.1: Normalized price for running supermarket with symmetric delays
Scenario Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4
Ideal network 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
1s delay 1.03 1.02 1.08 1.04
60s delay 1.13 1.16 1.31 1.32
900s delay 1.13 1.17 1.32 1.3155
∞s delay 1.20 1.19 1.36 1.35
Table C.2: Normalized price for running supermarket with only downstream delays
Scenario Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4
1s delay 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
60s delay 1.00 1.00 1.01 1.01
900s delay 1.03 1.03 1.09 1.05
so insignificant, is that the set-points from the supervisory controller have very little
variation, and thus it does not have a large impact if the messages are delayed more
than one supervisory control time period, ie. 15 minutes.
4.2 Packet loss results
In order to understand the impact of packet losses, we run the simulations with three
different packet loss values. The first results for the simulation with packet loss are for
downstream packet loss only, while upstream communication is fully reliable. Packets
are not dropped and are delivered instantaneously, ie. delay is zero. The results can be
seen in Figures C.4 and C.5. All results are shown with 95 % confidence intervals, based
on 9 independent repetitions. Figure C.4 shows the normalized price for the supermarket
on one specific day for increasing packet losses for the downstream communication.
We see that for low packet losses the results are close to the same as for the ideal
Table C.3: Normalized price for running supermarket with only upstream delays
Scenario Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4
1s delay 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
30s delay, 59s offset 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
30s delay 1.13 1.16 1.32 1.32
60s delay 1.13 1.16 1.31 1.32
90s delay, 59s offset 1.13 1.16 1.31 1.32
900s delay 1.13 1.16 1.31 1.32
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communication network scenario, however as the packet loss increases the normalized
price increases as well. The results are not averaged over the days that are simulated,
as each day did show significant changes in the price data, and as such it was found that
averaging across days could hide relevant information for specific days. We do not show
each specific day in this paper, however the other three days showed similar behaviour
to the day shown.
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Fig. C.4: Result showing the increase in price, normalized to ideal case, over increasing packet losses
for downstream communication, day 3
The results on Figure C.5 shows the same only for the upstream communication.
The results show that the upstream packet loss impacts the overall system performance
more strongly as compared to the downstream packet loss. The results, however, also
show a high variability, which leads to wide confidence intervals for the shown relative
mean energy cost.
4.3 Exponential delays
Our investigations in case of deterministic delays show that if the last packet before the
time Tsupctrl was delayed past Tsupctrl, this has a significant impact on the controller
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Fig. C.5: Result showing the increase in price, normalized to ideal case, over increasing packet losses
for upstream communication, day 3
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Table C.4: Table showing which packet losses corresponds to which mean delays for the exponential
distribution
Packet loss 0.1 1 5 10 50 75
Mean delay 0.7238 1.0857 1.6690 3.1067 7.2135 17.3803
performance. This happens when the last upstream message is delayed more than 5
seconds.
The assumption of constant delay does not hold for many communication systems
where packets are delivered with varying and unpredictable delays. To model this
situation we introduce delays that are exponentially distributed.
To visualise the controller performance, instead of making a plot over the mean
delay, we have chosen to plot the performance metric over the probability that the delay
exceeds 5 seconds. Following the argumentation presented above, this corresponds the
case when the last received message is delayed above the offset. Therefore, these delay
plots could be compared to the upstream packet loss graphs. The probabilities and the
mean delays are shown in Table C.4.
The comparison of Figure C.5 and Figure C.6 shows that when there is a 30 %
probability of the last packet being delayed, the normalized price is slightly lower than
when there is 30 % probability that packets are lost, however they are within each
others confidence intervals. To the right end of the curves, the results match in the two
graphs; therefore the impact of the exponential delay distribution is mainly due the tail
probability Pr(D > 5s). Other delay distributions are expected to behave similarly.
5 Conclusions
In this paper we evaluate the impact of communication network performance on a
supermarket supervisory controller which attempts to reduce the electricity costs of the
supermarket. We defined the communication flows between supervisory controllers and
local controllers at the supermarket zones. We found that the supermarket controller
was very robust to delays in the downstream communication, however it was rather
susceptible to packet loss. We also found that for the upstream communication it was
impacted greatly by delays that where larger than the offset, which is the time interval
between the generation of the last update message from the local controller and the
execution of the supervisory control computation. Due to the implementation of the
local and supervisory controller, this offset (and subsequently the delays) could be as
large as 59 seconds which would provide additional robustness to many communication
scenarios. We also found that packet loss in the upstream communication was less severe
than for the downstream communication, however it still impacted the performance of
the controller.
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Future work would include finding an optimal trade-off between delays and packet loss
for the upstream communication, as it can for instance be achieved via retransmission
schemes such as implemented by TCP. Another topic to investigate in this area is how to
ensure that communication in the supermarket is secure, and how malicious third party
attacks would impact performance. A similar analysis was done for communication for
voltage control in medium-voltage grids in Reference [17].
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Abstract
A smart grid is a complex system consisting of a wide range of electric grid components,
entities controlling power distribution, generation and consumption, and a communica-
tion network supporting data exchange. This paper focuses on the influence of imperfect
network conditions on smart grid controllers, and how this can be counteracted by uti-
lizing Quality of Service (QoS) information from the communication network. Such an
interface between grid controller and network QoS is particularly relevant for smart grid
scenarios that use third party communication network infrastructure, where modification
of networking and lower layer protocols are impossible. This paper defines a middleware
solution for adaptation of smart grid control, which uses network QoS information and
interacts with the smart grid controller to increase dependability. In order to verify the
methodology, an example scenario of a low voltage grid controller is simulated under
imperfect network conditions.
1 Introduction
Energy production in todays’ power grid is mainly done using non-renewable energy
sources [1], it is, however, desired to rely more and more on several types of renewable
energy sources in the future. Private wind turbines and solar panels are gaining pop-
ularity at low voltage levels, meaning that energy production is changing from a more
centralized system, to a highly distributed system, as well as part of the energy pro-
duction moving from the high voltage(HV) and medium voltage(MV) layers to the low
voltage(LV) layer. To enable the power grid to handle future requirements of a highly
dynamic energy production and consumption at this level, it must be possible for the
distribution grid to have better control of grid assets.
To facilitate this added control intelligence in smart grid systems, a communication
infrastructure must be in place as well as functionality to allow grid asset control,
which for the LV grid is not yet implemented. Since the assets are highly distributed,
dependable communication is required to allow proper grid operation, however, this is
not without challenges since several trade-off’s have to be made, [2].
Because dependable communication infrastructures tend to be expensive, either a
suitable compromise between dependability and price must be found or the dependabil-
ity of economically feasible communication infrastructures must be increased. Therefore,
low complexity solutions to control grid assets over existing (or low cost deployment com-
munication networks), but imperfect communication networks are required. This paper
illustrates the example of asset control in distribution grids with poor communication
network performance.
The control scenario in this paper is based on a smart grid communication sce-
nario that uses an open and heterogeneous communication infrastructure [3]. This open
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communication infrastructure may be a third party public communication network,
where the IP stack must be used, and access to lower communication network layers is
restricted. The solution proposed in this paper will, therefore, only contain communi-
cation network adaptations on layers above the transport layer. A consequence of the
use of a public heterogeneous communication network is that QoS will change dynam-
ically over time. This paper presents a solution which adapts a smart grid controller
to counteract poor communication network performance, and gain improved controller
performance. The conceptual approach of adapting control to network QoS is illustrated
in Figure D.1; the figure shows the control loop of grid assets in the outer circle. The
required communication infrastructure is monitored and information on the network
performance is used to adapt the control approach via middleware functionality. The
latter corresponds to the upward red arrow in the figure; the downward direction, ad-
justing network QoS to control demands, is treated in [3] but beyond the scope of this
paper.
Fig. D.1: Conceptual dual loop for dependable smart grid operation, [3].
The proposed solution will be implemented for a given LV grid controller controlling
a population of refrigerators. The adapted controller will then be simulated to illustrate
the effectiveness of the adaptation method.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows; first an overview of the existing state-
of-the-art is provided. Then, in section 3, an overview of the system architecture and
generalized protocol stack is given. Section 4 describes the example control solution as
well as the proposal for extension, which realizes the adaptation of the control system
to the communication network properties. Section 6 describes the simulation approach
and the evaluation results from the simulation experiments, demonstrating the benefits
of the proposed adaptation scheme.
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2 State of the art
Reference [4] gives an overview of the different technologies available for smart grid
communication, and lists the relevant standards. In Ref. [5] the viability of using power
line communication (PLC) is investigated through simulation. Two different topologies
for the smart grid communication are proposed and then simulated. This paper sets
certain requirements that the communication should adhere to, and investigates if it
is possible to meet these requirements using PLC. The results show that PLC can
fulfill the stated requirements in only a limited set of scenarios, and hence more relaxed
communication requirements need to be deployed, or a different communication solution
must be used. The poor performance of PLC is also shown in Ref. [6], where it is shown
that under certain conditions, bit error rates in the order of 10−2 can be expected.
Adapting a control algorithm to the communication network QoS has been discussed
in different papers, but it is scenario dependent which adaptation scheme is the most
suited for the task. Adaptation should preferably be done without an extensive restruc-
turing of the control algorithm. According to Ref. [7], it is possible to adapt the control
algorithm without major changes. The idea is to modify the control loop time while
leaving the parameters of the control algorithm unchanged. While this algorithm is not
optimal, it can improve the overall performance if the increased control loop time leads
to lower communication network traffic, thus ensuring all data in the communication
network reaches its destinations before the next sample time. Furthermore, Ref. [7]
shows that a control algorithm with variable control loop time will still be stable under
certain conditions. A different method for adapting the control algorithm to the com-
munication network state is presented in Ref. [8]. The distributed control algorithm is
changed dynamically depending on the QoS of the communication network as estimated
by the distributed controllers. This approach changes the control loop time, which ei-
ther leads suboptimal control, or recalibration of control parameters. Ref. [9] proposes
to adapt the network to the controller by choosing the optimal throughput to allocate
to based on different power cost functions.
3 System architecture and use case
In this section we introduce the system architecture and the example case on which
we focus our work. Furthermore, we describe the embedding in the communication
stack that allow the transparent adaptation of the controller to changing communication
network properties.
3.1 System architecture and assumptions
The adaptation approach in this paper focuses on the low-voltage grid controller, whose
embedding in a hierarchical overall smart grid control architecture is shown in Figure
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D.2 [10]. From higher level, the LV grid controller receives set points used as a reference
for optimal power consumption. Due to the restricted number of assets in the LV grid,
this consumption may not always be achievable, and so, power may flow in and out via
the transformer station as needed, but following at best effort the level of a reference
signal from the medium voltage (MV) grid controller. However, the in- and out-flux of
power between the grid domains should be kept at a minimum for a reliable operation
(the more predictable a LV grid domain is to the MV controller, the less effort it is to
maintain this, and chances for energy waste is reduced). Toward the MV grid controller,
the LV controller thus offers a flexibility service in terms of following set points given
by the MV controller. In this paper we focus on the LV grid controller and assume that
the set points from the MV grid controller are given.
Flexible loads Inflexible loads
LV grid controller
Electric
Grid (LV)
Sensor
information
Comm.
network
MV grid controller
Comm.
network
Sensor
information
Electric
Grid (MV)
Fig. D.2: Hierarchical Smart Grid control architecture [10].
To achieve the goal of balancing production and consumption, the LV grid controller
is envisioned to be able to interact with the assets connected to the LV grid. We
distinguish between two different types of assets:
• Flexible loads: These assets may be controlled fully by the LV grid controller.
• Inflexible loads: These assets cannot be controlled, but rather show a stochastic
behaviour.
We refer to Ref. [11] for more information on these types of assets. As shown, the LV
grid controller needs to interact via a communication network with the assets. In the
next section we propose some addition to the communication network protocol stack to
improve the controller performance under imperfect network conditions.
3.2 Adaptive communication network functionality
We describe a middleware solution that performs adaptation of the control signal and is
performed based on the QoS of the used communication network (Downstream Adapta-
tion). Using this middleware, the controller can focus on the originally targeted control
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operation while the adaptation to changing network performance is taken care of by
the middleware. Further, we also propose similar middleware adaptation for access to
measured sensor data (Upstream Adaptation). To be able to perform this adaptation
based on communication QoS, packet loss estimates must be provided by the network
monitoring functions. These QoS estimations can be used to adapt the control signals.
The proposed middleware will be placed on the controller side of the communication
network for both downstream and upstream adaptation. An overview of the solution
and how it interacts with a control system can be seen in Figure D.3.
Fig. D.3: Illustration showing how the proposed
solution is placed in the communication network
stack.
Figure D.3 also illustrates where the
adapter and the communication net-
work monitor is placed in the com-
munication network stack. As seen
on the figure, the communication net-
work monitor is placed partly between
the transport layer and the adaptation
layer. This allows the communication
network monitoring to be done using
passive network monitoring.
4 Example Smart Grid Control Scenario
In this section we describe an example LV grid controller scenario that will be con-
trolling the assets as previously described. The scenario considers the control of power
consumption of thermostatic loads in a LV grid scenario.
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4.1 Regulation of thermostatic loads
A block diagram of the control scenario is shown in Fig. D.4, for which the core de-
sign without the communication network, has previously been published in [12]. This
structure contains three main elements:
• A number N of refrigerator units Fi each equipped with a modified thermostat
controller Ki, i ∈ {1...N}, and each wih the power consumption yi.
• The cumulated inflexible power consumption w that acts as a predictable distur-
bance.
• The main controller consisting of the supervisor control, estimation and dispatch
blocks.
The objective of the controller in this scenario is to reduce the peaks in the overall
power consumption by effectively utilizing the characteristics and restrictions of the grid
assets and coordinating the power intake of the asset groups. For the case study we
look at thermal energy storage in terms of refrigerators. These refrigerators will by the
objective of the control thus be timely coordinated to increase power consumption, and
thereby store ”coldness”, before power peaks caused by the inflexible loads and then
coordinated to safely turn off during that peak, and thereby use the previously stored
”coldness”. For refrigerators, the challenges are that these are restricted in terms of
operating temperatures, which from time to time disallow operation of them as desired.
Fig. D.4: Control of thermostatic loads [12].
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The operation of the control algorithm can be sketched as follows:
for each minute do
Estimate Refrigerators States, Ñoff ,Ñon;
Obtain Power Consumptions, z, p̄;
Compare to reference signal, r;
Calculate Control signal, ε;
Dispatch signal to refrigerators;
for Each Refrigerator do
React to received signal, ε;
end
end
Ñon, and Ñoff are the estimated number of refrigerators that are in the on or off
state. z and p̄ is the measured power consumption of the LV grid, and the average
power consumption of a refrigerator respectively. p̄ is assumed known by the controller,
but in practicality would be provided by each refrigerator when registering, and then
averaged.
The LV grid controller then coordinates with the MV grid controller, and calculates
a power consumption reference r for a given time horizon, e.g. a day. In this paper we
delimit ourselves from deriving the reference signal r, and the used reference is therefore
generated artificially based on the used behaviour of the inflexible loads in the considered
LV grid. The exact behaviour of the reference signal is not in focus in this paper, as we
want to analyze the concept of adaptations based on imperfect communication networks
and not include MV grid control behaviour.
ε̃k =

(rk−zk)
Ñoff
k
·p̄
, for rk > zk
(rk−zk)
Ñon
k
·p̄ , for rk < zk
(D.1)
εk =
{
ε̃k, for − 1 ≤ ε̃k ≤ 1
sign(ε̃k), otherwise
(D.2)
The control signal, ε, is calculated according to Equation (D.1) and (D.2) and sent
to the refrigerators. The control signal indicates the fraction of refrigerators in the right
state that should change their state; if ε < 0 then a fraction of ε refrigerators should
switch to the ON state, if ε > 0 in the reverse direction. For example, an ε value of 0.2
indicates a request of the supervisor center for 20% of the refrigerators currently in the
off state to switch to the on state, which as being executed gives an overall increase
in power consumption, but at the same time adds to the thermal energy storage in the
form of "coldness". Similarly, an ε value of −0.2 indicates a request of the the supervisor
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center for 20% of the refrigerators currently in the on state to switch to the off state,
which translates into an overall power consumption decrease, and a loss of "coldness".
The change of state at the i’th refrigerator leads to a power consumption, yi, in which
the total consumption of the refrigerators, z, are simply the sum of all these. Since there
are many other loads on the electrical grid, noises and disturbances, w (from inflexible
loads in this specific scenario), is added to the measured load signal. The controller
would need to estimate the controllable load of the refrigerators y, and thus the average
power consumption of a single refrigerator, p̄, is multiplied by the estimate of how many
refrigerators are on or how many are off . All this happens at discrete points in time,
notated by the index k for the k’th step of the control.
In order to ensure that refrigerator temperature (and other potential constraints)
are not broken at the individual unit, the actual power consumption decision is taken
by the local refrigerator controller Ki. Every refrigerator in the group receives the same
message, in case of perfect communication, and the dispatch is carried out by a local
randomization in the following way. If the refrigerator unit is capable, given its local
conditions, to safely turn on or off respectively, it will do so with a |ε| probability.
In this way, a simple control signal is dispatched to the assets which also respects
local constraints of the assets.
Assumptions of the control for thermostatic loads
The control approach in [12] is based on several assumptions and we briefly review these
here. First, the refrigerators have similar, although not identical parameters, and the
average parameter values are known by the controller. This resembles a situation where
the LV controller has been preconfigured, e.g. via registration of grid assets, such that
a set of flexiable assets are able to be controlled.
Secondly, the group of refrigerators together with the inflexible consumption are
within the same electrical LV grid domain, making it possible to measure the cumulated
power consumption z, for example as illustrated in Figure D.2 at a MV/LV transformer
station. Furthermore, it is assumed that the states Ñoffk and Ñonk can be estimated
accurately by the controller.
The communication in [12] is considered to be done over an ideal link, i.e. the
assumption is that all refrigerators receive the control signal and in due time for the
control operation.
Modifications of the controller
In order to fit the controller to the scenario, it has been modified in certain areas.
• The first one regards a change of the ε calculation. In the original controller de-
scribed in [12], the control signal ε is modified such that the controller performs
a more aggressive control when the power consumed is above the reference. This
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aggression has been removed such that the controller attempts to reach the refer-
ence exactly, instead of trying to be just below it. The reference signal r has been
lowered accordingly.
• Ñoff and Ñon are estimated via feedback from the refrigerators to the controller.
After receiving the control command, all refrigerators reply with their (potentially
updated) binary state. This feedback was not included in the original controller
in Ref [12].
Since the controller has been modified, and a new performance metric is used, the
controller can no longer be considered optimal as defined in [12]. This means that control
adaptations can cause increased control performance by pure luck. For this reason the
controller is recalibrated by changing the ε calculations to:
εk =

(rk−zk)
Ñoff
k
·p̄
· C, for rk > zk
(rk−zk)
Ñon
k
·p̄ · C, for rk < zk.
(D.3)
Where C is a constant. The value of C is found by simulating the controller under
perfect network conditions using different values for C, and thereby determining its
optimal value. This simple recalibration is done as controller design is out of scope of
this paper, however, in a practical implementation, a recalculation of control parameters
should be done instead.
4.2 Communication network
In this scenario we use narrowband PLC for communication between the LV grid con-
troller and each refrigerator. Because we have 60 seconds to dispatch the control signal
ε, communication delays in the ranges of few seconds only have minor impact. However,
packet losses are a focus which impact differently for UDP and TCP based protocols,
especially for high packet loss communication technologies like PLC.
Fig. D.5: Overview of the considered communication network.
The parameters of the network scenario that is used in Section 6 for evaluation are
listed in Table D.1. We assume a broadcast network with a star topology, for which
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we can broadcast or multicast the ε value directly to the assets, and each asset unicast
their state back to the controller.
Parameter Value
PLC Packet loss 70[%]
PLC throughput 3000[ b
s
]
Refrigerators 100
Control interval 60 [s]
Simulation Time 15 [days]
Correction Factor 1,2
Avg. refrigerator power consumption 100 [W]
Refrigerator temperature range 2-5 [◦C]
Min. refrigerator on/off time 5 [min]
Table D.1: Parameters used for the simulations.
A high packet loss probability of 70% was chosen to illustrate the impact of imperfect
network conditions on the controller. The controller was simulated with different values
of packet loss, but proved highly resistant to packet losses due to the fact that it was
designed with stochastic deviations in mind. As delays does not have a significant impact
on the controller in this scenario, the value for the throughput was chosen sufficiently
high to support the scenario. Ref. [6] showed that PLC can have BER’s as high as 10−2,
which for the packet sizes in our scenario translate into 92% packet loss probability. In
practice, the impact of bit errors can be reduced by deploying error correcting codes.
4.3 QoS-based Adaptive Control
The performance decrease is mainly caused by dropped packets on the communication
network. One method to counteract this is to use a reliable transport protocol such as
TCP. This does, however, come at the cost of increased delay and overhead, especially
compared to UDP, since the control algorithm allows for the use of multi casting. Fur-
thermore TCP becomes very slow in scenarios with high packet loss rates due to its
congestion control, or it may even drop connections entirely and then has to perform
connection re-establishment. If the overall packet-loss probability can be measured or
estimated, the hypothesis is that the control signal can be modified to take into account
the loss of recipients by counter adjusting the control signal to the amount of refriger-
ators expected to receive the signal. The fraction of refrigerators that should change
their state then needs to take into account the predicted message loss to achieve the
level of control expected by the controller.
In the considered control system, the control parameter ε is a measure of the amount
of refrigerators which should change state and is calculated based on the amount of
available refrigerators in the system, N . The effective number of reached devices will be
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smaller than N , as some refrigerators will not receive the control signal. These become
an inflexible unit in practice. To counteract the effect of the packet loss, a new control
parameter ε′ is defined, as shown in eq.(D.4). This is calculated from the reduced value
of number of nodes that receive the downstream adaptation request, N · (1− Pl)
ε ·N = ε′ ·N · (1− Pl)⇒ ε′ =
ε
1− Pl
. (D.4)
In this way, ε is being scaled according to the expected loss of recipients, however,
requiring that the packet loss is known.
When a refrigerator receives a control signal from the supervisor center, it will re-
spond with its state information. In scenarios of packet loss, the correct reception of
this response message at the controller requires that both the broadcast message and
the response message are successfully transmitted. Assuming independent packet loss
with probability pl in both directions, an estimator of packet loss is obtained from the
the number of received response messages as follows:
N̂received
N
= (1− Pl)(1− Pl)⇒ Pl = 1−
√
N̂received
N
. (D.5)
The controller uses the amount of refrigerators in a certain state when calculating ep-
silon, however the measured number of refrigerators in this state and the actual number
might not be the same due to packet loss. Thus the Ñonk or Ñ
off
k should be modified
to account for packet loss. This leads to a new calculation of ε, being:
εk =

(rk−zk)
Ñoff
k
· N
N̂received
·p̄
, for rk > zk
(rk−zk)
Ñon
k
· N
N̂received
·p̄ , for rk < zk.
(D.6)
This means that there are two kinds of adaptation of the controller, one which scales
ε with the estimated packet loss, and one which corrects the counted amount of on or
off state refrigerators based on estimation of missing responses. Later we refer to these
two types of adaptations to a) upstream adaptation and b) downstream adaptation,
representing the direction of information flow, respectively. Using both adaptations the
ε formula becomes:
ε′k =

(rk−zk)
Ñoff
k
· N
N̂received
·p̄
· 11−Pl , for rk > zk
(rk−zk)
Ñon
k
· N
N̂received
·p̄ ·
1
1−Pl , for rk < zk.
(D.7)
5 Simulation methodology
In order to evaluate the adaptation approach described in section 3.2 an example sce-
nario has been implemented in a simulation framework. A framework for combined
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simulation of the control method and of the network behavior is developed for that pur-
pose. We used MATLAB and OMNeT++ in our work, but conceptually, the procedure
would be similar using other tools, it would probably require extensive changes to the
framework. MATLAB is used to simulate the LV grid controller, and will therefore be
considered the control simulator for the purpose of this paper.
Since the two tools, MATLAB and OMNeT++, are working with different time
concepts, we need to ensure that the two tools interoperate properly in order to produce
useful results. Coupling the operation between MATLAB and OMNeT++ is nothing
new, as for example illustrated in Ref. [13] where it is used to model indoor wireless
networks, and for that reason we will not go into detail regarding this coupling. Figure
D.6 shows the workflow of the two simulators for a single control loop.
Fig. D.6: Message sequence diagram of an low voltage grid controller (LVGC) communicating with a
single refrigerator.
OMNeT++ is handling the time of the simulation, and sends messages to MATLAB
at the points where system dynamics and control actions need to be processed. To sim-
ulate the transport over the communication network, OMNeT++ requires information
from MATLAB regarding the amount of data to send, but it does not require actual
packet content, this content must therefore be handled internally in MATLAB. Once
a packet reaches the destination in the OMNeT++ simulation, the simulation time is
paused and MATLAB is given information on the specific receiver entity of the packet.
The execution flow now moves into MATLAB, which performs the required processing
and returns control to OMNeT++ when done. The simulation time in OMNeT++ is
then updated with an added processing delay. The control program can be triggered
from OMNeT++ by communication network events such as the arrival of a packet, or
by clock events, as is the case of the main control loop.
It was chosen to have OMNeT++ initiate and handle the communication with MAT-
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Fig. D.7: Interfaces between OMNeT++ and MATLAB.
LAB, and not the other way around, because it also handles simulation time. This
means that OMNeT++ must know the time it takes for each control part to be pro-
cessed. This process is illustrated in Fig. D.6. The structure of the communication
between MATLAB and OMNeT++ is shown on Figure D.7.
6 Evaluation of the network aware control system
In this section we provide an overview of the results we obtained and discuss them in
relation to the framework we setup.
6.1 Performance metric definition
The key performance metric of the control algorithm is defined as the error between
the total consumed power and the power reference. This error to some degree reflects
the effort, that the MV grid controller has to do in terms of extra effort of providing or
distributing excess power over time. The parameter is calculated as
Errp(k) = |rk − zk| (D.8)
Summing up over time, and averaging, gives an indication of the energy demand for
the particular LV grid domain over a time period.
Erre(K) =
1
K
K∑
k=0
|rk − zk| (D.9)
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6.2 Base scenario
In the base case scenario, we make a simulation run of the control simulation without
any influence of the communication network.
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Fig. D.8: Base case simulation of the controller under ideal network conditions.
Figure D.8 illustrates clearly the role of the controller, namely to store energy in the
refrigerators as before a power peak arises. It is seen by the initial rise of power con-
sumption by the refrigerators, which during the peak load period is reduced. After the
peak load period the refrigerator power consumption increases significantly to recover
from the energy drain in the thermal energy ’bank’. The cycle repeats itself for the late
afternoon peak, however, not without violating the setpoint for which the controller was
supposed to keep. This is a result of the stochastic elements. Any deviation from the
reference relates to cases where power must be either taken from or input to the LV grid
with the interaction of the MV grid controller.
Investigating the control scenario with lossy and delayed communication is now used
to analyze 1) the impact of imperfect communication networks on top of the control
system, and 2) how well this can be remedied by our proposed solution of manipulating
the control and feedback signaling without the knowledge of the controller to make up
for packet losses.
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6.3 Evaluation of the communication network influence and pro-
posed solution
Five different simulations have been done, one with perfect communication network
conditions, which will serve as the best achievable performance (lowest error), and the
four combinations of with and without upstream and downstream adaptation. Where
the one without any adaptation will show how the controller performs under imperfect
communication network conditions, and the rest will show the effect of the adaptations.
15 days have been simulated for each simulation and the error is calculated for each
minute. The average error was then calculated for each minute of the day. Due to
significant fluctuations in this plot it was difficult to see any differences between the
schemes. To show the trends in the error it was chosen to make a moving average of
the error with a window size of 50 minutes, which can be seen in Figure D.9.
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Fig. D.9: Moving average of the error with a window size of 50 minutes.
The results in Figure D.9 shows first a substancial impact due to the communication
network imperfections (teal curve) and secondly that the proposed adaptations (blue
curve) are effective. The error in terms of energy losses, becomes worse with the com-
munication network degradation and if nothing is done, this may have impact on the
overall strategy of which the MV controller needs to take if multiple LV grids should be
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considered within one MV control domain.
The average error over an entire day has been calculated for each scheme, by taking
the average error for each day, and afterwards averaging this over the 15 simulated days.
The standard deviations of the error have been calculated likewise.
Adaptation Mean error 95 % Confidence interval
Ideal network 184,01 171,88 - 196,14
No adaptation 263,28 249,19 - 277,36
No upstream adaptation 324,19 314,91 - 334,12
No downstream adaptation 249,75 234,91 - 264,59
Full adaptation 211,42 200,91 - 221,92
Table D.2: Performance of the different schemes.
It is seen in Table D.2, that the imperfect communication network conditions have
impact on the controller performance. It is also seen that only adapting for downstream
imperfections will cause the controller to be over aggressive, and an increased error is ex-
perienced. It can also be seen that only adapting for downstream imperfections reduces
the performance significantly. If we consider the calculation of ε as shown in equation
(D.7), we see that if there is no modification of the received responses (no upstream
adaptation), ε will increase, making the controller more aggressive. Furthermore if ε
is adapted based on the packet loss it becomes even larger, thus even more aggressive.
This leads to the controller becoming overly aggressive leading to poor performance.
The performance can be increased significantly by adapting for upstream imperfections,
and even more by adapting for both upstream and downstream imperfections, leading
to a total improvement of around 20 %.
7 Conclusion and future work
We introduce an approach to take measured communication network performance into
account via parameter adaptation in middleware functions and show the effectiveness in
simulation experiments. We also show that including communication network consider-
ations when designing systems, like smart grids, where faults can be very expensive, is
important. We propose a solution for this inclusion, where control signals are adapted
according to communication network QoS measurements, and evaluate this in a LV
smart grid control scenario using simulations. This can in principle be realized via a
middleware solution as sketched here; however the detailed design in order to allow the
middleware to act transparently to the control algorithm is not given in this paper.
We show that by adapting the controller to current communication network QoS es-
timations, the controller performance can be increased significantly (as seen when using
full adaptation). It can, however, also be concluded that adapting the controller to the
References 161
communication network can in some cases decrease control performance, if the controller
becomes over aggressive (as seen when only considering downstream adaptations).
This paper shows how packet loss probabilities can be effectively included to in-
crease control performance, however, further explorations into the inclusion of other
QoS parameters such as latency and throughput can prove useful.
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Abstract
Intelligent control of energy distribution grids is implemented via a hierarchy of control
loops with different input values and different control targets, which also work on differ-
ent time-scales. This control is enabled by a bi-directional communication flow, which
can be interrupted due to ICT attacks. It is therefore necessary to analyze and under-
stand the emergent behavior resulting from the interplay of the different control loops
and how this behavior may change under different communication scenarios. The simu-
lation scenario considered in this paper is a medium and low voltage grid in island mode
with a limited grid buffer capacity subjected to ICT attacks. First the interplay of four
different control loops that all react to time-varying prices is analyzed. A co-simulation
framework is applied to specifically investigate the sensitivity of the emergent grid behav-
ior to extreme conditions on the the price signal communication which could be the result
of ICT attacks. In a second step, we introduce a modified pricing scheme, where the
energy price is locally influenced by the distribution grid conditions. We then analyze the
behavior of this modified scheme when both up-stream and downstream communication
are subject to communication delays and losses resulting from ICT attacks.
1 Introduction
The Smart Grid is an evolution of the power grid that utilizes a communication infras-
tructure and the ability to have two-way communication between entities in the power
grid. Intelligent adaptation of grid behavior can be done communicating grid status up-
stream and set-points downstream; indirect control via energy prices can also be applied.
We consider a scenario where a micro-grid with a limited capacity buffer attempts to
balance the power in the grid while ensuring frequency stability. However, as there is a
communication infrastructure, it is vulnerable to ICT attacks, either through malicious
targeting of specific Smart Grid entities, or as collateral damage if the infrastructure
is shared with other services. TLS can assure authentication and integrity protection,
however, denial of service type of attacks like the flooding and TCP reset attack [1]
cannot easily be prevented by TLS. That is why we focus here on timing impact of
attacks, resulting in message delays and losses, as opposed to malicious modifications
of grid status or set-point messages.
In a second step, we investigate a scheme for improved balancing of the micro-grid by
local modifications of energy prices, i.e. a price server receives information on the cur-
rent power balance in the grid and modifies the electricity price based on this power
balance. This up and down regulation of the price is intended to further ensure that
the entities in the local distribution grid attempt to balance the grid by increasing the
price incentive. However, by adding this local market server we may also increase the
susceptibility of the grid to communication disruptions, as this will add an upstream
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communication flow.
There are several methods for studying interplays of controllers in the Smart Grid. A
simulation framework which studies the MV and LV grid is the DiSC tool found in
Reference [2]. This tool simulates distribution system voltage control using MATLAB.
Reference [3] has built a testbed which allows greater detail when investigating the Smart
Grid. However such a testbed is very costly, and it takes a long time to run emulations
of the grid. When considering communication networks in power grids it is important
to consider how attacks on the ICT infrastructure affects both the communication and
the controller, such as done in Reference [4], which considers flooding and reset attacks
in an MV grid. These attacks on the ICT infrastructure can cause increased delays,
which are investigated in Reference [5] in the context of medium voltage control.
In this paper we simulate different Smart Grid and power grid controllers together and
study the interplay between each controller, while also simulating a disrupted commu-
nication flow. Section 2 details the general Smart Grid scenario we consider, Section
3 introduces the simulation framework used, and Section 4 describes the specific sim-
ulation scenario. In Section 5 we show validation of the framework and results with
a nation-wide market, while in Section 6 we show the performance of locally modified
prices based on local grid balance, and we conclude in Section 7.
2 Control and ICT Architecture
The scenario we consider in this paper is the load frequency control (LFC) of a modern
wind power dominated system, as seen on Figure E.1. The LFC consists of medium and
low voltage grid units participating in power balancing control. This MV grid contains
a distributed wind farm, supermarkets, distributed CHPs, and a low voltage grid. In
this scenario the HV grid is seen as a limited size energy buffer. The grid entities are
connected to the electricity market, from which it receives prices of electricity. The
green lines denote communication flows, which are sometimes bi-directional and others
uni-directional.
This scenario covers part of an urban power grid, in which the LFC will send the
prices it receives from the market to the MV grid controller which will pass it on to the
LV grid controller.
2.1 Market
The Market is assumed to be a single nation-wide entity which dictates the electricity
price every hour based on the current power production and consumption in the whole
nation-wide grid, and predictions of future power production and consumption. This
price is communicated to each flexible entity in the grid. By setting the price it will
influence the controllers of the Smart Grid, as they produce or consume based on, among
other things, the price of electricity.
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Fig. E.1: Overview of the scenario
2.2 Wind farm
The controller aims to reduce damage a wind farm sustains during normal operation.
The controller estimates the damage to the wind farm based on both wind speed, and
variations in wind speed. It is a trade-off between the cost of producing energy and the
price of the electricity. A closer look into the effects of communication networks within
a wind farm controller have been done in Reference [6] and [7].
2.3 Supermarket
The supermarket controller aims to regulate the temperature within a supermarket
between an upper and lower bound. The amount of power required to keep the temper-
ature within these bounds is dependent on the outdoor temperature at the time, as well
as other aspects (number of humans in the supermarket, opening or closing freezer doors
etc.). The controller is set to increase or decrease consumption/production based on the
price of electricity, if at all possible. This is based on the work done in Reference [8].
Another method for modelling a supermarket controller can be found in Reference [9].
2.4 LFC
The first target for the LFC is to stabilise the frequency, and as a secondary priority
attempts to balance the power consumption based on system flexibility to the lowest cost
of the system. We assume it achieves this by calculating set-points for the aggregated
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generation units, medium voltage grid controller (MVGC) and low voltage grid controller
(LVGC). It takes in measurements from the power grid on frequency and voltage, as well
as information regarding state of the distribution grid from the MVGC/LVGC, and uses
this when generating set-points. The LFC is based on the work done in Reference [10]
and [11].
2.5 MVGC/LVGC
The coordinated MVGC/LVGC must follow the set-points from the LFC, and uses these
to regulate the consumption and generation of power at the consumers. The MV grid in-
volves distributed wind turbines and small/medium CHP units and flexible consumption
loads such as supermarkets. The LV grid contains prosumers with different flexibilities,
among these are electric vehicles (EV), photo voltaic units (PV) and households. A
more detailed description of this can be found in Reference [12] and [13].
2.6 Communication network
In order for all these controllers to communicate a communication network is required.
The communication network handles all information flows between the controllers, how-
ever, as this is a study on the interplay between the controllers we do not investigate the
effects of communication networks that the individual controllers use to interact with
their sensors and actuators, see Reference [14] for such and example. The evaluation
scenario for the communication between the different controllers in Figure E.1 considers
extreme communication delays and losses as may result from denial of service flooding
and TCP reset attacks, which may result in periods of high packet loss, or total loss of
connectivity for the system, as in Reference [1].
The information flow in the system can be seen on Figure E.2. The market calculates
a price, which it sends to the wind farm, supermarkets and LFC (which sends it to the
MV/LVGC). The wind farm and supermarkets send their production/consumption to
the LFC through the MVGC, which then calculates and sends a set-point to the flexible
regulation units in the MV and LV grid. In section 6 we will describe the information
sent from the LFC to the market, as indicated by the dotted line in the figure.
3 Simulation tool
In order to evaluate the interaction between the controllers in the scenario, a modular
simulation tool has been created that contains the following modules:
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Fig. E.2: Information flow of the simulation
3.1 Wind farm
The simulation model is an aggregation of several wind turbines, abstracted based on
the behaviour of a single wind turbine. The module uses both the current wind speed
and the variation in wind speed over the control time. It uses these to estimate the
damage wind turbines would sustain while operating under these conditions, and uses
the price to gauge whether it is worthwhile to attempt to maximize production at the
cost of life time on the wind turbine. The wind farm module assumes the layout of the
wind farm to be wind turbines standing in lines, and thus each subsequent wind turbine
in the line is affected by the wind turbines in front of it.
3.2 Supermarket
This controller calculates power consumption/production based on the previous indoor
temperature, and the current outdoor temperature which is used as a disturbance. When
the electricity price is below a threshold of 80 DKK/MWh the supermarket consumes
more power to store up thermal energy, and when the price rises above the threshold it
uses less power and uses the stored thermal capacity instead. The supermarket module
has a model for the disturbances in the supermarket relating to the opening or closing
of refrigeration units or the requirements for power due to people in the supermarket.
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3.3 LFC and MVGC/LVGC
The frequency deviation in power systems is an indicator of power imbalances between
the generation and load. The LFC uses a proportional-integral controller to correct
these system deviations thereby creating new power set-points to those generation (CHP,
DCHP) and flexible loads (EVs, thermal/indirect storages like supermarkets) units par-
ticipating in frequency regulation. Transfer function models of these generators and
flexible components are used for their design and analysis in the LFC [10] [11]. The
MVGC and LVGC pre-calculates the estimation of flexibility from those aggregated
models of components from the distribution grids (DCHP, EVs etc.) participating in
the LFC regulation. Optimal schedules of these flexible distribution units are deter-
mined based on the market prices and component characteristics under steady state
conditions [12] [13]. Their regulation capacities are finally computed by using load flow
analysis considering the voltage and thermal constraints of the distribution grids.
The MVGC and the LVGC are simulated in the same module in the simulation frame-
work, as there are interdependencies between the modules would greatly increase the
simulation complexity if they where simulated separately. The module determines the
number of EVs connected to the grid, the number of solar panels connected, and the
production of the CHP. This is based on the current solar radiation, the outdoor temper-
ature and a movement model of the EVs based on typical driving patterns and battery
state of charge.
The grid model uses the line impedances and the current limits to calculate the voltage
and currents through load flow analysis. The MV grid model is represented by a simple
aggregated model of the grid components, whereas the LV grid model takes into account
the physical location of each node.
3.4 Communication network
The communication network simulates an IP network, with a transport protocol on
top of it. We can model different communication scenarios with this, where we can
change both the delay and the packet loss of the communication network. The network
simulator is made to allow changes in the network conditions that the modules operate
under, and thus allows changing both delay distributions and packet loss probability. In
this paper we assume delays and losses to be independent of previous losses or delays.
Furthermore, due to the implementation of the MVGC and LVGC in the simulation
framework, the communication network between these two is not simulated. Similarly
the communication within each module is not simulated, as explained earlier in this
paper.
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4 Simulation scenario
In this section we detail the specifics of the simulation scenario for each module.
The wind farm module simulates a wind farm consisting of 90 wind turbines, in the for-
mation of 6 lines containing 15 wind turbines each, with each wind turbine producing
a maximum of 1.1 MW. This is considered to be a wind farm of average size for a dis-
tribution grid. The wind farm module takes the electricity price and the wind as input,
and the variation in wind speed over the time period. It outputs its power production.
The supermarket module simulates 4 homogeneous supermarkets of size 60x30x7 me-
ters, meaning they share the same temperature profile and use the same models. Each
supermarket attempts to regulate the indoor temperature in the supermarket between
18 and 20 degrees Celsius. It uses the price and the current outdoor temperature as
input, and the consumption as output.
The limited grid buffer has a size of 150 MW, which is used in case the power in the
MV grid is not balanced sufficiently, in which case the buffer will attempt to supply
the difference. The LV grid consists of 45 households, spread out on 15 power lines,
each with a PV panel (1 MW), and 25 of the households own a EV (200 kW each), this
is based on an average LV grid in Denmark, extrapolated for future penetration and
technology development of EV charging and PV deployment. The MVGC/LVGC takes
the output of the wind farm and the supermarket, as well as the current price. It gives
as output the current power balance in the grid. It uses the solar radiation to model
the production by the PVs.
The price data used by the market module is real world price data provided by [15].
This database of prices also contains the wind speed, temperature and solar radiation
at the given time, which are also used by the modules in this simulation framework. All
this data is correlated.
The communication network is simulated in OMNeT++ and we simulate scenarios
where we increase the delays from 0 to up to four hours, and packet losses between 0
% and 100 % (100 % corresponding to a complete loss of control of the system). The
packet loss scenarios correlate to different severity attacks on the ICT infrastructure.
The packet loss is added to the IP layer in the simulation. Regarding delays we consider
delays, which may be caused by attacks on the ICT infrastructure, that are rather large,
up to several control cycles.
The information flow in the simulation is shown in Figure E.2 in Section 2.6. The specific
timing in this communication flow is as follows: every hour the market will calculate a
new price at the start of the price cycle and send this to the other modules. 5 minutes
after the start of the price cycle the wind farm and supermarkets will determine their
consumption and production, and send this to the LFC which forwards it to the MVGC.
10 minutes after the start of the price cycle the MVGC and LVGC determine set-points
for the modules regulated by them. In the case of the extended scenario of a local
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market in Section 6, the MVGC measures the current power balance in the grid and
sends this to the market module 5 minutes before the next price cycle. When we in this
paper discuss delays or packet losses, the delays or loss percentages are applied to all
links descriped in the information flow. We are using both TCP and UDP for transport
protocols, and it was chosen to use OMNeT++ for the network simulation as it has
built in TCP and UDP.
5 Evaluation of the interplay of Smart Grid controllers
In this section we start by validating the behaviour of the simulation framework. Next we
study the interplay of the controllers under a nation-wide market, and we investigate the
effect of extreme communication network conditions on this interplay. In Figures E.3,
E.4 and E.5 we show the price generated by the market module (upper left corner), and
the consumption and production of the supermarkets and wind farm modules (bottom
of figures). Negative numbers mean consumption, while positive production. We also
show the power balance in the specific MV grid (upper right corner). This power balance
is the sum of all production, minus the sum of all consumption in the grid. Thus if the
number is positive, there is an excess of power in the grid, while a negative number
indicates a lack of power in the MV grid.
5.1 Verification of simulation framework
We start by evaluating the behaviour of the grid and the flexible prosumers under fixed
boundary conditions. To do so we run a simulation where we set the input price of the
system to follow a step function. We also fix all temperature, wind and solar radiation
inputs. This shows how the different modules in the simulation react to changes in
price.
As we see from Figure E.3 all three modules that are intended to react to prices
(Wind farm, supermarkets and LV grid), do indeed change consumption or production
based on the price.
5.2 Behaviour of control loops under nation-wide market con-
ditions
As we have now determined that the controllers and market behave in a manner which
we expected, we consider how the simulation behaves when we introduce nation-wide
market dynamics. This can be seen in Figure E.4 which shows the system behaviour
with an ideal communication network, i.e. zero delay and no loss. The following figures
(in this section and the next) use the same input data, in terms of nation-wide price,
wind, temperature and solar radiation.
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Fig. E.3: Simulation results with a price value that steps three times (50 to 90 to 120 DKK/KWh)
and all other variability parameters set at fixed values, under ideal network conditions
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Fig. E.4: Simulation results using nation-wide market prices
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Due to space limitations we only show Figure E.4 in this section. Other results
show that the system is highly resilient to packet loss and delays. However, when
investigating the system consumption during high and low price periods (described in
further detail in Section 6) we saw a higher consumption during high price periods, and
lower consumption during low price periods, compared to the total average consumption.
This result shows that the price as taken from the real-world data is not effective to
achieve consumption adaptation for the investigated system setting. Therefore we look
at a modified system with stronger impact of the price, and hence higher relevance of
the communication of prices next.
6 Extended Scenario with modified prices
In this section, we investigate how using locally modified prices based on the power
balance in the grid can affect the ability to balance the grid, and ensure that we have
the highest consumption when the price is lowest (and vice versa). We call the module
implementing this the local market server. In this section, the results considering delays
are done using TCP as transport protocol, and results featuring packet loss are done
using UDP.
6.1 Extended scenario overview
The inclusion of the local market server adds an extra communication flow to the system,
namely an upstream flow, illustrated by the dotted line in Figure E.2. This flow consists
of the LFC sending the current power balance in the micro-grid. This information is
the used by the local market server to up or down regulate the price, to encourage
the controllers in the grid to change their production or consumption. By adding this
upstream flow we do, however, expect the system to be more susceptible to ICT attacks
and non-ideal communication networks. This is mainly due to the fact that if the
information regarding power balance is lost the local market server will use outdated or
possibly wrong information to modify the prices, which will potentially lead to regulating
up when it should regulate down.
6.2 Market implementation
We implement the local market server by having the nation-wide price regulated up or
down as detailed by Equation E.1. This equation will allow the local market to either
decrease or increase the price of electricity based on the price from the nation-wide
market and the current power balance in the local power grid.
Preg(ti) = P (ti)− P (ti) ·
1
π
· atan(Diff(ti)/10MW ) (E.1)
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Where P (ti) is the real world price found from available data at time ti, Preg(ti) is the
regulated price, and Diff(ti) is the current power balance in the MV grid. Atan was
used in this model as it allows a steep curve at low power differences, and becomes less
steep as the power difference increases, and we scale it such that the regulated price can
be a maximum of 1.5 times higher or 0.5 times lower than the input price.
6.3 Results with modified prices
The results can be seen in Figure E.5 which shows the system behaviour with an ideal
communication network.
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Fig. E.5: Simulation results using locally modified market prices based on MV grid balance
Figure E.5 show that when the power balance in the grid is not zero the market
changes the prices to attempt to drive it toward zero. This is of course not always pos-
sible, as there are outside disturbances such as wind and temperature that also change.
As the market does not take these disturbances into account when calculating a new
price we find that it is not always possible to drive the power balance to zero.
Based on a histogram of the price in the ideal communication network scenario, a high
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and low price threshold is set. These thresholds are set based on values where approx-
imately 30 % of prices lie within the threshold, and we found 65DKK/KWh as the
low price threshold, and 165DKK/KWh as the high price threshold. The consumption
in the time period when each of these thresholds are exceeded is then averaged. We
would hypothesize that when there is packet loss or substantial communication delays,
the system’s ability to regulate the consumption based on price will decrease. If this
happens the average consumption in low price periods will decrease, as the entities in
the system are not aware that they should increase consumption. Conversely, the av-
erage consumption in the high price periods will increase, as the system does not know
that it should decrease consumption.
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Fig. E.6: Simulation results showing the consumption on average and in low and high price period
over increasing packet losses using UDP
Figure E.6 show that the system is rather resilient to packet loss, with needing
more than 80 % packet loss to reduce performance of the system, and the results for
delays show similar behaviour (not shown in this paper due to space delimitaions). The
average consumption in the defined price periods does not change significantly until
the packet loss exceeds 80%. We do see after 80% that the consumption in low price
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periods decreases, and it increases in high price periods, as expected. Similar for delay
the graphs cross at slightly over 2 hours delays.
We see from the results shown in Section 5 and in this section that when we deal with
more extreme price conditions that the system is more susceptible to ICT attacks and
disruptions of communication. The results using nation-wide market prices show little
change in behaviour even under extreme conditions, where using a local market server
seems significantly more susceptible to attacks. However, the local market server was
able to ensure higher consumption during low price periods and lower consumption
during high price periods.
7 Conclusion and outlook
In this paper we studied the effects of disrupted or delayed communication on an urban
Smart Grid scenario. The scenario considered a micro-grid with a limited energy capac-
ity buffer attached, and we studied the interplay of multiple controllers which are using
variable prices as input. We found that by changing the price of electricity we change
the behaviour of the controllers in the system.
We found that by introducing locally influenced price changes, which would up or down
regulate the price based on the current power balance in the micro-grid, that the con-
trollers where better able to regulate consumption. However the system was also more
susceptible to ICT attacks. It should also be pointed out that the system was still re-
silient to communication disruptions, just not to the same degree as for the nation-wide
market.
Another potential problem of the disrupted or delayed communication of price signals
is that the controllers may act on price information that is old or incorrect. This may
cause problems for billing, if a consumer changes behaviour due to receiving an old price
signal while the power supplier is operating under a different price signal.
One of the primary actions for further work currently is the local market server imple-
mentation, which could be more realistic. This could be done by taking into account
predictions of future meteorological data, or attempting to predict how the grid will
react to different prices, to determine an optimal price strategy. Another avenue would
be to change the time scale of the simulation modules, and controlling the system faster.
This would put larger demands on the communication network, especially if the sim-
ulation is expanded to cover larger grid scenarios. This may lead to the system being
more vulnerable to delays or loss in information.
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